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This study considers the problem of detecting and estimating

multiple planewaves in a noise environment. The data are assumed

to be available in array form, i.e., several spatially distinct time

records of the same process. The solution which is pursued is

computationally efficient, but generally suboptimal. However, under

some. conditions, the solution is optimum in the maximum-likelihood

sense.

The determination of the number of planewaves and their respective

vector velocities is accomplished by using the multidimensional

frequency-wavenumber power spectral density function. This technique

avoids the complexity of more elaborate schemes and yields usable

results for sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratios. The multiwave

problem is reduced to a sequence of single wave estimation problems

by using frequency-wavenumber digital filters which pass a single

planewave. The multidimensional fast Fourier transform is used for

both the spectral estimation and digital filtering.
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After filtering, maximum-likelihood estimates are made for each

wave. The estimates are compared to the simpler delay and sum

estimates.

All of the techniques advanced in this study are tested using

simulated and actual data on a large scale digital computer. It is

found that the spectral density estimation and filtering can be

accomplished efficiently and effectively. By comparison, the general

maximum-likelihood estimators are computationally cumbersome and

offer little improvement over the delay and sum estimates.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The analysis of spatio-temporal signals which are immersed in

noise is undertaken here because of the current interest in many fields

of both theoretical and practical considerations. Typical research

includes the radar and sonar problem of locating and classifying

targets that emit or reflect waves of energy. In radio astronomy the

purpose is to study electromagnetic radiation from different regions of

the universe. In seismology one is frequently interested in [1]

differentiating between earthquakes and nuclear explosions.

The original motivation for this study is based upon the conjecture

that these sophisticated techniques may be of value in the study of

electroencephalographs (EEG) or brain waves. Accordingly, this study

is limited to techniques which have definite practical merit. The

signal model is a sum of planewaves which overlap in space and time.

The noise consists of both ambient channel noise and interfering

planewaves. It is generally assumed that the noise statistics are

available, but the signals are completely unknown a priori. Thus,

while this study is guided by a particular application, the formulation

of the problem is sufficiently general to permit application to many

other areas.



The basic quantity being studied is a wave. In general terms a

wave is simply a phenomenon or disturbance which moves. The shock wave

caused by an explosion or the tidal wave caused by an earthquake are

obvious examples. A planewave is simply a wave which travels in a

straight line and does not exhibit variations in any plane perpendicular

to the path of propagation. In the examples cited the wave travels away

from the source of disturbance. In complex biological systems this

simple relationship may not exist.

Mathematically a planewave may be defined as

s(t - d/v)

where t is time, d is distance as measured from the spatial origin

along the direction of propagation, v is the velocity of the wave, and

s(t) is the waveshape or functional form of the wave at the spatial

origin. Using the conventional Cartesian coordinate system, this wave

becomes

s(t - a-r)

where f = (r ,r ,r ) is the position vector at which s is evaluated
X y z

and a is the inverse velocity vector

a = v/|v|2 .

A monochromatic planewave in complex exponential form is given by



g-l2TT(ft-fa-f) ^
g-i2Tr(ft-l<-r)

where the vector wavenumber is t = fa. Any spatio-temporal function

which is transformable may be expressed as a sum of monochromatic

planewaves.

s(t.^) = )rs(f,t)e-^"2^^f*-'^-^) df dl^

where s(t,r) and S(f,l<) form a ™)ltidimensional Fourier transform pair.

This provides an additional incentive for studying planewaves.

To determine the waveshape of a single wave of known vector

velocity, in a noiseless environment, one simply observes the wave at

any point in space and applies the appropriate delay (or advance) to

produce s(t). If a single planewave is spatially sampled using a

discrete array of sensors and each sensor adds white noise, an estimate

of the wave is obtained by aligning the signals on each of the channels

and summing the results. This is the simplest form of array processing.

If, in addition to the channel noise, noise exists in the form of an

interfering planewave, more complicated processing must be employed.

This is a common problem encountered in radar. Allen [2] provides a

particularly readable introduction to this subject and lists some of

the many references. This estimation problem is usually solved by

adding amplitude weighting to each channel before the delay and sum

operations. Design engineering Judgment is usually applied to obtain

acceptable estimates under a variety of conditions.



To obtain the optimum estimates, it is necessary to apply the

concepts of decision and estimation theory. For most cases of practical

interest, the array processor then requires a different linear filter

applied to each channel before the delay and sum operation. The

filters generally depend upon the array geometry and noise statistics.

The resulting estimates are referred to as maximum-likelihood estimates.

This problem was first solved by Kelly and Levin CI]. A closed form

solution was not obtained to the general problem of estimating the

waveshape and vector velocity. An integral equation must be solved by

iteration. The parameter being varied is the vector velocity. If the

vector velocity is known, a closed form solution is possible. Capon

[3] has successfully implemented this solution and has applied the

results to seismological data. In a later paper Capon C4] also

discusses the wave detection problem.

The next step is to consider the multiwave maximum-likelihood

estimation problem. For the special case where the number of signal

and noise planewaves is known, the solution is given by Schweppe [5].

Again, a closed form solution is not obtained. This time it is

necessary to vary all of the vector velocities simultaneously in order

to solve an integral equation by iteration. When compared to the one

wave problem, this is referred to as a multidimensional search. If the

vector velocities are known, closed form solutions are possible. An

implementation is given by Kobayashi and Welch [6] for two planewaves

of known vector velocities. The multiwave detection problem, i.e.,

determining the number of waves, has not received much attention in

the literature.



The general problem considered in this dissertation is to

determine the number, vector velocity, and waveshape of overlapping

planewaves in the presence of additive noise. A general optimum

solution is not found. Instead, a heuristic solution is presented

along with a complete working implementation scheme for large scale

computers. For the case where the number of waves and the vector

velocities are known, the solution is optimum.

The detection of waves and the estimation of the vector velocities

is accomplished heuristically by using the frequency-wavenumber power

spectral density function. A formal solution of this part of the

problem would require maximum-likelihood detection and an exhaustive

search algorithm. The general subject of frequency-wavenumber power

spectral density estimation is covered in Chapter II.

To reduce the multiwave problem to a succession of single wave

estimation problems, the frequency-wavenumber filters are employed,

which pass only a single planewave. This avoids the difficult multi-

dimensional search required by Schweppe's solution. The general

subject of frequency-wavenumber filtering is covered in Chapter III.

The last step is to form a series of single wave maximum-

likelihood estimates. This is covered in Chapter IV along with a dis-

cussion of the important properties of the maximum-likelihood estimators.

The fifth chapter briefly outlines some of the considerations to

be made in applying the estimation techniques to electroencephalography.

A limited number of actual data are analyzed and the effectiveness of

spectral estimation and filtering is demonstrated.



CHAPTER II

MULTIDIMENSIONAL POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY ESTIMATION

Introduction

The muUiwave maximum-likelihood estimator presented in this

dissertation requires a planewave filter which effectively reduces

the multiwave estimation problem to a single wave estimation problem.

The planewave filter is realized as a digital filter which is specified

in the frequency-wavenumber domain. The problems encountered for this

type of filter are very similar to those encountered in performing

multidimensional power spectral density estimates. It is thus

convenient to study power spectral estimates before addressing the

filtering problem since the concept of multidimensional space is more

easily explained in terms of power spectra. The primary reason for

developing a method for estimating multidimensional power spectra is

to enable one to quickly search the frequency-wavenumber space for the

presence of planewaves. This then reduces the number of times it is

necessary to perform maximum-likelihood estimates for single waves.

The remainder of this chapter is divided into two parts: one-

dimensional power spectral estimation and multidimensional power

spectral estimation. The first section uses existing techniques for

forming acceptable estimates. Procedures which are extended to the

multidimensional case are particularly emphasized. The multidimensional



estimates are first extended to two dimensions and then to three

dimensions. The actual computer implementation is carried out in three

dimensions. An evaluation of its performance is also made. An

extension to n dimensions is an obvious extension of the work contained

in this chapter.

One-dimensional Spectra

In this section common methods of estimating one-dimensional

power spectral density (PSD) functions are discussed. The important

estimation error considerations are also reviewed. One-dimensional

estimates are used to form the cross-power spectral matrices required

for the maximum-likelihood estimates of Chapter IV. The material gives

the necessary background for the multidimensional case which follows

immediately.

The Fourier transform pair for continuous signals is defined in

the usual way

X(f) = / x(t)e"''^''^* dt (2-1)

+00

x(t) = / X(f)e'*"^'2''^^ df (2-2)

for -" < f,t < +00 and i=/^. The units of t are usually understood to

be time (sec) and f to be frequency (sec" ) or Hz. It will always be

assumed that these integrals exist. The functions x(t) and X(f) may be

either deterministic or random. The random processes which are to be

transformed are assumed to be ergodic and, thus, at least wide-sense

stationary.
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The power spectral density function can be defined by

+00

P(f) 4 HR (t)} 5 / R (T)e-^2irfT ^^ ^g-a)

where the autocorrelation Rj.(t) is given by

R^(t) = ECx(t) x(t+T)] (2-4)

and E denotes expectation or ensemble average. Power spectral estimates

which first require an estimate of the autocorrelation function and then

an estimate of its transform, as indicated by (2-3), are called Indirect

estimates. These estimates are not considered here.

The power spectral density function can be equivalently defined

as [73

P(f) 6 lim^liilli^ (2-5)
T-xo T

where |'| denotes absolute value and Xy(f) represents a truncated

transform

+T/2 ., ..

XT(f) A / x(t)e"^^^^* dt . (2-6)
' " -T/2

If x(t) and hence X(f) are deterministic, then the operator E may be

omitted and, if the time function is zero for |t| > T, (2-5) becomes

P(f) = 1/T |X^(f)|2 . (2-7)



It is important to note that (2-7) is identical to (2-5) if the

power spectral density of a truncated deterministic function is

desired. If, on the other hand, an estimate of the true power spectral

density as given in (2-5) is desired, (2-7) can be used as an estimator.

The resultant estimate will depend on T due to Gibb's phenomenon and,

as will be explained subsequently, techniques are available which

modify (2-7) to reduce the effects of the record length T. Turning now

to the case where x(t) and X(f) are sample functions of random

processes, the same problem exists in truncating the data, but, in

addition, it is now necessary to approximate the ensemble average over

the infinite set {Xy(t)} of sample functions.

How these problems are solved to form appropriate estimates of the

power spectral density will now be discussed. Any estimate formed from

the magnitude-squared of the transform, as opposed to the transform of

the autocorrelation function, is referred to as a direct estimate.

If x(t) is a random variable, any estimate of its power spectral

density will also be a random variable. With the estimate of the true

power spectral density, P(f), denoted as P(f), the fractional error or

normalized mean square error is given as C8]

€ = E{[P - E[P]]2}/E2 [P] . (2-8)

For the case of White noise (P(f)=constant) 6=/^, which says that the

fractional error is greater than unity. In [9] the complete

calculation of e is carried through for any function with a Gaussian

distribution. The results show that P(0) is the worst estimate with
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respect to f. For values of f not too near zero, the fractional error

€ is approximately unity regardless of the length of T. This result

should not be too surprising for, in effect, the average required by

(2-5) is approximated by using one sample function. Estimates formed

in this manner are frequently referred to as raw estimates.

The next logical step is to examine the effects of using more

sample functions to approximate the ensemble average. For comparison

purposes the total record length T is maintained, but the record is

divided into M contiguous segments. This operation is valid because

we have assumed ergodicity and independence of (uncorrelated) segments

provided the segments are sufficiently long. The raw power spectral

density estimate is formed for each segment and the M results are

averaged to form an estimate of P(f). In general one would expect e

to decrease with increasing M for a given frequency. For the Gaussian

case the approximation derived in [10] is

e^ = 1/M . (2-9)

For the non-Gaussian variates, similar behavior seems probable and

this approximation will be accepted here. If other distributions are

encountered, it should be possible to derive appropriate error

functions.

The final step in considering power spectral density estimates of

continuous functions is to realize that segmenting a given record of

fixed length, while increasing the stability of the estimate, actually

decreases the frequency resolution of the resultant power spectral
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density estimate. As is shown in C9] , the averaging method described

above is exactly analogous to premulti plying the data record of length

T by a triangular window, Figure 2.1(a), which in turn is exactly

equivalent to convolving (smoothing) the raw estimate by the Fourier

transform of the window function. Figure 2.1(b). For comparison and

later reference, a rectangular window and its transform are shown in

Figure 2.2.

The question naturally arises at this point regarding the

suitability of using alternate functions for increasing statistical

stability. Numerous alternatives have been suggested in the literature

[11,12,13]. One alternative (used in Chapter IV) is called the Manning

window which, in the sampled data case, results in smoothing with

weights {h,H,H). The basic objective of any window is to effect a

compromise between improving statistical reliability and maintaining

acceptable resolution. To assist in explaining the concepts of error

control and resolution, the power spectral density of an ideal

sinusoid (extending to ±-») will be estimated. There is no requirement

for averaging since this function is deterministic, but the effect of

truncation must be considered. The ideal sinusoid and its transform

are shown in Figure 2.3. To limit the time function to T seconds, the

ideal sinusoid is multiplied by the rectangular window of Figure 2.2.

The spectrum of the result, shown in Figure 2.4(b), is the convolution

of the delta functions of Figure 2.3(b) withthe transform of the

rectangle, Figure 2.2(b). The power density is then the square of the

function of Figure 2.4(b) divided by the record length T. From this

figure it should be clear that estimates at very low frequencies tend
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to be poorer than at higher frequencies, for fixed T, because of

overlapping sidelobes. This phenomenon is easily controlled by

insuring that the record contains a sufficient number of cycles of the

lowest frequency terms so that the tails of the spectral distributions

are nearly zero at the origin. The second observation is that if a

second time function were added to the first, such that the main lobes

of the spectra of the individual signals overlapped, it would be

practically impossible to resolve two waves from the spectrum of the

sum. This is, of course, the resolution problem. The errors in spectral

analysis arise from the presence of the sidelobes of the main lobes.

They can be misinterpreted as low amplitude signals, or mask the pres-

ence of low energy sinusoids, in the spectrum. This is especially

evident when the effects are shown on a log scale as shown in Figures

2.1(c) and 2.2(c). Ideally, one would alter the raw estimate to

decrease the sidelobes and simultaneously increase the sharpness of the

main lobe. Unfortunately, these demands tend to be conflicting. As a

possible compromise, consider the use of the triangular truncating

window of Figure 2.1 instead of the rectangular window. The new

estimate is simply given as the convolution of Figure 2.1(b) with the

delta functions of Figure 2.3(b). The results are given in Figure

2.5(b). Comparing the estimate shown in Figure 2.5(b) with the former

reveals that the "leakage" of energy from the main lobe into the side-

lobes has been significantly diminished, but the frequency resolution

is only about half the former resolution due to a wider and smaller

main lobe. The optimum choice is a subject of current research [14].

e = v^lTfAf (2-10)
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-f, +f.

(b)

Figure 2.3 Fourier transfom pair for ideal sinusoid, (a) time
function and (b) frequency function.

(a)

Figure 2.4 Fourier transform pair for rectangular-truncated sinusoid,
(a) time function and (b) frequency function.

._/>/ .\ry.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.5 Fourier transform pair for triangle-truncated sinusoid,
(a) time function and (b) frequency function.
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where Af is the frequency resolution given as the effective width of

the principal lobe of the frequency domain smoothing function. This

is the equation relating resolution, record length, and error most

generally used and is frequently referred to as the uncertainty

relation [10].

If we now consider the basic time function to be either the sum

of an unknown number of sinusoids or a random variable, it is not

difficult to visualize why the triangular window is generally regarded

as yielding better estimates of the power density than the rectangular

window. In general, any smooth truncating function will tend to

decrease errors due to sidelobes at the expense of diminished

resolution. It is important to realize, however, that raw estimates

due to the rectangular window are acceptable if the true spectrum is

characterized by large, well -separated peaks. In this regard, it is of

interest to note that it is possible to accentuate the main lobe by

actually accentuating the discontinuity (e.g., by differentiating the

rectangular window); however, if this is done, sidelobes can become as

great as the main lobe and the resulting ambiguity seriously limits the

usefulness of such estimates. This is the same problem faced in the

design of weighted delay and sum point array antennas where the

resolution is in bearing angle rather than in frequency [2,15].

The results presented thus far have been justified for continuous

functions only. As this dissertation is concerned exclusively with

sampled data, we shall now discuss the effects of sampling. The

transition is made quite easily because it is well known that sampled

data ffer a complete representation of a function if the function is
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sampled at at least twice the sampling frequency (i.e., at the Nyquist

rate) and acceptable spectral estimates are based upon forming

acceptable approximations of Fourier transforms by using truncated

data. To extend the results to form estimates of power spectral

density functions by using sampled data, the following steps are

explained. The data are assumed to be sampled at at least the Nyquist

rate yielding an N-point time series of length T seconds and time

interval aT. The truncated Fourier transform has now become the

discrete Fourier transform (DFT) defined as

N-1
X(kAF) = 1/N z x(£AT)e"''2^'^^/'^ k=0.1, .... N-1 (2-11)

n=0

where the frequency interval is

Af = 1/T = 1/NaT

and conversely

AT = 1/NaF = 1/F

where F is the sampling rate. It should now be noted that the discrete

frequency domain function is also sampled. Mathematically this is

equivalent to performing a periodic extension of the original truncated

time series so that the new series is periodic with period N. The DFT

calculates only the first period. Having computed the transform, a

discrete convolution operation may be employed to reduce sidelobes.
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The frequency series is thus squared and scaled to obtain the discrete

power spectral estimate.

Having shown that sampled data representation loses none of the

necessary information, it remains only to explain the "rectangular

integration" scheme implied by the DFT. It is recognized that more

sophisticated integration (e.g., trapezoidal or Simpson's Rule) could

be employed to reduce the integration estimation error, but it must be

remembered that these techniques are significantly superior only when

the integrand has relatively sharp peaks and valleys (i.e., contain

high frequency terms). The minimum acceptable sampling, however,

insures that the sampling interval will increase as the frequency

components increase. Increasing the sampling, in turn, increases the

accuracy of the estimated integral. We thus have some assurance that

integration estimation errors are not too sensitive to ill-conditioned

data. We make the usual assumptions that these errors are negligible

in comparison with the truncation and averaging errors mentioned

earlier.

The principal reason for using the DFT in approximating a truncated

Fourier transform stems from the fact that it is possible to utilize

the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm to perform the computation.

This numerical technique was first made popular by C16], is discussed

thoroughly in [17], and a particularly readable account is given in

[18]. If (2-7) is computed directly, it is seen that N^ operations are

required (multiply/add). The successive doubling algorithm [17] upon

which the FFT is based permits one to take two Fourier analyses of N/2

points each and combine them in N/2 operations to obtain an analysis
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of an N-point record of the same data. Successive application of this

technique yields an N-point DFT in approximately N log^ N operations.

A comparison of the execution times to perform a DFT is shown in

Figure 2.6 where it is assumed that execution time is directly

proportional to the number of operations. Graphs for actual computer

execution time can be found in [9]. This great difference in execution

speed is widely recognized as being responsible for making discrete

Fourier analysis feasible and far outweighs any disadvantage incurred

in not employing other numerical integration techniques. The increased

speed is also responsible for the present trend of forming direct,

rather than indirect, estimates.

10'

10«

lo'

10^

10^

102

10

Figure 2.6 Relative execution times.
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This section has described various methods of estimating the one-

dimensional power spectral density function. The results of actual

computer implementation are contained in Chapter IV. Details of the

calculations can be found in [19]. The remainder of this chapter is

concerned with extending the concepts to the multidimensional case and,

in so doing, presents a new method of estimating frequency-wavenumber

spectra.

Frequency-wavenumber Power Spectral Density Estimation

The function s(t,r) is a general spatio-temporal function of a

single variable time t and the one-, two- or three-dimensional spatial

vector r = (r^.r .r^). It gives the value of s at time t and vector

position r with respect to the spatio-temporal origin. This function

and its related functions are special cases of general multidimensional

functions. The distinction between multidimensional and spatio-

temporal functions only becomes necessary when s(t,r) is a planewave;

otherwise, s(t,r) may be viewed as a function of an arbitrary number

of variables.

The multidimensional autocorrelation function R(t,p) of s(t,r) is

given as

R(t,p) = ECs(t,r)s(t+T,r+p)] (2-12)

where E denotes the average value, or expectation. Spatial and

temporal stationarity and ergodicity are assumed.

The multidimensional power spectral density function P(f,t) can

be defined as
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+00

P(f,lc) ^ F{R(T.r)} = // R(T,r)e-^2iT(fT+t.l^) ^^ ^^ ^^-is)

where the multidimensional autocorrelation function is given by

R(T,r) t E[s(t.fQ)s(t+T,fQ+r)] . (2-14)

For physical systems the spatial vector r is one-, two- or three-

dimensional, r = (r ,r..,r ). The meaning of the wavenumber vector 1^
A y z

will become clear subsequently.

The spatial Fourier transform of P{f ,1<) yields

/ P(f.-^)e-'*2'^('^-^) d-^ = P^(f,l^) (2-15)

and its inverse is

/ P,(f ,r)e^^^^^"^*'^) d? = P(f ,lt) . (2-16)

For spatially discrete two-dimensional systems, r may be interpreted

as the separation between the m-th and n-th sensors, r =
(^m'^^n^ym-yr,)'

and (2-15) becomes

P(f ,1E) =
I

Px(f .V\-^-^n)="'"'^''' <2-»')
m,n=l

where f is the frequency, or, more formally, the temporal frequency,

and t is the "spatial frequency" or the vector wavenumber. f has units

of time" and 1(, length" . The interpretation of 1< is made subsequently.
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The inverse space Fourier transform of P(f ,t) yields the cross

-

power spectrum, P (f,p), between two points in space separated by p.

P^Cf.P) =
^"

P(f.1<)e^''2'^^''*P^ dt . (2-18)

The complementary transform may be used to define P(f ,^)

P(f.l^) = T Pjf.p)e-''2''^'^*P) d|5 . (2-19)

The inverse temporal Fourier transform of P (f,p) yields the

multidimensional autocorrelation function

R(t,p) = "^ P^(f.p)e'*"^27tfT ^^ ^2-20)
-oo

which, when expressed in this manner, demonstrates that R(t,p) may

also be interpreted as cross-correlation, or covariance, between

points spatially separated by p.

The multidimensional spectrum may be defined directly in a

manner similar to (2-5)

P(f,l<)^ lim C E|S^(f,k)|2/TJ^2" ]

TfT^-
(2-21)

where Sj is the truncated n-dimensional Fourier transform of s(t,r).

In order to develop an appreciation of the meaning of the frequency-

wavenumber space, and to introduce the spectral estimation problem,

the two-dimensional case is considered before presenting the theory and

implementation for three dimensions.
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Two-dimensional Spectra

Consider a spatio-temporal function of two independent variables,

time and space. Further, let it be required that this function s(t,x)

represents an ideal traveling planewave, which propagates in the

positive X direction. The wave is ideal in the sense that it is not

attenuated or filtered or otherwise contaminated as it travels. The

functional form is the same at each point in space except for the

delay due to a finite propagation velocity. Thus if s(t) is the

functional form at the origin, the value at any arbitrary x is given

by s(t-x/v) where v is the velocity of propagation of the wave in the

positive X direction. For convenience the propagation is usually

expressed in terms of inverse velocity

a = v/|v|2 . (2-22)

Note thatais oriented in the direction of propagation of the wave and

represents the vector of delays incurred per unit distance as measured

along each coordinate axis. It is sometimes referred to as the slow-

ness vector. If there is a sinusoidal component of the signal of

frequency f , then its vector wavenumber is given by kAfa. The use of

vectors instead of scalers is an obvious extension to the general

three-dimensional space, i.e.,

V 6 (Vx»Vy,V2)

and

a 4 (a^jay.otj,)

It L (k^.ky.k^) .
(2-23)
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If s(t,x) is a monochromatic planewave with inverse velocity a^ and

frequency f^

s(t,x) = A cos [2TrfQ(t-aQx) + e] = A cos C2Tr(fQt-kQx) + e] (2-24)

where e is uniformly distributed on [0,2Tr]. The autocorrelation of

s(t,x) is

R(t,p^) = ECs(t,x)s(t+T,x+p^)3

= A2/2 cos (2TrfQT+kQx)
. (2-25)

From [20] the frequency-wavenumber power spectral density function is

the two-dimensional transform of the autocorrelation

+00

P(f.kx) = ff A2/2 cos (27TfQT+k^Qx) dt dx (2-26)
—00

P(f,k^) = 1/2ti2 6(f-fo.kx-kxO^ ' (2-27)

The spatio-temporal function is illustrated in Figure 2.7 and its

frequency-wavenumber power spectral density is illustrated in Figure

2.8. Obviously the frequency-wavenumber power spectrum concisely

summarizes the defining parameters of the given planewave. It is

important to realize that if s(t,x) were wideband, instead of mono-

chromatic, the energy distribution in the frequency-wavenumber domain

would be contained in a plane as suggested by Figure 2.9. It is also
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of interest to note that, if we take the limiting operation, lim k«=0

and the familiar one-dimensional PSD is obtained. In practical terms

this condition implies that the velocity is so large that the wave

appears identical at eyery point in space and that the power spectrum

analysis reduces to an analysis of a function of one variable, time.

If s(t,x) were a sum of wideband planewaves, each with a unique

velocity, each planewave would appear in the spectrum as a power

density function centered on the ray defined by the velocity of the

wave as shown in Figure 2.9. In general the frequency-wavenumber

power spectral density function accounts for the distribution of energy

of an arbitrary spatio-temporal function in terms of frequency and

velocity (or wavenumber).

In considering the spectral estimation problem we again turn to

the direct definition of the frequency-wavenumber power spectral

density function

P(f,k^) = lim CE|S^(f.k^)|2/4TJ^] (2-28)

where

+T^/2 +T^/2

S(f.k ) = / / s{t,x)e-''2^<ft+V) dt dx . (2-29)

-Tt/2 -y2

The problems encountered in forming acceptable estimates for the

two-dimensional case follow directly from the one-dimensional dis-

cussion. For deterministic data the E operator may be ignored;

however, the effects of truncation are present in the form of
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two-dimensional sidelobes, surrounding the main lobe. If the truncation

window has circular symmetry, or otherwise has simple geometry, the two-

dimensional transform study of Papoulis [21] or Goodman [22] may be

consulted to determine the trade-offs between main lobe resolution and

sidelobe level. These matters are studied in image processing, optical

systems, and two-dimensional antenna theory. However, the lack of

symmetry in spatio-temporal functions makes it difficult to apply these

theoretical results to frequency-wavenumber power estimation. If

s(t,x) is a sample function of a random process, one will usually want

to know the relationship between the number of spatio-temporal samples

needed to approximate the ensemble average, the window one uses for

truncation and, of course, the statistical error function. While these

matters are quite important in determining the value of a general power

density estimator, they are not investigated here for two reasons.

First the power spectral density estimator required for this study is

needed only to assist in the detection and estimation of strong signals.

If spatio-temporal fields are encountered which have fairly flat

frequency-wavenumber distribution, the power spectral density estimator

simply is not used. The second reason for not surveying the statistical

advantage of averaging and/or windowing stems from the fact that

frequent applications are characterized by arrays of yery limited

spatial population. The array considered in Chapter V consists of a

4x4 array. Thus if an attempt is made to smooth using existing

techniques, the reduced resolution renders the estimate virtually

useless.
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Three-dimensional Spectra

The spectrum analysis of spatio-temporal functions of one spatial

variable and time is conceptually easily extended to the general case

of three spatial variables plus time. In the latter case the wave-

number k becomes the vector wavenumber t which has three coordinate

components, i.e.,

PSD{X(t.r)} = P{f,l<) (2-30)

where

and

r = (r,,ry,r^}

k = {k^,ky,k2} . (2-31)

From a practical viewpoint one spatial coordinate is too restrictive

to be of much use in modeling physical systems and at the other extreme,

with three spatial coordinates, an element in the frequency-wavenumber

space is an element in a five-dimensional space whose coordinates are

power density, frequency, k , k , and k . The data processing task for
X y z

handling data of this magnitude is considerable as is the task of

interpreting the results. As a compromise it is common in sonar and

seismology to use two spatial coordinates. This compromise is also used

in Chapter V. An examination of this estimation problem follows.

Consider a function similar to (2-24) but extended to two spatial

coordinates

s(t,x,y) = A cos (2TifQ(t-aXQX + ay^y) + e) (2-32)
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or using vector notation

s(t,r) = A cos (2TTfQ(t-OQ«r) +e)

s(t,r) = A cos (2itft - tn«r + e) (2-33)

where I^q = fo. The frequency-wavenumber spectrum of this becomes a

delta function

K 6(f-fQ,1(-l<o)

The vector velocity and inverse phase velocity are related by

a =V/rv|2

and

l^ = fa .

The term phase is added to emphasize the fact that we are dealing with

a projection of the actual (group) velocity onto the x-y plane.

In attempting to sketch the frequency-wavenumber spectrum, we will

use points to indicate three-dimensional delta functions, thus the

example cited may appear as in Figure 2.10. Note that the direction of

propagation of the wave is the same as t^ if the k^ axis is relabled x

and the k axis is relabled y. The magnitude velocity of the wave is

given by the slope of the line from the origin to the dot, i.e.,

IvqI = i/l«ol = V^o •
^2-^^^
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Obviously then the power spectrum characterizes the vector velocity,

frequency, and amplitude of the monochromatic wave. If wideband waves

are considered, the points must spread along the line passing from the

origin to the dot.

To enhance our knowledge of this case we compare our technique to

that used by others. As noted in [23] beam-forming and one-dimensional

spectral analysis can be combined to accomplish a study of the velocity

and frequency structure of the wave without any direct suggestion that

estimates of frequency-wavenumber spectra are being obtained. This is

referred to as the time domain method and is illustrated in Figure 2.11.

The spatio-temporal function is sampled as indicated by the inputs Sy

Each channel is delayed to align any incoming wave with a specified

vector velocity. The channels are then summed to diminish the effects

of noise. The resulting function is referred to as a beam and is then

spectral analyzed in a convenient manner and the end result is power

as a function of (fg.VQ). While the method is conceptually simple, it

is subject to severe limitations in velocity filtering or weighted

delay and sum operations. Generally, the weighting is adjusted to

suppress interfering events when the frequency composition and bearing

of the unwanted events are known a priori. With no a priori statistics

maximum-likelihood weights can be obtained but, in practice, this offers

little advantage over straight delay and sum with unit weights C3].

The next method, referred to [23] as the beam-forming method,

frequency domain, is termed the conventional method by Capon [3]. It

consists of an extension of (2-18), i.e..
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P{f .i<) =
I W^ Pjf .p)e-'''2^V (2-35)

p
P ^

where P is an estimate of the cross-power spectral density and W is
X p

a window used to improve the estimate of the two-dimensional transform

of P'. The advantage of this technique over the former is that it is

not necessary to form a large number of beams. From an implementation

viewpoint this estimate is appealing as standard techniques are available

for estimating P and the two-dimensional transform can be estimated

using windows which may be symmetrical as the units in both dimensions

are identical. The estimation errors associated with this procedure

are covered in [3,233.

Whenever estimates involve approximating Fourier transforms, one

encounters the problem of imperfect (not ideal) resolution in the

transform domain. The usual techniques involve choosing a truncation

window in one domain which yields acceptable resolution in the transform

domain. Capon [20] developed the "high resolution" estimate which

utilizes decision theoretic ideas to form an optimum estimate. By

definition the high resolution is

P'(f.k) a [ E q. (f)e"''2 '^<^j"'^£^
]

"^
(2-36)

where q is the inverse of the estimated cross-power matrix. The essence

of this technique will be covered in Chapter IV along with maximum-

likelihood estimation. It provides excellent estimates, in general, but

is computationally inefficient.
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The estimation presented in this study is based upon estimating

directly from a form of the defining equation

P(f,l^) L lim 1/16V T E| /s(t,r)e^'2"(^*'*''^'*^^ dt df |2 (2-37)
- t-x» ^ ^ ^ -T

where t = T. T T . As an estimate this becomes
t A jr

P(f,t) = l/16t |DFT{s(t,r)}|2 . (2-38)

This method of estimating the frequency-wavenumber spectrum will be

referred to as the direct FFT method. This procedure is similar to that

advanced by Smart and Flinn [24]. The difference is mainly due to the

method of calculation. The reason for choosing this estimate is to

utilize the computational efficiency of the multidimensional fast

Fourier transform [16,17]. While reference to the multidimensional FFT

is contained in the landmark paper of FFT [9], the literature seems

devoid of its application to frequency-wavenumber spectrum estimation.

This may possibly be explained by the requirement of the FFT to utilize

uniform sampling in each coordinate direction. It should be noted,

however, that sampling intervals in each direction need not be equal.

It is also interesting to note that early attempts at one-

dimensional power estimates were based on the indirect method of first

estimating an intermediate function (covariance) and then transforming

to obtain an estimate of power density [9]. With the introduction of

the FFT, the indirect method was replaced by the direct method which

essentially estimat- the magnitude-squared of the Fourier transform.
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Where the requirement for uniform sampling can be accepted, the use of

the direct method of estimating frequency-wavenumber power spectral

density via the multidimensional FFT will very probably become

increasingly popular.

As mentioned previously, the question of finding suitable three-

dimensional windows to improve the raw estimates is not investigated

here. The Fortran programs written to implement the estimate (2-38),

however, include provisions for multidimensional windows. This point

will be covered in the next section. Whether or not special windows

are included, the computations required by direct frequency-wavenumber

PSD estimation are significantly less than those required by other

estimates. The frequency domain method appears to offer the most

efficient second choice. In order to compare these two estimates,

assume we have N, x No x N- elements of a spatio-temporal function to

be analyzed, where the ordering is time by x by y. The direct FFT

method can be accomplished in about N^N^NologpN-NoNoOperations [17].

Assuming the one-dimensional FFT is used, the frequency domain method

requires Njlog^N, operations to transform the N, time functions plus

2 2 2
(NpNg) N, operations to form the cross-power matrix and finally Np N^

operations to perform the final two-dimensional transform. Table 1

compares the number of operations required for the two methods for four

particular values of N,, Np, and N-. The execution time for the

32 X 4 X 4 case on an IBM 360/65 computer is about 20 seconds using

the direct FFT method.
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Call PWAVE
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independent Gaussian noise [19] with a peak rms noise of SNR. If

SNR > 990 no noise is added. If SNR s noise only is returned with

unity rms value. PWAVE may be called repeatedly to generate a sum

of several planewaves.

If we refer again to Figure 2.12, PL0T16 is next to be called.

This routine provides a quick look at all sixteen channels with

relatively low amplitude resolution.

Subroutine NEGATE is used to transfer s(t,x,y) to s(t,-x,-y).

This is required whenever a standard FFT is used in which the exponential

term of the forward transform is given as

•i2Tr(ft+kj^x+kyy)

In order for the 1^ and v to have the same direction, the exponential

term must be

g-i27r(ft-k^x-kyy)

which is effectively accomplished by NEGATE. If NEGATE is omitted

the k and k directions will be reversed in the final output.
X y

Subroutine FWNO estimates the three-dimensional spectrum basically

by calculating the magnitude-squared of the FFT of the input spatio-

temporal series. To enhance statistical reliability and reduce

leakage several options are available. One may specify tapering

(windowing) in the spatio-temporal domain or smoothing of the raw

spectrum by either Manning or Hamming [9] smoothing. The frequency
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domain smoothing only smooths in the temporal frequency direction

and not in the wavenumber coordinates. The tapering utilizes a

10 percent cosine window in the time coordinates and the spatial

planes are bordered with 0.5 weighting with the center four

elements weighted at 1.0. FWNO may be called repeatedly, with

different samples of the same process and the results averaged.

To increase resolution in the wavenumber domain zeros are

added in the spatial domain. Each x-y spatial plane is padded

with zeros to double the resolution in the transform domain.

As adequate resolution is available in the temporal frequency

coordinate, zeros are not added to the time coordinate. The

next step is to calculate raw power estimates for positive

temporal frequencies. IBM's subroutine HARM is used for the

actual FFT [25]. As the ordering of the spatial and temporal

frequencies from any FFT is positive frequencies followed by

negative frequencies in all coordinates, the last step reorders

the frequencies to normal ascending order.

If the input series is a spatio-temporal impulse response,

the above applies except that the zeros are added to the spa-

tial tails of the impulse response. Instead of bordering the

x-y plane with zeros, zeros are inserted at the positive and

negative ends of the spatial records. This optional method is

selected by calling FWN05, instead of FWNO. FWNO is actually

an entry into FWN05.

Subroutine FWNO returns a power density array which may be

used for any purpose. If a line printer display of the data is

desired, subroutine PLT3 can be used. This routine outputs
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power as a function of k and k for each temporal fre.iuency
A y

desired. The output is normalized on a negative decibel scale

with respect to the maximum of the input power array. At each

temporal frequency the output consists of a matrix of numbers

(db's) whose position corresponds to the proper position in

the k -k space. Contour plots, using grey levels as described
A y

in [26,27], can also be added. The contour plot more than

doubles the cost of the output, but renders the results much

easier to interpret. If normalization is desired with respect

to a previous PLT3 call, PLT4 should be called. This is useful

for observing the effects of filtering, comparing noise level

to signal level, etc. If normalization is desired with respect

to a particular point of the input array, PLT5 should be called.

This is useful in examining the amplitude-squared response of

a three-dimensional filter as it allows one to normalize with

respect to a specific point in the passband. Ripples are then

seen as positive or negative deviations from db.

If it is required to return the spatio-temporal series to

its original state, NEGATE must be called again. NEGATE was

not included within FWNO as several calls may be made to FWNO

without ever returning to the spatio-temporal domain.

Results

The usefulness of frequency-wavenumber power spectral

estimates is demonstrated by application throughout this

study. In this section, an example of the application to the

analysis of simulated data is given. A general assessment of
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the performance of the estimate is also included.

To illustrate the performance of the Fortran subroutines,

seven truncated, monochromatic planewaves were generated and

summed using PWAVE. The frequency-wavenumber spectrum of the

resulting spatio-temporal function was estimated by FWNO and

plotted via PLT3. The input functions are listed in Table 2.

The temporal sampling rate was 50 Hz, which yields a

folding frequency of 25 Hz and a time interval of 0.02 sec.

The record length was 32 points or 640 msec. Spatial sampling

took the form of a 4 x 4 square array with a spatial interval

of 2 cm. The "spatial folding frequency" was then 0.25 cm"

and wavenumber interval, 0.125 cm" . The spatial dimensions

of the array are 6 cm x 6 cm.

The raw spectral estimates were computed by FWNO and the

result listed by PLT3. The actual output is reproduced in

Figures 2.13 through 2.29, inclusive. Each figure corresponds

to a segment of the frequency-wavenumber space for which the

temporal frequency is constant. Thus Figure 2.13 gives power

as a function of k and k for Hz. The power level is re-
X y

corded at each point in the space in negative db with respect

to recorded peak power density. The minus signs are suppressed

for simplicity. The peak power density is calculated for an

input given in micro-volts or micro-amperes. The power density

scale is limited at -90 db. Power levels below this point are

recorded as -90 db. The coding of the power density regions

into grey tones is given in Table 3. The coding scheme was

chosen to emphasize the higher power level and, in particular.
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Table 2

Listing of overlapping planewaves

Number
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PH MATRIX Ftm TFMPOnAL FREO • 0.0 HZ
IN -OB «.q.T« PtAK POki^R AT 7.8 HZ K
OF O.I4bl3<>qfc 0* PIC0MATT*SEC*CM**2

38 39 *l 36 4 1 3<> 38 49 4 0.250

34 30 37 35 31 3b 34 37 3 0.I8S

32 29 36 35 29 29 30 37 2 0.125

34 34 36 37 35 29 31 51 1 0.063

37 38 43 38 43 38 37 45 O 0.0

31 29 35 37 36 34 34 51 -1 -0.063

30 29 29 35 36 29 32 37 -2 -0.125

34 36 31 35 37 30 34 37 -3 -0.188

-3-2-1 I 2 3 4

RiiaMRaiiiiaaaaaiiiiaaxxKiiiixxMKKKMMMMaaaa
xxxxxxxxaaaaaaaaxxxxxxxxxxxxxRRxaaa
xxxxxxxxaaaaaonaaxxxxxxxxxxxxxxaaas

xxKxxxKxxxoasaaaaaaaaaxxxxHxxaaBaa
xaxxxxxxxxxxaaaaiHtoaxxxxxxxxaaaaa
xKRXKxxxxxxxxxaaBaaaMXRRxxRHRRxaaaa
RKKaKxxxxxxxxxcai8«.aasaxxxxKRXRaaaaa
KKaxxaxxxxxxxxaaaaaaaaaxxxxxxxKaaaaa
csaaaaaxxxxRxaaaaaaaaaxMxxKMxaaaaaa

AT LUCAL max: VELOC • 0.0 CM/SEC. UEARINC -I3S. OECREFS

Figure 2.13 FWNO output, f = 0.0 Hz.
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P« MATdlX FUR TLMPDRAL FnfcO • l.b HZ
IN -OB m.n.X, PFAK Onwt» AT T.S HZ
OF 0.1961349b 0* P|C0llATT*SEC*CM**2

39 32 32 3« 35 30 36 42

30 27 3U 29 ZB 37 30 36 3

29 30 29 2S 29 26 28 39 2

33 30 25 3* 27 2« 3£ 32 1

37 32 32 3? 27 29. 36 3* O

30 32 30 29 •! 3L' 33 *2 -I

31 2B 27 3b 32 28 K 33 -2

36 35 3n 42 3* 33 34 37 -3

B«aKi(iiiixK«aiiKxi««xiiii»*ii«aiiaiia*Kiiaii«i>t

KxxKMMKKKaaaixxKiixxKXK»••«>««« iiDaca
xxKKXXRXiiiKaaxxKxxxxaXKxaaaaxiiHKMaita
XXXXXRKXXnliailKXXXKXXXXVKKXMXHXXXKana
XXKXaXXKXHXXXXXXXXXXKXKKXXKXMKXXHaaa
XRKKXXXKXXXXXKXXXXKXXKXXXXXXXKKHaaa
MXRXXXRXXaXXXXXXKXXKKXXIIXKXKKMKaKSaa
KKKXXXKXKXXXXXXKXKXXaXXIIXXXKKKKKHKaa
aXXXXaXKXXXXXKXaxXXXXXXXXXXXXKBHNKNM
crxaaxxxKKXMx»xaxaxxxxxxxx<cxKxaaKMaa
aaxxxxxxxxxxKKxxxxxxxxxaxxxMxaaoaatt
caaaxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxaaavaas
acaxRxxxxaxKXKxxxxKxxKxxxKKKKiiiiaaaaa
xxMxxxxKxKxxxKKxxxddaixxxxxxkaaoaa*
xxxxxxxxxMxxxxxxxaaaaaaaaxxKKxaaDaaa
RXXRKxxxxKxxxxxxxa«tc*ta«xKKnxnaaaaa«
xxKXMKXKxaxKXKxaBKeaeBxxxxRaaxaanaBa
xxaxxxxxxxxxxKuaiacxxxxxxxKaxDaaoaxM
axxaKxxxxxxxsaaatiraxxxxKXMRxaaaeaaa
aaaxxxxxaaaaaaaaaaaaxxxxxxxxxaaaaanr

AT LUCAL max: VELOC a 11.18 CM/Sr.>°.. BCARINC • 27. UEfiHEES

Figure 2.14 FWNO output, f = 1.6 Hz.
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PK MATRIX FOR TliMPORAL FUEO • 3.1 HZ
IN -OB a.R.T. PEAK OOMER AT 7.8 HZ
OF 0«l9bl39VE 0« PI COMAT T*SEC*CM**2

16.67

25.00

90.00

3* 23 in 22 *«/ 26 27 29 -I

31 26 IB IB 24 33 33 33

3* 20 16 20 36 29 3* 29 -3

-3 -2 -I I

KKIIXK*»»*>»><i = 3«»*»»XNXXXKXXXXXX)IXHX
KKKXXt^ttasBszs^f^tXKKXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
HKKX*'»*<>>««9°3**»*XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXK
1IMXX»s<i3isxBxos»*»«xxXXXXXXXXXXXXX**«
NXX*»Ecs >---«<: 39 ^txXXXX^tXKXXNXX**^
XX»»«< '=***¥** *¥*KK»»n»*¥m
K»»>B —-' = **'*****X»H»n****
X»»«B--— ^,_mas» = »»»»»»»XXXXXX»»«
H**»* y^ --S>« = *»»»»»XXMXX»*»
X«*s°—-r^ — aa>yr::«.«.*»XXKX*«'*«
KX**>'—^ «>:s*.\»*»**'XXXXM*«'*'
HXK«»>-/ :>•'»»A XXXXXXKXX*
nKKX»*'|i«<>-- esu'stt-tixXXXXXXXXXXX
MMXX«»*l's«s>iE=:3»«'*KXXXi(XXXXXXXXXXXX
MKHXX»**y*'*»«**»XMIfBKyxXXXXXXXXXKMX
MXXxxf^o-^tttxxHaaMaxKxxxxxxxxxxx
il««XXXXX**V<»»»«'XXII^^aKXXMXMKHKKKNN
HMXaXXXX*««'*»TTvn(i(KRKRKNRXXaMMMMNMM
RX«RXXXX»**«t'»»«'**XXXXKXRHKXKXXHHMMM
KHXXXX»***'*«'*«'*»XXXXKXXMR)IXXXXKHXMM

KRRXXX**»«'»*»***XXXMKNXMHKXXRK*XKXMH
MHXX*»»**«*»*»«KXXKaaXRXXXRMKOXIIRXX

AT LOCAL max: VELOC 39.36 CM/SEC. 135. DEGREES

Figure 2.15 FWNO output, f = 3.1 Hz.



47

pa MATRIX FUR TEMPORAL FREO A. 7 HZ
IN -OB M.R.T. PFAK POMCR AT 7.6 HZ K VELOC
OF 0«I96I399E 04 P|CaaATT*SEC*CM**2

28 25 3S 25 25 39 30 38 4 0.2S0 16.75

25 29 29 22 2* 31 29 36 3 0.I88 25.00

33 25 2* 32 22 22 36 29 2 0.125 37.50

33 23 28 22 17 21 31 26 I 0.063 75.OO

28 29 29 19 20 29 29 38 O 0.0 •••••••

30 28 26 27 37 31 33 36 -I -0.063 -75.00

3* 29 3» 32 25 26 38 3* -2 -0.125 -37.50

36 33 33 3* 38 36 36 «5 -3 -0.188 -25.00

-3 -2 -I I 2 3

MKxxxxxxioiaxRicxxxxxxxKVHaHaBaitHMKaao
X^XXXXHXKKXXXXXXXKXXXXNRaKKKnM•n
XXXXXMMXKRXXKXXXXKXXXXXHXaKKKXKHXaBI)
XXXKXRXXXXXXXKXXXXXKKXXKKMHXXKRMRHan
XMXMXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXKMKXXXMKMNil
RMaXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXMRXaXMKMtt
XMXnXXXXXXXXXXXMXXXXXXXXXXXXXKaaNKMM
XKXMXXXXXXKKIlXXXXXXX*»»**XXXMXaKNRMa
BXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX***»«'**«'XXKXKaHHKn
XMXXXXXXXXXXXXXX»»**«'»»»»»XXXXRHHMNH
X«RnXXXXXKKXy«i( .-«-»»»•* *»XXXXnKXKKMKM
XHXaXXXXXXXXXXX^tt'^tttXXXXXXXXKMXMaB
XXttMXMXK XX XXX »»»»»** XXX XHXMXMXHXaBII

aManxaXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXKRKKRKHMKNaaa
NRXMXRRRRXXXXXXXXXKRRRXRXRRRMXRRaaaO
XRRRkRXXXXXXXXXXRXaiOxRRRXRRRaaaall

XXXRRRXXXXRRXXKXRRXRRRXXXRHRRBanaaall
RRXBXXRRXRRXXRXRXRRRXXXRRRRRRBaaaaaa
SRRRRRXRXRaaXRRRRKXXXXXXXRHRaBBBaBBa
aaRBRRXRRxaRXRXXXRRXRXXRXRRROBBBBBBB
BKaHRXRRRXKRRXRRKRBaBBaxXxaaoaBBBaail

AT LOCAL max: VELOC « 53.03 CM/SEC. BCARINO " •S. OECREES

Figure 2.16 FWNO output, f = 4.7 Hz.



48

PO MATRIX FOR TEMPURAt. FREO > 6.3 HZ
IN -OB M.R.r. PEAK fOMER AT 7. a HZ
OF 0.196IJ99E 0« PI COMAT T*SEC*CM**2

26 28 31 22 2* 63 30 37

29 29 25 22 24 30 36 33

35 22 25 29 20 22 35 30

30 2« 29 20 17 21 26 31

29 32 20 20 21 27 30 «0

33 30 30 34 37 35 36 44

35 34 34 32 26 28 37 39

28 27 36 35 38 35 32 39

25



Pa MATRIX FOR TEMPURAL FREO • 7.8 HZ
IN -DB H.R.T. PEAK PUKFR AT 7.8 HZ
OF O.I9bl3<iqE 04 PIC0t>ArT*SEC*CM**2

49

31 28 2» 22 2 J 31 3S 33

XXKII

XXR
KKKRKXXXX

aXMBBO«H»a»XXHB
s*KaBaxx»°»xxNS

— s*XHB«XX»'*»XHI
*KMHX»*'**XHII
XXXX»s>«*'XMB

x»**««xxaa
»»xX**'***KXHa

zatxxxa
°*»xHa
a*»XNa
*»xMa
xxa
»»XHa
xMoa
xxaoa
xaaaa
Mxaoa

SXM^XXXXMXaa
XXXtXXHOa

XXXXXXHMOa
'XKKMKXRHRHXaa

xxxxxxxxxnaaaaanx

AT LOCAL max: VELOC 41 .67 CM/SEC. DEAR INC > 90. OEGRCES

Figure 2.18 FWNO output, f = 7.8 Hz.



50

Pa MATRIX FOR TFNPOPAL FREO > 4.4 HZ
IN -00 M.R.T. PEAK POMtR AT 7.B HZ K
OF 0.I96I349E 04 Pi COk ATT •SEC*CM**2

30 28 27 22 2* 39 31 39 « 0.2<

2T 2S 37 2B 26 34 34 61 3 O.K

30 28 27 21 20 23 27 39 2 O.U

30 35 27 21 19 20 24 32 I O.OC

32 J3 36 29 23 23 29 32 0.0

33 28 30 31 33 56 37 48 -I -0.0«

25 27 36 35 35 28 31 35 -2 -0.12

27 33 29 23 25 31 35 33 -3 -0.18

-3-2-101234
KMBKiiHKaxxxxxxxHxxxxxxxMaaaaaKKMaaaa
XHaxxMsxxxHKxxxxxxxxxHxaaaaaKxaaaaa
xxxxxxxxxKaMxaxxxxxxxxxMaaaaaaxaaaaa
xxxxxxxKKaaaxMXRxxxxxxxxxaaaaaaaaaaa
xxKxxxRKKxaxxKxxxxxxxxxxxMxxxKxaaaaa
RXKMXXXKRHXXXXKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXRRXaaaa
XHRRRXRHKXMXXKK»«'4'**»»»XXXKXXKXRXBaa
KRRRRRRRXRXXXXX»»****»**XXXKXXXXRXaa
RXRRRRRRRXX XX XX* »*»**«'»* »»XXXXXXKRXa
XRaxaCaXRRXXXXX »»**»»«** *'*«XXXXXXRRM
RXRaBa>RXXXRRXXXXXX«'»»»»»*XXXXXXRRNM
RRRRRaRaaBaXRRRXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXRKRM
RRRXRRBaaBBaBRRRRXXXXXXXXXXXXRRRMRRM
XRRXXRXRBIBaxXRRRRRXXRXRRaaXRRHXaaaa
RRRXRRXRRRRRRRRRRRRRXRtBaaaaaaaRBaaa

HRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRROvtaaaaBBaaaaaaa
MRRXxxRRRRaaBaaaaBBaaaaaaaaaBaRaaaaa
xxxxxxRRRaaaaaaaaaaBBaxxxxRXRRRXRRaa
XXXRRRRRRRaRRRRRRRXRXXXXXHRRXRRRRaaa
XXMMRXRXRHRRRRRXXRXHRRXXMRRXXRaBBBaa
XMMRRRKaRRRXXXXXXXXXXXXMRXKXM8BBaBRM

AT LOCAL max: VtiLOC > 106.07 CM/SEC. REARING 3 «5. DECREES

Figure 2.19 FWNO output, f = 9.4 Hz.
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Pa MATRIX FOR TEMPORAL FREO v|0.9 HZ
IN -00 H.R.T. PEAK POWER AT 7.8 HZ
OF 0«I96I399E 0* PICOaATT •SEC*CM**2

27 27 3J 23 23 32 33 36

28 28 33 29 26 34 38 *l

36 36 2b 21 21 23 26 3«

29 36 28 23 21 20 23 30

3S 30 30 40 24 23 28 3S

30 27 30 29 2V 38 42 39 -I7S.C0

28 31 44 32 33 30 33 34

36 36 30 23 23 30 SO 43

-87.30

-Sn.33

-3

XXXXXXKMMaMliaXXXXKXXXXXKKMHHKKaaaBaB
xxxxxxNMHK«xxxxKxxxxxxxxKNKMaaaBaaa8
«»xxvRX«KiixxMKXxxxxxxxHXBK«aaaaaaaaa
r.xxxxxxxKKxxKxxxxxxxxxxxxMHaaaaaoaaa
KXRXHKKxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxr.KMNXKaaaaaa
NXMRBXRMXKXXXKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXRXMMnaaa
•asiiaaxxKxxKXx**»»»*»xxxxxxxxxKMMMa
•BnBnKnXK«XXXXXXX»»«'»»*XXXXXXXXXMIIMM
RXKniaaxXXXKXXXHXXX»*»»»»»MXXXXXXMMM
KMXXSiiaKXHXXXXKXXXX*4'»»**'»«'»XKXXXXMM
HXXKMaXRKKMXXXXXXXXXXXX»»*XXXXXXKKMN
MXRRMKXKXRXKXXXBXKKXXXXXXXXXXXXKKMMN
aXKRKXNRXXXBIBBBBKXXXXXXXXXXXMKHNaa
BXXXXXBXBMMXKaaaaBMKXXXXHXMnXKBBBBaa
BBBBjixBxxxxaxxxKKKxxxxKXHxaaaoBBBaaa
MXKRXXBxxKxRxxxxxKMxxxxaaaaDBoaaDBaa
xxRXXXxRxxBBxxxxxKKXMMMxaaaaaoaaaaaa
RRRBRXxaaaaaBBRxxxRRRXHRXxMaaaaaaaaB
BRXRRRaBaBBDBBBRRXKRRRXRXXRMMXMRRCaB
BXRRRHBBaassBxxaRKxxKXMxxRMRaBaaaaaa

aaaBBBcsRKRRxxxxxKxxxxxxKRaaaBBaaaaa

AT LOCAL max: VELOC « 7n.2'> CM/SEC't HEARING 27. OEGREfeS

Figure 2.20 FWNO output, f = 10.9 Hz.



PM MATMIX FOR TRMPORAL FREO bIZ.S HZ
IN -OB v.R.r. PEAK POWEH AT T.O HZ
OF O.I4bl34VE O* PIC0«ATT*SEC*CM**2

27 30 3S 26 25 31 41 31

52

I* 32 14 29

7 34 -t

4 3a -2

-3 -2 I

K)(XX>l>ll<MK»K»MXXXXXII*»*»»»XXXXaKIIMHaa
»»XKMHMHXXXXXXXXX«»*eas<isaBs»«.«XXIiaa
ta**XKMNX**'>«»«XXX»=a -otMBB
a»XXXBXXX»i>>».*JUU.t.;_^ -«»xx«

«»XXaBW(x*s°*»*X»«°—-'-^^ — BO«.XII

^X«»(M«X»»»»»»X«-* =— \. •»»XH
a»X»/»ll«K*e»«.»XX*» = " -\ •»»XH
•x/«««MX»»»»XXXX»s»- \ t.**XH
XXt/xMIINXXXtXXXHMKX^^eBessssAiaa^XKMa
KK*XXXaXXXXXHMXaKIIXX***«'»**»»*»XKBaB
aitaxaxKXKKMxaiaaxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxaaaa
aK«aaaaaxxxxKaaaaxxx*«'*«»»*'»i»»XNBa8
»xwiaaxxxK»xxaxiax»»s3ss':3syasa*xaaa
fltXKKK^ts^XXaaXXts -/— a»xaB

• »»)notax»»a*«xaaxK*°- /-~-o»xaa
<s*»xio(ax*»c»»xaKaK*3.— X a»xaa
>i»»xa«ni>*9»»Kaa*x*'s— y^ -o«.xaa
• xxaaax»V5,{*xxai(*»^»^- —-=»xaB
<i»xxaaaxx»=»»i(XXK»ss ti*xMa

'*xaaaxax»'**«'XX»*<>> =*xaa

AT LOCAL max: VELOC b 70.71 CM/SECa -4S. DECREES

Figure 2.21 FWNO output, f =12.5 Hz.
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pa MATRIK FOn TEMPORAL FREO 3|A.l MZ
IN -OU M.R.T. PEAK POHEH AT T ,S H2
OF 0.I96I39OE 0* P I CO* ATT«SEC*CM**2

31 JJ 3J 31 28 30 43 33 S6.2S

43 36 30 ZT ZT 29 33 39

36 45 30 25 23 24 26 31

34 33 30 30 26 22 24 32

37 31 28 36 2b 23 27 48

75.00

112.SO

225.00

47 Jl 29 34 29 28 34 38 -225.00

36 36 31 34 30 27 32 35

79 41 34 ZH 24 25 35 31

-112. SO

-75.00

-3 -2

HMIinHMKKMIIMHKIIRMHMKXRKXIIMKHMaaaaaaaa
«ata«aiiKKiia(aiiKXHiixKiiKKKKKiaaaaaaaaaa

•vaiasaMMHKKHRxiixiiMiixMKXHaiKMaaaoaaaD
BaaDa«««KxxxxxxxxxxxxxKxxxKxxxxoa«aa
aaBBaaaaaxKxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxKKXKHHKaai
aaaDaaaaexxxKxxxKxxxxxxxxxxxxxHKMMXO
aaaDaaaaaxKMKxxxKXXxxxxxxxxxxxxKHHNX
aaaaaaaaaxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxKxxxKXKNHa
aaacaaaaxxxxxxxMxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxMNR
SaaxMXKXXMXXXXRXXXKXXXXXXXXXKXXXXXNH
BIBXXXXMXXXXXXXHXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXMaa
BBBXXXXXXXXMXKRBXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXKBaa
aaaRxxRKxanMxxaBBRKKXxxxxxxxxxxxaaaa
aaaexxxxxxxxxxaaaxxxxxxxxxxxxKitxaaaa
aaaaaxxxxHRxxxxaxxxxxxxxxxKRKxxaaaaa
aBBaaxxHxxRxxxxaxxxxxKxxKxnMKxaiBaaa
•aaaaxxxKKHKxxxaxRXKKxxxxxKXKKRaaeaa
aBBaaaBxxHXHXKXBaxxxKxxxxxxxNKXxaaaa
aBBaaaaaxxxxxxxBXKXxxKxxKxxxxxRxxaaa
BaaaaaraaxKHxxxaxxxxxxxxxxxxxxKaxaaa
RxaaaaBaaaxaxxxKxxxxxxxxxxxKXKaaxxKR'
RxaBkaaaaaaxxHXMXxxxxxxxxxRRRRaaxRMii

AT LnCAL max; VELOC « 100.62 CM/SEC. BEARING s 27. DECREES

Figure 2.22 FWNO output, f = 14.1 Hz.



54

P« MATRIX FOH TEMPORAL FREO •I5.6 HZ
IN -OB a.R.T. PEAK PODER AT 7.8 HZ
OF 0.1961 349E 0« o| CntaATT*SEC*CN**2

35 36 32 3r 35 30 32 34 4

• I 30 32 30 30 29 29 34 3

3? 52 34 29 26 24 26 33 2

38 36 30 34 28 23 25 34 I

41 32 27 33 29 24 27 39

38 33 26 30 33 27 33 39 -I

31 38 29 32 34 28 33 35 -2

30 45 33 35 29 26 31 34 -3

-0.063

-0.125

-O.ISB

-3

raaSBailllllXKIIXXXKIIIIKIIKaKIIXMMMNMIIMa
aaa4aBaxxxa<cxKXKXXxxxKXKNKMXMKMXKa
aaaaxKKKxaxKxxKXKHMKxxKNXKNaKa
BaaaaxxxxMxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxKMXMH
BBaaaaaaaxxMXKxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxKXMM
aaaaaitniaaxKXMxxxKKxxxxxxxxxxxxxHMMH
aaaaBBaBaxxxxMxxxxxxxxxxKxxxxxxxHXMa
aaaaaaaaxxxxxKxaxxaaxxxxxxxxxxxxHKNa
aacaeaaxMxxxxxBxxMxxxxxxxxxxxxxaxaa
aaaaaxxxKxxxxxxxxxKKXxxxxxxxxxxxKKaa
BBBBexxXKXXXXXKXKXXXaXXXXXXXXXXKKaaa
aaaaaxKXxxxKXKXKMxaxKKNxxxxxxxxxHaaa
acaUaKXXXXXXHKKaMXXXKXXXXXKHKXHBaaa
aaaaaKXKxxxxxMKKMxaxxKKXHXKKJixKaaaaa
ataaaaxKKxxxKxxxKxxxxxxxxxHXKMKBBaaa
KBjaaaBKxxxxxxxxxxxxBxxxaxKxxxMBBaaa
xxaaaaaaxxxxxxxxxxxaaxxxaxMKxxxMaaaa
axaaaaaaaxxxxxxxxKxxxxHXKXxKkxxKNaaa
KaaaaaaaaaxxxKaaxxxKXXxxxxMXKXKXMxaa
MNaaaBaaaaxxaaaaaxKaxKKXKXxxHXKKKHaa

AT LOCAL max: VELUC II 1. 80 CM/SEC. BEARING - 27. DECREES

Figure 2.23 FWNO output, f = 15.6 Hz.



55

Pa HATRIX FOR TEMPOMAt PREO 'IT. 2 HZ
IN -Ua S.H.I. PEAK POWER AT T.H HZ
OF 0.I96I399E 04 PI CDw AT T»SEC*CM**2

•••OaaBBMNMMMHnKRMMMnM> •KHMXKMMIIXIcaailXXXXXXKXKXXXXX
XX«KXXMKXXKXKXXXXXKXXXX»**»»»**«'XX

.KXXKXXXIlXXXIIItXXXXXXKKKXX^aesEaaoc**^
«»»XKKXX>l«-XXXAiMmi«XKX»»»»»»»»»»XK
'««^aaxKxxKxxx>xxx»**«'«»xxxxtt
aaaaaMasaaaaaaaaxxxxxxiiVxxKKXxxxMRii
KX«8afiaaaxMxxKKKHxxxxx»**«v»*»*«'»»xxx
XXXjniXXXXXXXXXXXXXX^t't'^ESssVss

»»/»»•>»«**» »«.*Bssa»»»>9

»•===««--
XXXA^XXXXXXXX»«'»»XXXKXX»»==^33 = *«.»»x
KHKxkxHXHXXXXXXXXKKaaXKXX^XXXXXXKKa

MRxaaaaav^SKxxxKXHaiiBiHrxxxxKxxxMXKi
KxxxMxxxaaaIl>t««MMtirtaaxxx*«'»**'»«'XXXM
BXXKXXaxaaDaBXKXXXXXaxXX***s=ass»**4

AT LOCAL max: VELOC " 91.67 CH^SEC. BEARING n O. DECREES

Figure 2.24 FWNO output, f = 17.2 Hz.



56

PH MATRIX FOH TRNPORAL FREQ IB.8 HZ
IN -OH n.n.r. PEAK powfH AT r.n hz
OF 0.I96I39QE 04 PI CawATT*SEC*CM**2

3* 38 *l 38 33 30 24

33 33 3R SO •! 28 29 27 3

36 42 42 38 28 24 26 33 2

35 34 28 31 29 27 28 29 I

34 32 29 27 46 27 24 2S

33 40 27 ZT 31 27 27 30 -I

3B 36 37 30 33 29 28 39 -2

38 40 46 36 31 26 26 32 -3

VELOC

79.00

100.00

190.00

-I

KXKXKxBBaaaaaaiiBaaaBaBaxKxxKxxxxNXKN

craxaaaaaaaaaaaaaxxxxMXXKXxxxxxxHXKN
iBcaKaaaxxxxMxxxKxxxxKXXKXxxxxxxKXM
aaaaaxxxxaxKKxxxxxxxKxxxxxxKXMKRKMN
arBXXXXMXXRHXXXXxaaXXMXXXXXXXKXKXN
>aaKHNaxxxxxxxxxx»»aaKaxKxxxxxxxxxxx
aaxxKxxxxxxxxxxxxaaaaaaaHXNxxxxxxxxx
aacaaxxxxxxKXXKRKaaaaaKMXxxxxxxxxxx
NaaaaaaxxHxxxxxKxxxaaaxMXxxxxxxxxxxM
RaaaaaaaxKxxKxxiixKKKxxHXKXXxxxxxNaHR
CiaCaSCSBXXXXKXHXKXaXXXXXXXHXXXXMKMR
aaaaaaicasaxxiixxxxxxxKRMxxKxxxMKXxaa
aBr.aaaaaaaaaiKxxKXHaxxxxMKMxxRMRRaaa

aaaaaaaaaaaBaaaaaxxxxxxxMxxxxKxxKaaa

AT LOCAL max: VELOC ' 106.07 CM/SEC. BEARING « 49. DEGREES

Figure 2.25 FWNO output, f = 18.8 Hz.



57

PM MATRIX FOR TEMPORAL FREO a20<3 HZ
IN -00 K.R.T. PEAK POMtR AT 7.B HZ
OF 0. 196139911 0« PlCIa* T T«SEC*CM»*2

30 36 3* 3* 32 40 33 28

31 33 34 40 37 20 26 27

0.290

o.iae

38 49 40 34 29 26 28 33 0.129

34 36 27 29 34 29 28 29

32 36 25 26 34 28 26 27

31 41 30 27 29 29 29 30

36 39 47 33 33 30 29 34

39 44 4 1 3S 30 28 29 32

-I

iiKN«aaniaoaaaa8BKiiRK«*Baao8aaiiMMMHN

MNMMiiKxiiaaaaaaaaaaaiiaaaiiiiHKKKkKxxNMil
MaiaiaaaiaaaaaaaBaaiBaxxxxxxxxxxNHXH
aaBaaaaaaaaaMMaaaaHiKKXRXXKXxxxMKMMH

aavaaaaaaaaaaaxxKXKRKRxxxxxxKKKXXRKH
•aaaiaaaaxaxKRXKRxxRRxxxKXKxxxxxKMXN
aBaaaaRxxxxNXRKXKxaaxxKKxxxxNKKKMXH
KaaaaaBRKXxxxxxKHKNaaaxMxxxxxxxxKMHN
HXaaBaCXaaXXXXXKKXXXCXXRXXKKXXXXKXKH
xaaaaBBXXXXXXXXXMKKMBKXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
xxaaaaxKxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxMxxxMnxxxxKMH
XKaaBaaaxxxxxxxxxxxKxxRxxaiixxKMaMHXK
axaaaaBBBXXXXXXXXKMXaxaXXXKXKKHKXHKM
xaaaaeaiBaBaaxxxKXNxxxxxxaxxHRKMXHaH
aaaaaBBBaaaaBBXKXxxxKKxxaxxKKKXxxxHM
BBaaaaaBaoaaaaaxHXKRKXxRxxxxHxxxKMHa
aaaaaaaaanaaaaaaxxxKRaxKKxxxnRHNMMRH
aaaaBBaBaBaaaaaaaxaKKXxxKxxxnMXRMKKH
aaaaaBBaaaBaaBBBBKHaxxaxxMxxHKXMKKMN

AT LOCAL max: VELUC ' 329.00 CM/SCC. OEARINC a ISO. OCCHEES

Figure 2.26 FWNO output, f = 20.3 Hz.



58

PM MArniX FOR lEMPURAL FREO a2l.9 HZ
IN -OU K.R.T. PFAK PO«eU AT 7.8 HZ
OF 0. 19613991: 04 PI Cn«ATT*SEC«CH**2

VELOC
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PW MATRIX FOU TEMPORAL FHEO k23.« HZ
IN -OB M.R.T. PEAK POKER AT 7.8 HZ
OF 0.I96I399E 04 P I COhATT *SEC*CM**2

29 35 32 J9 34 31 3S 29

33 33 32 38 41 3T 32 30

42 39 3S 36 4S 32 32 38

30 46 29 30 40 28 26 2«

26 44 29 28 35 31 25 23

27 35 4 1 34 38 37 28 26

37 34 3b 42 45 36 33 34

33 SI 32 34 34 31 42 34

0.280

0.188

0.I2S

0.063

93.79

129.00

187.90

379.00

-379.00

-187.90

-129.00

-3-2-1 I 2 3

RMMRaBBaXKRKaaiaaaKaBMKXXKHMMCaaMMHM

KicKaiKaiiKxiixiiaaaaeaaaaaaaaaaBBMRMXRRa
xxxxxxxxxxxxaaasBaaaaaaaaaaaaxxxxxxM

aaaoBaaaaaKxxHxxaaaaa^BaxxxxxKxXNHMH
KXBDaaaaaxNxxxxxxaaaaaaxKxxxxKXXxxxx
xxaaaaaaaxxxxxxxxxaaaaaxxxxaxxxxxxxK
xxaoaaaaaxxxRxxxxxxaaaaxHXMRXxxxxxxR
xxKoaaaaaRxxxxxxxxxaaaxxxRRKXxxxRXRR
XRROaaaaaaxxxxxxxxaaaaaaaxMRXxxxHRRR
xKHXaBBR»aaiaaxxxBaaBi.BaaaxKaRXXRRXK
XKRKKBaaaaaaaaBaaaasaaaBaaaxRRRHXxxR

BaaaaaBBaaBaBBaMBaBBaaaaaaaaRxxHRRRR

asBeaBaaaBaBBaaBBaaaaaaaaBKBaaaaaaaB
aaaBaBBBaaxaBaBaaaaaaaaaaxacaaaaaaao
RaaaBBaaanxxxRaaaaaaaxRxxxRBBBaaaaaa

AT LOCAL max: VELOC 93. 75 CM/SEC> 0. DECREES

Figure 2.28 FWNO output, f = 23.4 Hz.
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PW MATRIX Ftm TFHPORAI. FHb'Q tZS.O HZ
IN -un M.R.r. PEAK POKER AT 7.8 HZ
or 0.I46I399E O* P|CU« ATT •SEC*CM**2

32 32 33 49 33 32 32 30

38 31 32 43 39 SS 34 34 3

36 37 40 48 36 33 36 39 2

29 44 33 33 43 31 27 26 I

26 36 34 30 34 36 26 24

27 31 43 33 33 44 29 26 -1

36 33 36 48 40 37 36 39 -2

34 SS 39 43 32 31 38 34 -3

VELOC

100.00

133.3J

200.00

400.00

-400.00

-200.00

-133.33

-3-2-1 I 2 3

IIKMailXIIKIiaKaiaMiaavaMNKKMMMMHHKHHMMM

««« KKXail)) XXXXKKXXXXXX
xxxaaBBaaaxxxxKKBaaaaavaaxxxxMxxxxxx
xxxaiaaaaaaxaxKxxxtaaaaaaaxKKXKXxxxx
xxaxaaaaaaaxxxxxaxxxaaaaaaaxxxxxxxxK
xxxxaaaaaKsaaxxxxxxxaasBaaaaxxxxxxxK
xaaaxaaaaaaaaaexaaxxaaanaaaaaxaxxxxx
xx;(xaKAaaaaaKB*xaaxaaaaaBaaBaxaMHXXX
aaaaxaaaanBaaaaaaaaBaBataaaBiaaNKKMM

AT LOCAL max: VELOC •: 100.00 CM/SEC. HbARINC c 0. DEGREES

Figure 2.29 FWNO output, f = 25.0 Hz.
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the -3 db contour. Subroutine GREY (Appendix D) generates the

printed output. The grey levels are produced by overprinting

as shown in Table 3. Linear interpolation is used to determine

the level between given data points.

The first two figures exhibit no power density greater than

-24 db. In Figure 2.15, a peak power density of -2 db is re-

corded. This is obviously due to the first wave listed in

Table 2. The db number array is rounded to 1 db before listing,

but the determination of peak values is based on single precision

floating point arithmetic. Thus the actual local maximum occurs

at v = 35.361135° or k^ = -0.063 and k = +0.063. The circles of

constant velocity =30.0 cm/sec are superimposed on the actual

computer output. From the contour plot, it is apparent that the

"centroid" of the ±3 db region approximately corresponds to the

actual vector velocity. The superimposed arrows correspond to

the true velocity. The estimated velocity is given below the

grey plot.

Figures 2.16 and 2.17 exhibit only small power levels, but

the twin peaks of Figure 2.18 obviously correspond to the second

and third entries of Table 2. The inner concentric circle repre-

sents the locus of points of 125.0 cm/sec and the outer circle

42.0 cm/sec. This figure illustrates that the wavenumber reso-

lution is about 0.125 cm" . A comparison of Figure 2.15 with

Figure 2.18 may lead to the erroneous conclusion that the first

wave is 2 db less than the third and fourth. This is a resolu-

tion problem since at 3.1 Hz the power density at the actual

maximum (k^ = .087, k = 0.54) was not computed as it was in the
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latter case and, instead, we have the peak power density near

the maximum.

In Figure 2.21, the circle corresponds to 75 cm/sec and the

two peaks account for the fourth and fifth entries of Table 2.

The circles of Figures 2.24 and 2.27 both correspond to

100 cm/sec and the peak of these frequencies corresponds to the

last two entries in Table 2. Figure 2.27 also illustrates the

effect of spatial aliasing. The actual wave has a center

wavenumber of k = 0.219, but, due to truncation, the actual

wavenumber is spread beyond the aliasing point of k = 0.25.

As a result the tails of high wavenumbers begin to fold back

onto negative wavenumbers. This accounts for the -11 db level

at the left side of Figure 2.27. The effects of sidelobe leak-

age can be observed in Figure 2.24 above, below and to the left

of the main peak. As these sub-peaks are not much more than

10 db below the main peak, caution must be exercised so that

they are not misinterpreted as additional planewaves.

If the k scale of Figures 2.13 through 2.29 is carefully

observed, it may be noted that there is one more positive term

in each of the k directions than there are negative terms.

This is a characteristic of the FFT which has no counterpart

in one-dimensional frequency series. To understand why this

occurs, consider a band-limited function as shown in Figure

2.30(a). If the time function is sampled at exactly the Nyquist

rate F, the frequency function of Figure 2.30(b) results. If

the transform of the periodic extension of the truncated sampled

function is performed, we have the DFT as shown in Figure 2.30(c).
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Figure 2.30 Example of positive and negative frequency terms,
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If there are N points in the series the first (N/2) + 1 correspond

to positive frequency and the remainder, (N/2) - 1, correspond to

negative frequency. Since the DFT of real one-dimensional series

is always symmetrical with respect to positive and negative fre-

quency, the calculated negative frequency may be ignored. In the

wavenumber space, however, this symmetry does not exist and there

is a difference in the number of points on the positive and nega-

tive scales. This apparent deficiency is easily eliminated by

performing a second transform with the spatial directions reversed.

Now the negative frequencies will be computed to (N/2) + 1 terms.

For two spatial dimensions the x and y axes are negated by not

calling NEGATE before transforming to the frequency-wavenumber

domain. If necessary, the x and y axes could easily be negated

separately to obtain the full range in all coordinates.

Summary

This chapter has presented a detailed account of the frequency-

wavenumber space. This should be beneficial in studying the more

complex subjects of multidimensional filtering. Chapter III, and

maximum-likelihood estimation. Chapter IV.

The principal contribution of this chapter is the computa-

tionally efficient direct FFT method of estimating the frequency-

wavenumber power spectral density. This, too, will be used in

succeeding chapters.



CHAPTER III

MULTIDIMENSIONAL DIGITAL FILTERING

This chapter has two purposes. The first is to present a method

of realizing a digital filter (one-dimensional) for an arbitrary

response specification given in the frequency domain. This technique

is needed in the implementation of the maximum-likelihood filter

which is, in turn, a necessary constituent of the maximum-likelihood

estimator. The second purpose is to present a multidimensional

filter which can be used to stop, pass or modify a traveling planewave.

This filter is necessary to reduce the multiwave maximum-likelihood

estimation problem to that of a single wave estimation problem.

One-dimensional Filtering

Recursive filters have an impulse response of infinite duration

and the output of such a filter is a function of both the past output

and the past input. The digital approximation to these is based on

classical analog filter theory and leads to sophisticated design tech-

niques such as Butterworth, Chebyshev, and elliptical filters [13].

Nonrecursive digital filters are approximations to filters which

have a finite impulse response and the output of this type is only a

function of the past input. The principal advantage of the nonrecursive

filter is the much greater degree of design flexibility. Only nonre-

cursive digital filters are considered in this study.

65
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The digital approximation of nonrecursive filters can be approached

in one of two ways. The first method, the window method, truncates and

samples the impulse response of an ideal filter by using a suitable

truncation window. The actual frequency response is then the convolu-

tion of the ideal response with the transform of the truncation window.

The problem of choosing a suitable window function is the same problem

encountered in forming acceptable power spectral estimates. A draw-

back of this technique is that the optimal ity criteria must be expressed

in terms of the transform of the window rather than explicitly in terms

of the resultant actual frequency response. Helms [14] shows how the

main-lobe width and sidelobe width can be adjusted in an optimum fashion

using a Dolph-Chebyshev window.

The second approach to nonrecursive digital filtering overcomes

this difficulty for special cases by choosing transition values of the

frequency response so as to minimize the maximum out-of-band response.

This method, called the sampling method, is given in [28]. The syn-

thesis proceeds as follows:

1. the exact frequency response is specified at equidistant points

in the frequency domain for the stopband and passband;

2. the transition points are selected by using computer optimiza-

tion techniques which calculate the maximum out-of-band response as a

function of the transition values. The frequency response is interpo-

lated to any desired degree of resolution by using FFT techniques as

explained later. Computer optimization is used because it is impossible

to obtain general closed form solutions. Unfortunately, it is not

possible to establish general filter design guidelines from [28].
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Instead one must consult the tabulated results for optimum transition

values. If a filter is required which was not considered in [28], the

costly optimization must be repeated.

The window method and the sampling method are used in subsequent

data analysis; therefore, an example of both for low-pass filtering is

given. In Figure 3.1, a low-pass 16-point filter is given with the

narrowest possible transition width. Only positive frequencies are

shown. The imaginary terms are specified to be zero. The out-of-band

terms are specified to be zero, but appear at -90 db due to plotting

conventions. An inverse FFT is used to transform this function to the

time (impulse) domain. The result is shown in Figure 3.2. The ordering,

characteristic of discrete transforms, should be noted in this figure.

Positive time is in ascending order (9 points), left to right, followed

by negative time (7 points) also in ascending order. The impulse re-

sponse is padded with zeros as shown in Figure 3.3. The interpolated

frequency is then obtained by a forward FFT as shown in Figure 3.4.

For comparison purposes the window (Manning) method is applied to

the ideal response of Figure 3.1, yielding the specified response of

Figure 3.5. For the specified Manning window, smoothing (convolution)

was performed in the frequency domain rather than by multiplication in

the time domain in order to eliminate a redundant transformation. The

impulse response was then obtained as before, yielding the response of

Figure 3.6. After zeros are added and the series is forward transformed

to the frequency domain, the interpolated amplitude response of Figure

3.7 is obtained.
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The optimum 2-point transition values of the sampling method are

illustrated in Figure 3.8. The impulse response is given in Figure 3.9

and the interpolated response is given in Figure 3.10.

The response of Figure 3.4 which is, in effect, due to a rectan-

gular window is seen to have a sharp transition but a rather large out-

of-band response. The Manning window method lowers the out-of-band

response. Figure 3.7, at the expense of a wider transition region. The

sampling method provides an additional reduc'ion in the out-of-band

response with no further increase in transition bandwidth. These re-

sults obviously argue in favor of the sampling method, but it must be

emphasized that this technique can only, at present, be applied to a

limited class of filters. The window method, however, can be applied

to any desired frequency response function. The maximum-likelihood

filter of Chapter IV requires a filter which is a function of the power

spectrum of the input data. Since sharp peaks in the spectrum result

in very narrow transition in the filter amplitude response, it was

found that the filter could be successfully approximated by first

limiting the dynamic range of the spectrum and then applying a Manning

window.

Subroutine AHANN of Appendix D is used to Manning smooth an arbi-

trary series in the frequency domain. For bandstop or bandpass fil-

tering of a given time series, subroutine BPF may be employed. BPF

automatically smooths the specified transition and returns the filtered

time series. Subroutine SPBPF is an example of a special purpose (i.e.,

fixed transition and fixed number of filter points) bandpass filter
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which utilizes the sampling method. This filter is used in Chapter V

to pre-condition data for multidimensional analysis.

All of the digital filters developed for this study are specified

in the frequency domain as real functions. In a simulation sense this

is equivalent to zero phase shift. To determine how closely this con-

dition is approximated, all transformations were done using complex

arithmetic and the imaginary interpolated frequency response was

monitored. It was found that for filters of all dimensionality the

imaginary component was consistently at least 30 db lower than the

real component. Consequently, it is reasonable to assume that negli-

gible phase shift has occurred.

Three-dimensional Filtering

In most practical instances sensor data will be available in a

spatially discrete form. It may, as in Chapter V, be temporally dis-

crete also, but, for the moment, this condition will be ignored. Under

these conditions the most general linear filtering that may be applied

to the data consists of separate linear filtering of each channel

(sensor output). This is referred to as generalized multichannel linear

filtering and is illustrated in Figure 3.11. Delay and sum, weighted

delay and sum, and even maximum-likelihood filtering can be put into

this form.

If the spatio-temporal data are not sampled and are treated as con-

tinuous in all dimensions, the most general linear filter is the multi-

dimensional filter. The basic properties of the three-dimensional

filter will be considered. The N-dimensional case is an obvious exten-

sion.
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s(t.rj) hjCt) s'(t,ri)

sCt.rg) h2(t) -*- s'Ct.rg)

s(t,rj^) h,^(t) *- s'(t,r,^)

Figure 3.11 Generalized multichannel filter.

s(t,x,y) =* h(t,x,y) ^ s'(t,x,y)

Figure 3.12 Generalized multidimensional filter.
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The three-dimensional linear time and space invariant impulse

response h(t,x,y) is the response at time t and position (x,y) to an

impulse applied at the space-time origin. If s(t,x,y) is the input

to such a filter, note Figure 3.12, the output is given as the three-

dimensional convolution of the input with the impulse response.

s*(t,x,y) = /// h(T,a,B) s(t-T,x-a,y-e) dtdad^. (3-i;

Furthermore, since s(t,x,y) has a three-dimensional transform

+» -i2Tr(ft-k x-k v)

S(f,k^,ky) = /// s(t,x,y) e '^ ^^ dt dx dy, (3-2]

the output can be expressed as

s'(t,x,y) = F-J S(f,k^,ky) H(f,k^,ky)

+i27T(.)

/// S(f,k^,ky) H(f ,k^,ky) e df dk^ dky, (3-3)

where H(f,k ,k ) is the complex three-dimensional frequency-wavenumber
X y

response of the three-dimensional filter.

The spatial transform of the frequency-wavenumber response yields

^ i2n(l<.r) ^
HQ(f,r) = / H(f ,k) e die , (3-4)

where r = (x,y) and t = (k ,k ). The complementary transform is
X y



H(f .It) = / HQ(f .r) e dr , (3-5)

where H (f ,f) is an infinite set (with respect to space) of one-

dimensional filters. If we approximate H(f,t) in (3-4) by restricting

H to be a sample point operator and limit the number of samples to K,

we have

K -i2 (^'r )

H(f.l<) = I H (f,r.) e ^ . (3-6)

j=l ° J

The question of obtaining acceptable approximations is readily recog-

nized as a problem in obtaining acceptable estimates of multidimensional

Fourier transforms using truncated data. It has thus been shown that if

spatial stationarity exists, we may transform a multidimensional filter

to K one-dimensional filters. In surveying the literature on the sub-

ject of spatio-temporal filtering, it was found that this technique is

commonly employed in seismology to effect velocity filtering of plane-

waves [29,30].

The filter requirement is usually developed in the multidimensional

domain, transformed to one-dimensional filters, and implemented using

discrete convolution. In this chapter an alternative solution is pre-

sented which consists of digital filtering directly in the multidimen-

sional domain. This method offers substantial savings in computational

effort if the multidimensional FFT is employed. Table 4 compares the

number of operations required for three different, although equivalent,

filters.

As stated earlier, the purpose of the filter, which precedes the

single wave maximum-likelihood estimator, is to pass a single planewave
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and stop all others. If we assume continuous and infinite data in all

three dimensions and adapt Wiener's least mean square error as a crite-

rion, it can be shown [31] that the multidimensional complex frequency-

wavenumber filter response is given by

H(f,^) = Ps(f,1<)/[Ps(f,l<)+P,^(f,^)] (3-7)

where P^ and Pj^ are frequency-wavenumber power spectral density functions

of the signal and noise, respectively. For the required filter the sig-

nal is a single wideband planewave with specified vector velocity

Vq = f^/|k|2 . (3-8)

The noise is the sum of all other planewaves. Thus, the numerator of

(3-7) is zero except when this condition holds and, since the frequency-

wavenumber distribution of signal and noise is unknown a priori, the

maximum uncertainty condition must be assumed, that is, both the signal

and noise are assumed to be flat, and the final filter is

1. ^ = vf/|v|2
H(f.lc) = { (3-9)

0, elsewhere

for all f.

The response pattern is sketched in Figure 3.13. The ray emanating

from the origin is the locus of points li(f ,^) = 1 and corresponds to

points for which Vq = f^/|l^|2. For all other points in the frequency-

wavenumber space, H(f,t) = 0. The resultant filter is a vector velo-

city bandpass filter. It is optimum under the conditions described
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Table 4

Number of operations required for various data array sizes

Data Multichannel Multidimensional Multidimensional
array frequency do- frequency domain discrete

main filtering filtering convolutionsize

4x4x32

8x8x32

4x4x1024

8x8x1024

13x10'

151xl0'

3x10^

4x10^

9x10'

45xlo'

0.4x10^

0.2x10'

10'

lo'

10«

10
10

and its output contains the signal (with no filtering distortion) whose

velocity is v^ and any interfering planewave (noise) whose velocity is

Vq. In practical terms this means that if two or more waves are with-

in a beamwidth of each other, that is, their vector velocities are

approximately equal, the filter is incapable of separating them and

simply passes the sum as one composite wave. In all other cases, how-

ever, the ideal filter passes only one specified planewave. The remain-

der of this chapter is concerned with the development of digital filters

which approximate the ideal planewave filters.

Implementation

The digital implementation chosen for this study involves approxi-

mating the function of (3-9) by using multidimensional frequency domain

specifications by the window method. Before proceeding, it is important

to realize that we are approximating an idealized response based on
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continuous data of unlimited extent in all dimensions. As an alter-

native one could reformulate the problem to be one of determining the

optimum linear processor which operates on sampled data of fixed extent

in all dimensions. The relative merit of these two approaches is an

issue aside from the main purpose of maximum-likelihood estimation and

is not investigated here. The frequency domain method was chosen be-

cause it is consistent with techniques previously discussed and appears

efficient from a computational viewpoint.

The principal programming units are divided into four subroutines.

The first three units generate the complex frequency vector wavenumber

response in the frequency domain. The fourth unit utilizes the speci-

fied response and filters a given spatio-temporal series. In addition

to providing the capability to pass a single planewave based on its

vector velocity, the filters can pass or stop groups of waves based on

their bearing, speed or temporal frequency. This generalization is

provided to facilitate data analysis.

Angle Filtering

The purpose of an angle filter is to pass (or stop) all waves coming

from a particular direction and stop (or pass) all others. The filtering

is to be accomplished independent of the velocity magnitude and band-

width of the planewaves. The relative ease with which this may be car-

ried out stems from the fact that the vector wavenumber t and the vector

velocity have the same direction

V = ft/\t\^ . (3-10)
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To specify the frequency response all points lying within the beam

wedge, as shown in Figure 3.14, where is the specified bearing angle

and
(J)

is the specified beamwidth, are set to unity, and all other points

are set to zero.

It was demonstrated in the section on one-dimensional filtering

that it is usually advisable to smooth the transition from stop to pass.

This same principle applies to any multidimensional filter. Two-dimen-

sional smoothing need only be applied to each k^-k„ plane since the
A y

angle filter response is independent of frequency.

Digital Angle Filter Implementation

Given the values of the complex frequency-wavenumber response only

at discrete points of the ideal response, the complete performance of

the digital angle filter can be determined in one of two ways. The

sampling theorem, as applied to multidimensions, may be invoked to de-

termine the response at every point in the frequency-wavenumber space.

Alternatively, one may numerically interpolate the response utilizing

multidimensional FFT techniques. The latter technique is applied here

as the functions resulting from the mathematical technique do not gener-

ally provide a concise overview of the filtering operation. This is

particularly true when one is interested in examining the amount of

passband ripple and stopband attenuation. This approach is readily rec-

ognized as an extension of one-dimensional, nonrecursive digital filter-

ing design.

Subroutine FA accepts as input the desired bearing (look angle) and

beamwidth and assumes that a 4 x 4 point spatial array, with 2 cm
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spacing, is being employed. (Simple program modifications can be incor-

porated to effect any rectangular array with uniform spacing. The spa-

cing interval in the x and y directions need not be equal.) Based on

bearing and beamwidth, FA determines whether each point of the wavenumber

response series should be set to zero or unity. If bandstop filtering

is selected instead of bandpass, the ones and zeros are complemented.

At this point, it is generally advisable to smooth the transition from

pass to stop in order to decrease the rippling. The specific array con-

sidered in this study, however, is only 4x4 points in extent. If any

of these points are spent in forming a wider transition band, the result-

ing filter has an angular resolution which is too coarse to be of much

value. Consequently, the smoothing option was not incorporated in FA

and, in effect, a rectangular window is employed. After the 4 x 4

array is generated and returned to the calling program an optional 4:1

interpolation of the wavenumber response may be instigated. With this

option the user can easily assess the actual expected performance. The

process begins by inverse transforming (via FFT techniques) the two-

dimensional wavenumber response to the spatial impulse response domain.

In a manner similar to the one-dimensional interpolation, refer to

Figure 3.3, the array is separated so that zeros may be added to the

positive and negative tails of the impulse response. Subroutine EXPAND

performs the rather complicated operation for any array size. The ex-

panded array is then forward transformed back to the wavenumber domain

and returned to the calling program. In a manner similar to the power

spectral estimates (FWN0/PLT3) a line printer output can be specified

with a listing of the filter response on a db scale or as a grey tone
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contour plot. To demonstrate the angle filter and the effects of angle

filtering, and to present a basis for some general observations, the

following example is presented.

If FA is called with the bearing and beamwidth set at 45° and the

complete printed output specified. Figures 3.15 and 3.16 result. Figure

3.15 lists the expanded (interpolated) response array in negative db

with respect to a specified point in the passband. To avoid printing

excess minus signs, the sign of each number is complemented before

printing. Thus the -2's found on the column corresponding to

k = 0.21875 cm'^ and those found on the row corresponding to

k = 0.18750 cm"^ indicate a 2 db rise above the specified response

(0 db). The region in the first quadrant, enclosed by the two lines

superimposed on the printer output, is the beam pattern specified by the

calling arguments of FA. If perfect response were possible, all numbers

in the region would be zero and those outside would be 90. The lowest

level printed is -90 db. Lower levels are limited accordingly. The

sixteen circled numbers of Figure 3.15 are the numbers generated ini-

tially by FA and returned for actual filtering operation. The remain-

ing numbers are all part of the interpolated response. Figure 3.16

presents the same data in grey tone format. The use of the seven cir-

cled numbers will be explained subsequently. In Figure 3.16 the overall

response of the chosen angle is concisely summarized. The grey code is

explained in Table 3.

From an examination of the interpolated frequency response patterns

such as the one presented above, some general observations can be made.

The poorest response, in terms of maximum deviation from the ideal
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Figure 3.15 Number array output of subroutine FA.
Bearing =45.0 degrees and beamwidth = 45.0 degrees.
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Figure 3.16 Grey tone contour output of subroutine FA.
Bearing =45.0 degrees and beamwidth =45.0 degrees,
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response, occurs at or near the points farthest removed from the

specified response. If the spatial array were doubled in size, the

additional points which can specify the response exactly approximately

correspond to those points which formerly gave the poorest performance.

Significantly improved performance can clearly be expected as the

spatial data are allowed to increase. However, as the number of data

points increase, so do the required computations. The ideal situation

would probably be a combination of more data points with transition

bands. Another measure of performance is the angular resolution. For

this study the resolution is defined to be Y° at a bearing of X° if the

digital angle filter yields zero discrimination between two or more

waves whose bearings are in the range [X-Y/2,X+Y/2]. Since we consider

only rectangular arrays, which do not exhibit circular symmetry, the -

resolution is a function of bearing. The approximate resolution for

given bearings is given for 4 x 4 and 8 x 8 arrays in Table 5.

As expected, the larger array yields significantly better

resolution. The table also demonstrates the degraded performance in

the third quadrant when small arrays are used. The latter effect can

be completely eliminated by performing sign reversal before transforma-

tion as explained in Chapter II.

To demonstrate the use of the angle filter, the seven planewaves

which are listed in Table 2 were added and an effort was made to

eliminate all but the wave whose direction of propagation is +45.0

degrees (wave number 4). The simplified flow chart of Figure 3.17

illustrates the basic steps to be followed in a typical angle filtering

exercise.
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Table 5

Approximate resolution for various bearings

Bearing
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Figure 3.18 Estimated waveform using only one channel, (a) prefilter

estimate, (b) post angle filter estimate, and (c) post

velocity filter estimate.
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this output is the maximum-likelihood estimate. This point is covered

in Chapter IV.

As explained in Chapter IV, the delay and sum estimate is optimum

(maximum-likelihood, or minimum variance and unbiased) if white noise

is present. If interfering planewaves are present, as they are in

this example, the spatial white noise condition is not met, but the

estimate is then the nonparametric least mean square error (LMSE)

estimate [1]. If angle filtering is to be of any value, the desired

wave must pass through the filter with little distortion and the un-

wanted waves must be greatly attenuated. If this condition is met,

the postfilter delay and sum estimates should exhibit an improved

estimate of wave number 4. The delay and sum estimate of each wave

before addition with the other waves is shown as the (a) part of

Figures 3.19 to 3.25. This estimate is essentially perfect; no noise

or interference is present. After addition, the delay and sum estimates

(now least mean square error estimates) are shown in the (b) part of

Figures 3.19 to 3.25.

To prepare the spatio-temporal series for discrete transformation,

subroutine NEGATE is called. The estimated frequency-wavenumber

spectrum was given in the last chapter. Figures 2.13 to 2.29.

For this example, subroutine FA was called with a bearing and

beamwidth of +45.0 degrees. The response plots are given in Figures

3.15 and 3.16. The position of the circled numbers of Figure 3.16

corresponds to the positions of the numbered planewaves in the

frequency-wavenumber space. From response patterns the effects of the

filter can be determined. Wave number 4 should pass as desired with
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little or no distortion, wave number 5 is practically eliminated, wave

number 3 is only slightly reduced, and the remaining four are

attenuated by about 10 db.

In order to return to the spatio-temporal domain, NEGATE is called

to reorder the axes of the filtered series. If perfect filtering were

accomplished, i.e., only one undistorted planewaye remained, PL0T16 or

PLOTll would suffice to display the result. The postfilter PLOTll out-

put after angle filtering is shown in Figure 3.18(b). The prefilter

and postfilter estimates should be compared to the noiseless estimate

of Figure 3.22(a). As expected, the prefiltered output bears no

resemblance to the actual wave and, due to imperfect filtering, the

postfilter output only slightly resembles the actual wave.

To obtain the postfilter LMSE estimates, DS is repetitively called

for each of the seven waves. The results are given as the (c) part of

Figures 3.19 to 3.25. Figure 3.22 demonstrates the advantage of

performing the angle filtering before the delay and sum operations.
^

The postfilter LMSE is clearly a superior estimate to the prefilter

LMSE estimate. This is a significant result that will generally hold

whenever the filter passes the desired signal with negligible distortion

and reduces the energy in the composite wave due to the interfering

events. Since any measure of improvement must depend on the particular

waves being analyzed, and this study is only concerned with the

analysis of signals which are unknown a priori, the quantification of

improvement factors is not pursued. The postfilter estimates of the

remaining six waves do not in general appear to be filtered versions

of the corresponding input waves. This is, of course, due to the fact
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that the estimates are significantly affected by the presence of the

wave which was intentionally passed in addition to any wave which is

imperfectly attenuated. The only condition under which the delay

and sum estimate is perfect occurs when only one wave is present and it

is the wave being estimated. If only one wave was present, and FA was

used to stop the wave, the postfilter DS output would be zero on the

plotting scale which we have presented. The stopband postfilter

estimates are included only to indicate, by comparison with the pre-

filter estimates, that the angle filter eliminates, or attenuates, the

corresponding input waves.

Velocity Filtering

Multidimensional digital filtering is commonly used in pattern

recognition, but filtering of spatio-temporal functions by this

technique has not been reported in the literature. Instead, the

problem is formulated directly in terms of multichannel filtering or

the problem is formulated in the multidimensional domain and then

transformed to the multichannel specifications [30,313. The reason for

this apparent lack of interest stems from the fact that in many

applications, such as radar, sonar, and radio astronomy, the velocity

of propagation is approximately constant and simple filtering operations

such as delay and sum or weighted delay and sum are usually adequate [2],

The only area where the velocity of propagation is important and not

constant is seismology. [28] provides an interesting introduction to

this subject. The velocity filter introduced in this study differs from

others in that the filtering is done directly in the frequency-

wavenumber domain.
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The purpose of a velocity filter is to pass or stop all planewaves

which have a magnitude velocity lying within a specified band. The

ideal velocity discrimination is made independent of the bearing and

frequency composition of planewaves. The ease with which the filtering

operation may be specified in the frequency-wavenumber space is due to

the colinearity of 1< and v.

If it is desired to pass all planewaves with velocity v, such that

Vj s V s Vg. the complex frequency-wavenumber is set to unity in the

region between the two right circular cones as shown in Figure 3.26.

All other points in the space are set to zero. The fact that all points

on the surface of a cone correspond to waves whose velocity is given

by the slope is a direct consequence of the definition of wavenumber,

t^fV\y\^ ; (3-11)

therefore, k = f/v and v = f/k in magnitude.

Digital Velocity Filter Implementation

Given the values of the frequency-wavenumber response at only

discrete points of the ideal response, the complete performance of the

filter can be determined by the zero-adding process which has been

previously discussed. The axial symmetry of the velocity filter permits

expansion in a plane passing through the f axis and perpendicular to

the k -k plane.
X y

The basic steps to be followed in a typical velocity filtering

exercise are the same as those shown for the angle filter in Figure 3.17.
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The only difference is that FV is called instead of FA. For the

interpolated response a 2:1 interpolation is done in the frequency

coordinate and an 8:1 interpolation is given for k. With the high

velocity transition set to 61.5 cm/sec, the interpolated response

is given in Figure 3.27. The circled numbers represent the

uninterpolated array which is returned to the calling program for

use by subroutine FILTER. The triangular region enclosed by the two

lines is a cross-section of the two cones which define the passband.

Refer to Figure 3.26. If perfect filtering were possible all numbers

inside this region would be zero and those outside would be -90 db.

Figure 3.28 provides the grey tone contour output for the same filter

specification. The complete performance of the digital angle filter

can be obtained by generating this output for filtering specifications

of interest.

For the particular 4x4 sensor array being considered, the

velocity resolution is about 15 cm/sec from approximately 10 cm/sec

to 200 cm/sec. Beyond 200 cm/sec discrimination is impossible. With

an 8 X 8 sensor array the resolution is near 5 cm/sec from 5 cm/sec to

400 cm/ sec.

An option of FV allows the smoothing (Manning or Hamming) of the

transition along the frequency coordinates. Smoothing options in the

t direction are not provided. These options permit the user to exchange

resolution for improved in-band and out-of-band performance. The

usefulness of these options depends upon the particular application.

For the application considered herein, smoothing is not used so that

the best possible resolution would be obtained.
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Figure 3.28 Grey tone output of subroutine FV.
High velocity = 61.5 and low velocity = 31.25.
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To demonstrate the velocity filter, the seven planewaves of

Table 2 were added and an effort was made to eliminate all but wave

number 2. The filtering specifications depicted by Figures 3.27 and

3.28 were used. The numbers superimposed on Figure 3.28 correspond

to the numbered waves. Waves 4 and 5 are in the same position

because they have the same velocity. Waves 2 and 3 obviously have the

same center frequency.

The waves of Figures 3.18(a) and 3.18(c) are the one channel pre-

filter and postfilter estimates of wave number 2. The effectiveness

of the velocity filter is quite evident when the estimate of the latter

figure is compared with the actual wave as shown in Figure 3.20(a).

The prefilter and postfilter estimates of all seven waves are

displayed in the (b) and (d) parts of Figures 3.19 to 3.25. As expected

wave numbers 6 and 7 are heavily attenuated. Wave number 3 is only

attenuated by approximately 3 db. The final estimate of wave number 2

is almost indistinguishable from the original wave.

Frequency Filter

A frequency filter is a frequency-wavenumber filter which has the

same effect as identical bandpass filters applied to each channel of

the sensor data. Strictly speaking, this filter is not required for pre

maximum-likelihood velocity filtering. It is provided for preliminary

data reduction where one may be able to take advantage of temporal

frequency differences between the signal and noise processes. Subroutine

FF provides the filtering of the array in a manner similar to that for

velocity filtering and angle filtering. The user specifies the high
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frequency transition and the low frequency transition and selects

either bandpass or bandstop filtering. All points within the desired

band, illustrated in Figure 3.29, are set to unity and all others,

zero, for bandpass filtering. For bandstop filtering the ones and

zeros are complemented. It is also possible to select Manning or

Hamming smoothing of the transitions.

Frequency Filter Implementation

To illustrate the use of subroutine FF, wave number 1 of Table 2

was extracted from the sum of the seven waves. The low frequency

transition was set at 0.0 Hz and the high frequency transition was set

to 6.3 Hz. The interpolated frequency response yields sidelobes no

greater than -30 db. Smoothing was not utilized. The results of the

filtering are contained in Figure 3.30. The (a) part is the original

wave, (b) is the prefilter LMSE estimate, (c) is the one channel post-

filter estimate, and (d) is the postfilter LMSE estimate. If we

compare (c) and (d) to (a), we see a very effective filtering action.

This occurs because this wave is well separated from the other six in

the frequency-wavenumber space and we are independently able to

specify seventeen filtering points along the filtering axis.

Summary

If an angle filter is cascaded with a velocity filter, the result

is obviously a vector velocity filter. These two filtering specifi-

cations are kept distinct in order to maintain a greater degree of

flexibility. It should be noted that both filtering operations can

be accomplished with only one call to subroutine FILTER. In fact,
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If angle filtering is desired without velocity filtering, the Fortran

matrix which specifies velocity filtering must be initialized to unity.

For details see program FWN07 of Appendix D.

The complete frequency-wavenumber response of any number of filter-

ing operations can be easily obtained by passing an impulse through the

composite filter and examining the spectrum of the result. The sub-

routines were designed with this function as a specification. Refer to

program RESPONSE (Appendix D) for a detailed example.

This chapter has presented a discussion of methods of filtering

spatio-temporal signals. This has direct application in the following

chapter on maximum-likelihood estimation. It is also felt that this

may be of some utilitarian value in the study of spatio-temporal

functions.

The principal contributions of this chapter are the very flexible,

and computationally efficient, digital spatio-temporal filters.



CHAPTER IV

MULTIWAVE MAXIMUM-LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION

The principal subject of this study is multiwave maximum-likelihood

estimation. It will be shown in this chapter how the multiwave problem

can be reduced to single wave estimation. The single wave estimation

will be thoroughly discussed before proceeding to the general case.

Single Wave Maximum-likelihood Estimation

This study is motivated by a need to obtain estimates of spatio-

temporal signals which are completely unknown a priori. The

investigation is limited to planewaves because any stationary spatio-

temporal function can be decomposed into a sum (infinite) of Fourier

components which are complex planewaves. The maximum-likelihood

estimation was chosen because it is the optimum solution in the decision

theoretic sense. A yery brief explanation of this concept is given in

Appendix B. Helstrom [32] and Van Trees [33] are two of many references

providing detailed explanation of decision theory from an engineering

point of view.

Loosely, the maximum-likelihood estimate of a set of parameters

£ = {e .},j=l,2,...,N, are those parameters e_ that maximize the

probability that e^ has been received with noise. The maximum-likelihood

estimator is formally defined in Appendix C. The maximum-likelihood

117
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estimate of single planewaves with known vector velocity can be

approached by one of two methods. The first method, the time domain

method, is based on the assumption that the data are limited and

sampled both spatially and temporally. It is further assumed that the

noise is additive and multidimensional Gaussian. The noise is

tanporally stationary but not necessarily spatially stationary. The

samples may be correlated in time and space in accordance with a known

covariance matrix. The solution,which is given in [3] and derived in

detail in Appendix C, follows directly from the definition of the

maximum-likelihood estimate. The solution consists of linear time-

varying filters applied to each of the K sensor channels, followed by

a summing operation. While this solution is the actual maximum-

likelihood solution whenever actual data are considered, it is not

pursued in this study because it has been observed [3] that the computer

implementation of the solution is quite sensitive to the assumption of

noise stationarity and it is computationally inefficient with respect

to the frequency domain method which is discussed next.

The frequency domain solution makes the same assumptions as those

stated above except that it is assumed that the K sensor time functions

are continuous. Transform methods are employed to obtain the solution,

and the requirement for realizable filters is relaxed. As a result, one

must approximate ideal filters to implement the frequency domain

maximum-likelihood estimator. A detailed derivation of this estimator

is given by Kelly and Levin IV. The derivation is quite lengthy, but

common to decision theoretic problems. For brevity the derivation is

not repeated herein. The remainder of this section is concerned.
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instead, with examining the maximum-likelihood estimator and its

errors under various conditions.

The maximum-likelihood estimate of a single planewave in the

frequency domain is [1]

S(f) = !^-^^^ ^— (4-1)

k.a^l
ki'

where S(f) is the Fourier transform of the planewave s(t) propagating

with inverse phase velocity a.

S(f) = F {s(t)}

and

where Q|^^{f ) is an element of the inverse matrix of the cross-power

spectral matrix

t«k«(f» = tPk.itf)^'^

and X^(f) is the Fourier transform of the waveform received at the ii-th

of the K sensors whose vector position is r..

X^(f) = F {X^(t)}

If we define
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K

A(f) A E 6. .(f)
" k,£=l

^''

and expand (4-1)

S(f) = 1/A(f) I z Q.Jf) e''2''°*"^ke-''2''«'*^ii
e^'^ira.?:^ „ (f)

k=l £=1
"^^ *

which can be rearranged and written as

K K .„

S(f) = { E [X. (f)3 CE Q.. (f) e^'^''"*''^ ]} {1/A(f)}
k=l

^
£=1

^"^

"*"*

With the delay element e^ ^^'^z written as t the block diagram of the

general maximum-likelihood estimator is given in Figure 4.1. The term

array prewhitener is adapted because these elements are not necessary

if the noise is white. The term beam-former is borrowed from radar

terminology. It is recognized as a delay and sum processor which is a

least mean square error estimator. This point is covered in Appendix A.

The last stage of the estimator is called an inverse filter because it

has the effect of correcting or inverting the distortion caused by the

prewhitening filters. It is interesting to note that if the inverse

filter is suitably redefined the maximum-likelihood estimator becomes

the optimum spatio-temporal detector examined by Childers and Reed [34].

If there is only one sensor, the array prewhitener reduces to a

single element

G(f) = 1/P(f)
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where P(f) is the power spectrum of the noise on the given channel.

The inverse filter is then given by

1/Q(f) = P{f)

and the maximum-likelihood estimate is simply the received signal

suitably delayed. It is shown later that the general maximum-likelihood

estimator does not distort the signal. Thus, with only one received

waveform, additional filtering is not possible.

Returning to the general case of K sensors, we now assume that the

off-diagonal terms of the cross-power spectral matrix are zero. In this

case the block diagram of Figure 4.2 results. If the channel noise is

white the filtering functions become weighting constants and an optimum

weighted delay and sum procedure results. If the off-diagonal terms

are zero and each channel has a common spectral density P(f), the pre-

whitening and inverse operations cancel. The result is diagrammed in

Figure 4.3 which is identical to Figure A.l. Thus, the conditions

under which the least mean square error estimate is the maximum-

likelihood estimate are established.

To reduce the general solution to a form amiable to numerical

calculations (4-1) is rewritten in the form

K •

K ^ ^k£^^' -» ->

S(f) =
j: { 1^1

^3 aAf)e'^'"'"'i. ] } .

£=1 A(f) ^.

Let

K

\ 4 I
e^^^{f) I A(f)
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then

S(f) = E X.(f)e'"2"°''^£ A.(f) . (4-3)

This solution is diagrammed in Figure 4.4. This is the form used by

Capon [3] except that a is negated to conform with the definition used

in [1]. Equation (4-3) is the equation used later in this chapter for

the implementation of the maximum-likelihood estimator.

The basic purpose of the maximum-likelihood estimator is to

estimate a single planewave immersed in noise in an optimum manner.

The planewave in question may be monochromatic or wideband with respect

to temporal frequency. If the noise is spatially stationary and the

wave being estimated is monochromatic, the estimate is Capon's [20] high

resolution estimate. Thus, the high resolution spectral estimates are

optimum in the maximum-likelihood sense. If the field is not spatially

stationary, the frequency-wavenumber spectrum is not defined.

In the remainder of this section the errors in maximum-likelihood

estimates will be briefly explained. Complete analysis can be found in

the references. In discussing the errors in the maximum-likelihood

estimate, it is important to realize that we are referring to the errors

in the ideal estimates. The additional error incurred when the ideal

filter is approximated is discussed in the next section.

To determine the bias of the estimate, substitute

X,(f)e'*27ta.r^ = S(f) + N^(f)

into (4-1) where N (f) is the noise sample received at the a-th sensor.
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After taking the expectation the result is

K

E[S(f)] = E[S(f)] + ^^-^^

K

k,Ji=l
'^'^

If the noise has zero mean

E[S(f)] = ECS(f)]

and the estimate is unbiased, the transformed estimate s(t) will also

be unbiased.

If the estimate is made in the presence of zero noise we have

s(f)
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This can be derived in a manner similar to the derivation of the error

in the least mean square error estimate (Appendix A). If the noise is

spatially independent with common spectral density P(f) at each sensor

1/A(f) = 1/C z 1/P(f)] = [l/K][P(f)]
k=l

The ratio of total output to input power is

Pout 1/"^ P^^^
2

^in K P(f)

This result is, as expected, identical to the improvement given by the

least mean square error estimator. If the noise is due entirely to

interfering planewaves, the noise in the output of the ideal maximum-

likelihood estimate is reduced to zero as long as the noise waves have

different vector velocity. This property is frequently referred to as

superdi recti vity [35,36] or infinite sidelobe suppression, singular

detection, etc. [1,3,4,5^29]. The basic operation consists of using the

given noise statistics to estimate each noise source and then subtract

these estimates from the estimate of the signal planewave. Neither the

least mean square error nor the weighted delay and sum processors

possess this property. Unquestionably, this property is the most

significant property of the maximum-likelihood estimator.

The foregoing discussion strictly applies only if the noise can be

modeled as a multidimensional Gaussian process. However, it has been

shown by Kelly [37] and Capon [3] that if the estimator is designed
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under the Gaussian assumption, but, in fact, the noise process is not

Gaussian, the resultant estimator still provides an unbiased and

minimum variance estimate.

Before proceeding to the multiwave problem it is important to

realize that we have only discussed, thus far, the problem of estimating

the waveshape s(t}. In any practical application one must also solve

the detection problem, i.e., determine if a wave is present. If a wave

is present its vector velocity can be formulated (estimated) in either

a least mean square error or maximum-likelihood sense [1]. Neither of

solutions is in closed form, unfortunately, and it is necessary to

search the expected domain of the parameter values for the maximum value

of integral equations. The detection problem may be solved by a strategy

known as maximum-likelihood detection [38]. In essence, this method

first finds the maximum-likelihood estimate of a signal and then

compares the likelihood ratio to the preset decision level. These

formal solutions are not pursued in this study in order to limit the

scope of the study and also because their implementation does not

appear to be particularly computationally efficient. Instead, the

frequency-wavenumber power spectrum will be used to detect planewaves

and to estimate their vector velocity. This technique is demonstrated

in Chapters II and V.

Multiwave Maximum-1 i kel i hood Estimation

If the signal consists of a finite sum of J planewaves which over-

lap in time, added to noise which consists of interfering planewaves

plus channel noise which does not exhibit spatial stationarity, we have
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the general multiwave estimation problem. If the noise is limited to

be white both spatially and temporally, and the term signal is modified

to include all planewaves whose total number J is known, the solution

to the problem is given by Schweppe [5]. An implementation of his

results is given in [6] for the case of two planewaves. As one might

expect, the solution requires a determination of the vector velocities

of each of the J planewaves. This requires a J-dimensional search

similar to the one-dimensional search required for the one wave

estimation problem.

This study is concerned with the solution of the general problem

with an arbitrary background noise. In any practical case one must be

able to detect the number of planewaves J, their vector velocities v,

and their functional form s(t). The theoretical solution is valid for

the general case, but for implementation, a modified solution is

utilized which is only acceptable when the SNR is fairly high. The

general maximum-likelihood estimator is given in Figure 4.5. In

simplest terms it is a cascade of a frequency-wavenumber filter which

reduces the multiwave problem to a single wave problem followed by a

single wave maximum-likelihood estimator. The frequency-wavenumber

filters which can accomplish this task are discussed in Chapter III.

A single wave maximum-likelihood estimator for a given vector velocity

has been developed C3]. To determine the number of waves and their

vector velocities, one must scan the frequency-wavenumber space and

repetitively determine if a wave is present or not. Since the wave-

shape is unknown a priori a maximum-likelihood detector is used. The

search logic could be a computer algorithm which is designed to find
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the extrema of a function of several variables. Director [39] has

given a survey of the techniques which have proven to be of practical

value. If the noise level is high, one may alternatively utilize

stochastic approximation methods [40,41,42].

The elements enclosed by the broken lines in Figure 4.5, i.e.,

those elements that are, in effect, responsible for the detection and

determination of the vector velocities, will require very sophisticated

and elaborate designs which are not attempted in this study. Instead,

the use of the frequency-wavenumber power spectral density function is

advanced. If the SNR is sufficiently high the local maxima of the PSD

can be attributed to the presence of signal planewaves. The vector

velocities are readily determined from the wavenumber and frequency.

The usefulness of this technique is obviously limited, but realization

is very efficient from a computational viewpoint.

The principal contribution offered by this solution is that we have

reduced the rather complex J-dimensional problem to a one-dimensional

problem. After the spatio-temporal function is passed through the

frequency-wavenumber filter, there can be no more than one wave present

regardless of whether it is signal or noise. If it is of noise origin

the maximum-likelihood estimator effectively eliminates the planewave.

If the planewave is of signal origin the ideal maximum-likelihood

estimator will pass the wave without distortion. Another important

aspect of this system stems from the fact that if the background noise

is essentially dominated by planewaves as opposed to channel noise, the

maximum-likelihood estimator becomes a simple delay and sum device.

Under this condition approximately a 1000:1 increase in computational

speed can be realized by substituting the simpler operation.
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Implementation

To implement the general maximum-likelihood estimator, the

only additional programming required is the single wave maximum-

likelihood estimator. The other components have been presented in

the previous chapters. Subroutine ML approximates all of the required

operations of a maximum-likelihood estimator as expressed by (4-3).

In addition an inverse transform is performed to estimate s{t). Capon

[3] is the principal reference. Figure 4.6 is a simplified flow chart

for ML. Using Figure 4.6 as a guide, the operation of ML will now be

examined. The input to ML consists of spatio-temporal functions to

represent the signal plus noise and the noise alone. The vector

velocity of the wave to be estimated is also required.

The first (left) column of operations aligns the set of received

signals in the time domain and transforms the results to the frequency

domain. The alignment is accomplished by calling subroutine DELAY with

the velocity magnitude argument negated. Each individual time series

is tapered, via subroutine TAPER, in order to improve the discrete

approximation of the Fourier transforms. Each time series is then

padded with an equal number of zeros. This step avoids circular con-

volution effects when the final filtering is accomplished. Lastly,

subroutine HARM is used to one-dimensional transform from the time

domain to the frequency domain.

The operations of the second and third columns form an estimate

of the set of complex filters {A (f)}. The transform of each of the

noise time series is taken in a manner identical to the signal plus

noise. Before the cross-power spectral matrix is formed, the dynamic
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range of the transform is limited to a magnitude of 30 db. This step

is necessary to avoid excessive error in the subsequent matrix inversion

and it appears to produce better approximations of the ideal filters.

Smoothing is accomplished via subroutine HAMN to enhance the

statistical reliability. The cross-power spectral density matrix is

formed by multiplying the transform at one location by the conjugate

of the transform at another. Since the matrix is symmetrical, the

number of multiplications is reduced accordingly. The normalization

is performed by dividing P.j^ by (P,-,-P|^|() • This process compensates

for any unequal channel gain settings and provides additional

conditioning to insure that the matrix inversion is successful.

The matrix inversion is done using the standard Gauss-Jordan

method. For the examples which follow, the order of the matrices is

sixteen. This necessitates the use of special precautions in order to

insure that the accumulated round-off error does not seriously affect

the results. The dynamic range limitation and normalization are the

two processes which were found to condition the data so that the matrices

could be successfully inverted. Without preliminary operations, the

matrix could not be inverted, even when calculations were done in

quadruple precision (35 decimal digits).

The last two steps of the third column form the {A (f)} from the

inverted cross-power spectral density matrix. The smoothing is added

in an effort to improve the approximation to the ideal filters.

The remaining steps consist of multiplying the frequency response

with the transformed input, inverse transforming, suirening, and

returning the maximum-likelihood estimate s(t}. The summing is done
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in the time domain, rather than the frequency domain, for programming

convenience. It is accomplished by calling DS with a velocity greater

than 990 cm/sec.

At this point difficulties in forming acceptable maximum-likelihood

estimates should be apparent. One must first estimate the cross-power

spectral density matrix. In general , these estimates tend to be

unreliable if they are based upon very limited data or if the data

tend to be nonstationary. Unfortunately, for some applications, this

condition does exist. If the power matrix estimate, and its inverse,

are found to be acceptable we still have the problem of approximating

ideal frequency response functions. Unlike bandpass filters the Ideal

response is entirely dependent upon the data of the particular

application. For this reason it is essentially impossible to optimize

the approximation of the ideal response. Instead, we simply perform a

smoothing operation which would decrease any ringing caused by abrupt

discontinuities. By contrast, the least mean square error estimator

simply changes the Indexing of a set of time series and performs one

summing operation. Obviously, greater discrepancies must be expected

between the theoretical and actual performance for the maximum-

likelihood estimator as compared to the least mean square error estimator.

Examples

In this section we consider three examples. The first two

illustrate the use of the single maximum-likelihood estimator. The

third is a multiwave estimator.
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The first example demonstrates the effectiveness of the maximum-

likelihood estimator in reducing the effect of an interfering plane-

wave. The standard of comparison is the LMSE estimate. Two

planewaves are used. The signal planewave is a positive 5 Hz sine wave

with vector velocity of 25 cm/sec at 30 degrees. The interfering plane-

wave is a negative 5 Hz sine wave with vector velocity of 25 cm/sec at

degrees. The spatio-temporal dimensions are the same as those used

in previous chapters. To each of the sixteen time series that represent

the interfering planewave, independent Gaussian noise is added with an

rms value of unity. This is done to simulate channel noise. The

amplitude of the signal wave is fixed at 10.0; the amplitude of the

interfering wave varies. The signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) is the

ratio of the absolute value of the amplitudes. Figure 4.7 depicts the

condition for SIR = 2. In Figure 4.7(a) the one channel maximum-

likelihood estimate, or simply the waveform received at the origin, is

shown. Figure 4.7(b) is the LMSE estimate, and (c) is the maximum-

likelihood estimate. Figure 4.8 presents the same waveforms for SIR = 1.

At this SIR a very slight improvement is observed in the maximum-

likelihood estimate over the LMSE estimate. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 display

the results for SIR of 0.5 and 0.1, respectively. As the interfering

signal becomes greater, the improvement realized by using the maximum-

likelihood estimate, as opposed to the LMSE estimate, becomes more

apparent. Several runs were made for lower SIR'S and it was obvious

that both estimates were greatly influenced by the interfering signal.

In the second example the effect of the independent channel noise

is examined. The same two planewaves that were used for the first
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Figure 4.7 Estimation comparison, SIR=2. (a) K=l estimate, (b) LMSE

estimate, and (c) maximum-likelihood estimate.
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Figure 4.8 Estimation comparison, SIR=1. (a) K=l estimate, (b) LMSE
estimate, and (c) maximum-likelihood estimate.
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Figure 4.9 Estimation comparison, SIR=0. 5. (a) K=l estimate, (b) LMSE
estimate, and (c) maximum-likelihood estimate.
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Figure 4.10 Estimation comparison, SIR=0.1. (a) K=l estimate, (b)
LMSE estimate, and (c) maximum-likelihood estimate.
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example are used again. The amplitudes of the two waves are fixed at

unity and the rms value of the additive Gaussian noise is varied. The

SNR is the amplitude of the signal divided by the rms value of the

noise. Many computer runs were made for various SNR's. Figures 4.11,

4.12, and 4.13 present the results for SNR = 0.5, 1.0, and 5.0,

respectively. The (a) part of these figures is the LMSE estimate;

the (b) part is the maximum-likelihood estimate. From these figures

it appears that the two estimates are of approximately the same quality.

This was found to be true for many other SNR's as well as other plane-

wave combinations. This is, of course, an expected result as long as

the interfering planewave is small with respect to the signal planewave.

For the final example, five of the seven planewaves of Table 2

(wave numbers 1,3,5,6, and 7) were summed to form the noise. Channel

noise was not added. The remaining two planewaves were taken to be the

signals to be estimated. The frequency-wavenumber filters presented in

Chapter III were used to limit the number of planewaves. The results

are sunmarized in Figures 4.14 and 4.15. The (a) part is the actual

wave being estimated. The (b) part is the prefilter LMSE estimate. The

(c) part is the postfilter LMSE estimate. The (d) part is the maximum-

likelihood estimate. From this example it appears that the maximum-

likelihood estimate is better than the prefilter LMSE estimate. The

postfilter LMSE estimate appears superior, however, to the maximum-

likelihood estimate. Since the background noise consists entirely of

planewaves, the postfilter estimate and the maximum-likelihood estimate

are identical in the ideal case. In the actual realization, however,

the added complexity of the general maximum-likelihood estimator
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Figure 4.11 Estimation comparison, SNR=0.5. (a) LMSE estimate and
(b) maximum-likelihood estimate.
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Figure 4.12 Estimation comparison, SNR=1.0. (a) LMSE estimate and

(b) maximum-likelihood estimate.
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Figure 4.13 Estimation comparison, SNR=5.0. (a) LMSE estimate and
(b) maximum-likelihood estimate.
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introduces errors which can be avoided by using the simpler delay and

sum operation.

Summary

The principal contributions of this chapter are as follows.

1. A general multlwave maximum-likelihood estimate is developed.

It differs from previous estimators in that the multlwave problem is

reduced to a succession of single wave problems.

2. A complete data processing system is presented which

accomplishes the multlwave estimation for sufficiently large signal-to-

noise ratios.



CHAPTER V

COMPUTER PROCESSING OF SPATIO-TEMPORAL DATA

The techniques presented in the preceding three chapters are well

suited for the analysis of data in fields such as sonar and

seismology. In this chapter it will be shown that the techniques are

particularly well suited for the analysis of electroencephalograms

(recorded brain waves). The principals of data collection and

processing will be covered.

A particular EEG, the visual evoked response (VER), is, by

definition, the bioelectrical activity resulting from the presentation

of a visual stimulus. Records can be made from the surface of the

scalp of animals or man or the electrodes can be surgically implanted

for recording purposes. Our interest lies exclusively in scalp electrodes

on human subjects. The basic idea is to vary the stimulus and the

recording location using subjects with normal vision and visual dys-

functions in an effort to form correlations between the recorded response

and visual and/or cerebral defects as well as to study the basic visual

processing system. A recent survey of this field is contained in [43].

The University of Florida Visual Science Laboratory has been engaged in

this research for about ten years.

As previously mentioned one of the parameters in studying the VER

is the location of the recording electrodes. Frequently many electrodes
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are simultaneously attached to the subject in an effort to monitor the

distribution of potential as a function of time [44]. Many studies are

also concerned with correlations between spatially distinct electrode

pairs [45]. To date no attempt to perform true array processing, in

our context, has been made.

The recorded spatio-temporal VER is a "signature" which represents

the net effect of the source of bioelectrical activity, the trans-

mission of the wave to the scal43 electrodes, and the recording

instrumentation. Through standard engineering practices, instrumentation

errors can be separated and practically eliminated. The separation of

the effect of the medium from the effect of the origin of the electrical

activity cannot be accomplished without specific assumptions regarding

the physical and electrical structure of the medium. Analysis

techniques which are presented in this study should prove to be useful

tools in attempting to separate the medium from the sources through

subsequent research.

r-2 cm -*l

@ @ @ ®^r
2 cm

d) ® @ ©—
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Figure 5.1 Scalp electrode layout (rear view).
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The data are collected using standard techniques [46]. Electrode

layout is given 1n Figure 5.1. The stimulus is presented to the

subject repetitively. The signals are amplified (approximately 50 db),

digitized, and recorded. At the end of the recording the individual

responses are summated to obtain an average for a given stimulus

condition. The summated data are then recorded on IBM compatible tape.

All subsequent operations are done on a large scale digital computer

(IBM 360/65). The data acquisition is done with the aid of a special

purpose mini-computer (PDP-8/I).

The processing of the data can be divided into two steps. The

first step utilizes program PRELIM to preprocess the data for subsequent

analysis. The basic steps are outlined in Figure 5.2. The signals on

each channel are adjusted to compensate for any unequal gain from the

data acquisition system. Calibration signals are used to establish the

correcting matrix. The signals are tapered and padded in preparation

for filtering. Using subroutine SPBPF, each channel is low-pass

filtered at 25 Hz and any dc is also blocked. The data are digitized

at 125 Hz. All frequencies above 65.5 Hz will appear in the spectrum

as aliased frequencies. The aliasing chart of Figure 5.3 is presented

to summarize the effects of filtering and aliasing. All frequencies

above the first row are aliased onto the first row as shown. All

frequencies between 25 Hz and 65.5 Hz, and their aliases, are removed

by filtering. After filtering, the redundant samples are removed by

sampling the data at 50 Hz. For convenience the data are truncated at

640 msec. The channels are reordered so that they appear as shown in

Figure 5.1. Finally, the data are stored on cards or tape.
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The next phase is the actual analysis of the data. Many possible

areas of interest could be investigated. For illustration the effect

of low-pass velocity filtering will be investigated.

The first step is to determine where in the frequency-wavenumber

space the energy is concentrated. Subroutine FWNO accepts the output

of PRELIM without further processing. A review of the frequency-

wavenumber spectrum of a particular subject (JGM) reveals that most of

the energy is concentrated along the frequency axis of the frequency-

wavenumber spectrum. This indicates a very high velocity wave or, in

the limiting case, the major components of the time function are

identical at each sensor. The effect can be observed in either the

spatio-temporal domain or the frequency-wavenumber domain. Figures

5.4 and 5.5 display the spatio-temporal functions via subroutine PL0T16

for two different stimulus conditions. The similarity of the time

function on each channel is obvious. Figure 5.6 is the output of a

noise trial (light occluded). It is included for comparison purposes.

Figure 5.7(a) and (b) contain a section of the output of FWNO (1.6 Hz

to 7.8 Hz) for the same stimulus conditions shown in Figures 5.4 and

5.5, respectively. The high energy region in the center of each frame

again demonstrates the high velocity effect.

To determine if there are slow planewaves present, the high

velocity component must be removed. The data were low-pass velocity

filtered at 200 cm/sec using FA and FILTER (reference VERFWNO). The

results are displayed in Figure 5.8, (a) and (b). This process has

obviously revealed components which were completely masked before

filtering. To obtain an estimate of a wave of particular interest.
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one can call subroutine DS or subroutine ML. Two examples of the

output of DS are given in Figures 5.9 and 5.10.

This chapter has shown how the tools developed in the last three

chapters may be used in the analysis of actual data. For actual

spatio-temporal VER data, the frequency-wavenumber filter revealed

features of the data which were otherwise obscured. Further

investigations will undoubtedly reveal many additional features.



CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this study array processing techniques have been developed

for the decomposition of overlapping planewaves. The investigation

was limited to estimating spatio-temporal functions which are

completely unknown a priori. Each technique was investigated both

theoretically and computationally. Techniques which appeared to be

computationally inefficient were avoided. The general problem of

determining the number, vector velocity, and waveshape of an

arbitrary sum of planewaves combined with arbitrary noise is solved

in a suboptimum manner. The optimum maximum-likelihood estimates

are obtained in several important cases.

The principal results of each main chapter will now be reviewed.

Recommendations for further work will also be given.

Multidimensional Power Spectral Density Estimation

The principal result of this chapter is the development of a

computationally efficient spatio-temporal power density estimator.

The efficiency is achieved by the use of the multidimensional fast

Fourier transform. The results of this chapter have been implemented

in Fortran programs and can be used to search for multidimensional

signals immersed in noise.
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As a follow-on effort it is recommended that the stability of the

estimator be investigated as a function of record length, averaging

technique, and smoothing function. If this could be accomplished the

programs could be used to reliably estimate noise spectra.

In addition, it may be of interest to investigate the possibility

of redefining the multidimensional FFT with the objective being to

eliminate the unequal scaling in positive and negative frequencies.

This would be advisable only if work continues with arrays with as few

as four points in one dimension.

Multidimensional Digital Filtering

Generalized nonrecursive frequency domain digital filters are

developed which can stop or pass planewaves on the basis of their

bearing or velocity or frequency composition or any combination thereof.

The filters are fully tested using Fortran subroutines. This chapter

represents an extension of a one-dimensional digital filtering technique

to multiple dimensions. Computational efficiency is achieved by

utilizing multidimensional fast Fourier transforms. Considerable

flexibility is achieved by specifying the filters in the frequency-

wavenumber domain.

The logical continuation of this work is the development of

optimal filters. The optimal ity criterion itself will first have to

be researched. What is needed is a multidimensional measure of

transition band and rippling. Transition values should be chosen to

obtain optimum trade-off between these two effects. Computer iteration

techniques will undoubtedly have to be used in this study. It could be
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accomplished on a large scale computer using existing programs. If a

small dedicated computer with multidimensional FFT software were

available, this study could probably be accomplished in a more

efficient and effective manner due to the close interaction between

the designer and machine. As a separate study other filtering

techniques may be investigated. As an example, the optimum sampled

and limited data frequency-wavenumber bandpass filter could be

investigated.

Multiwave Maximum-likelihood Estimation

The general problem of estimating the number, bearing, velocity,

and waveshape of overlapping pi anewaves in noise is approachad as

follows. The number and vector velocity of the wave is determined

using the spectral estimator of Chapter II. The multiwave problem is

reduced to a succession of single wave problems using the frequency-

wavenumber filters developed in Chapter III. In the fourth chapter

the required single wave maximum-likelihood estimator is presented,

examined, and implemented in Fortran. This solution could be made

optimum by using a maximum-likelihood detector and a wave searching

algorithm instead of the simpler multidimensional spectral analysis.

This concept was not pursued because of the high cost of the maximum-

likelihood estimates and the added complexity of the additional stages.

The principal contribution of this chapter is the reduction of

the multiwave problem to a succession of single wave estimation

problems. This avoids the difficult problem of finding a suitable

algorithm for a multidimensional search.
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The relatively high cost of executing the general maximum-

likelihood estimator makes its use unattractive. However, this

estimator, in the ideal case, is the standard by which others should

be judged. It is recommended that further research be directed

towards comparing the cascade of a frequency-wavenumber filter and

the simple delay and sum operator with the cascade of a frequency-

wavenumber filter and the general maximum-likelihood filter. It is

expected that the difference will be insignificant in most cases of

practical interest.

Computer Processing of Spatio-temporal Data

In Chapter V the use of the results of the previous three chapters

is introduced to the analysis of spatio-temporal VER data. It is

shown that filtering is capable of revealing waves that are otherwise

obscured.

Two items which need to be investigated are the possibility of

spatial aliasing and the error introduced by assuming that the human

scalp is flat over the dimensions of the electrode array. To assess

the aliasing problem, different electrode spacing, e.g., random spacing,

should be tried to determine the effect on the resulting transform.

The nonplanar electrode array problem can be solved by using four-

dimensional transformations to include the third spatial dimension.

Alternatively, it may be possible to simply apply approximate scale

correction factors in the existing programs.

The relatively low cost of processing data of dimension 32 x 4 x 4

makes it attractive to expand the array in all dimensions in an attempt
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to glean more information from the data. Expanding the spatial

dimensions with either real data or zeros provides an additional

velocity (or 1^) resolution. This activity should probably be

coupled with a search for optimum filters such as the low-pass

velocity filters.
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APPENDIX A

NONPARAMETRIC LEAST MEAN SQUARE ERROR ESTIMATION

In this section a nonparametric least mean square error (LMSE)

estimation procedure for a single planewave immersed in noise is pre-

sented. The original work is due to Kelly and Levin [1]. This

procedure is incorporated into this study because it is an extremely

important special case of the maximum-likelihood estimator.

Let the sensors be enumerated by k=l,2 K and let the location

of the k-th sensor be specified by its coordinates

h = <^kx-^ky)
'*-!'

in the conventional two-dimensional Cartesian system. Let s(t) be the

signal that would be observed at the origin in the absence of noise.

The output of the k-th sensor is then

x,^(t) = s(t-a.r,^) + n^(t) (A-2)

where \{t) is the noise at the k-th sensor and a is the vector of

delays per unit distance suffered by the wave as measured along the

coordinate axes. It is assumed that the observation interval is of

sufficient length so that the signal is observed at each sensor. The

vector velocity of the wave is related to the delay vector by
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v=a/|a|2 . (A-3)

This estimation procedure is a nonparametric means of estimating both

the vector velocity v and the waveform s(t) of a single planewave.

Only the estimate of s(t) will be considered. The criterion is to

minimize the sum over all the sensors of the integrated squared

difference.

K T

D(a,s(t)) = Z f [X. (t) - s(t-a.rj]2 dt . {A-4)

k=l "^
^

By setting x.=0 for t outside {0,T}, allowing the limits of integration

to extend to ±" , changing variables, and expanding, we have

D(a,s(t)) = E/x2(t)dt + K/Cs(t) - i EX. (t+a.f. )]2 dt
(^

K
K k

"^ "^

1 /[EX. (t+o-r. )]2 dt . (A-5)
K k

"^ ^

The expression is minimized with respect to s(t) by choosing

s(t) = i E X. (t+a-r. ) . (A-6)
K k "^

"^

The estimator is diagramed in Figure A.l with a*r.=T.. This estimator
J J

is by definition the delay and sum processor.

If the received waveforms {x. } contain only the signal without

noise, the output is exactly equal to the signal with respect to the

origin in space. If the input consists of noise only, the output consists
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Assuming wide-sense stationarity

Rbb(0 = Rii(t) + Ri2tT-{Tj-T2)] + ... + RikC"^-(ti-t,^)] +

R2iCt-(t2-Tj)] + R22(t) + ... + R2k'^t-{t2-t,^)] +

RkiCt-(t,^-Tj)] + ... + RKK('r) • (A-9)

The power spectral density function of b(t) is

Pbb^^) = ^tRbb(t)}

= Pji(f) + Pj2(f)e""'^''^T''2^ + ... + Pi^(f)e"^"2^^^r''K^ +

P2i(f)e"''2''^T''2^ + P22(f) + ... +

P,^l(f)e"^'2^^T''K) + ... + P,^,^(f) . (A-10)

Pbb(f) = ^ P.,(f)e-''27r^-(^-^)
. (A-11)

The spectral density of the total output noise is

Pout(^)=Wf) ll/*^!'

Po..t(f) = 1/K2 2 P. .e-'''2^«*^^-^^ . (A-12)
out

i^^j^
KH
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The ratio of noise power out to noise power in is

Po,t(f) 1/K2 z p^^^{f)e'^^''^'^h-h^

kilfl
(;^.i3)

^n(f)
,.L

^.(O

If the input noise is uncorrelated between sensors, that is, the off-

diagonal terms of the cross-power spectral matrix are zero, the ratio

becomes

"out '/'<'
,{ "kk")

= ^ = 1/K . (A-M)

If the noise is spatially correlated in the form of a planewave (or

sum of planewaves) and if the velocity of propagation is large with

respect to the separation between sensors, i.e., ^q'^To-^i,) is nearly

zero, the exponential term of the numerator of (A-14) will be approxi-

mately unity and the off-di agonal terms will be approximately real and

positive. Under these conditions the power ratio will be greater

than 1/K2.

It is shown in Chapter IV that if an ideal maximum-likelihood

estimator is used instead of least mean square error estimation

procedures, and only spatially correlated noise is present, the output

noise power is zero. In Chapter III it is shown that the same result

can be accomplished using ideal vector velocity filters. This

comparison demonstrates the advantage of the filter delay and sum

operation over the simpler delay and sum estimator. If, however, the
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noise is uncorrelated between sensors, the filter-delay operation

reduces to the simpler delay operation.

The foregoing comparison applies to ideal processes. In practice

the general filter delay and sum operation is not realizable and can

only be approximated. In Chapters III and IV the difference between

ideal filters and the digital approximations are discussed. The ideal

delay and sum operation, however, is realizable and approximations are

not necessary. The only errors in the digital delay and sum operations

are due to the limited precision of the calculations. For large scale

computers operating on the type of data considered in this dissertation,

these errors are negligible in comparison with the errors committed in

employing digital approximation of ideal filters.



APPENDIX B

A BRIEF REVIEW OF MAXIMUM-LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION

In this appendix we will qualitatively explain what a maximum-

likelihood (ML) estimator is with respect to other optimum estimators,

quantitatively define the ML estimate, and review its properties.

Generally, the problem of optimum detection is conceptually

simpler than that of estimation. In this section we will present a

simplified qualitative description of the detection problem before

addressing the subject of estimation.

P"

Figure B.l General statistical model

Consider the system described in Figure B.l. S, the signal

source, is a random variable (random number generator) described in

terms of the statistics P (a priori statistics). N, the noise source,

is a random variable with statistics P'. S and N are combined in a
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known manner. The statistics of the result are denoted by P" (a

posteriori statistics). R must decide with the least probability of

error which of the M possible numbers was generated by S (M'ary

hypothesis test). C is a cost matrix which may be thought of as

weighting decisions so as to maximize one's winnings as in a game

of chance. More conveniently, C minimizes the average risk in

making decisions.

Bayes Criterion

If we know P, P', P", and C and use the output of C to make

the decision we have adopted the Bayes criterion of minimizing the

average risk.

Minimax Criterion

If P is unknown, but all other factors are known, we may select

the value of P which maximizes the minimum average (Bayes) risk. The

purpose of adopting this procedure is to operate with a known bound

on the average risk.

Neyman-Pearson Criterion

This criterion is usually only applied to binary hypothesis tests

[33]. For example [32]. consider the missile detection problem in

radar. One of four conditions must exist:

1. declare target present (S=l) when it is,

2. declare target present (S=l) when it is not,

3. declare target absent (5=0) when it is, or

4. declare target absent (S=0) when it is not.
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Both Bayes and Mlnimax procedures assign relative costs to all

possible outcomes and the decisions are weighted accordingly. In the

Neyman-Pearson case, the cost function is unknown and the criterion

requires one to maximize the probability of target detection, condition

1, subject to the constraint of an upper bound on failing to detect

targets, condition 4.

Maximum a Posteriori

The maximum a posteriori (MAP) criterion is a special case of the

Bayes criterion where the costs of deciding correctly are set to unity

and the cost of deciding incorrectly are set to zero. In other words,

we want to maximize the probability of correct decision, with equal

weight given to each decision, without regard to cost (consequences)

of incorrect decision. This is a criterion commonly explored in

communication theory [47].

Maximum-likelihood

This is a special case of the MAP detector. The same cost matrix

(one-zero) is used but the maximum-likelihood (ML) detection does not

have available the a priori statistics P.

In most detection problems of practical interest, one is concerned

with the presence or absence of complete waveforms. If some, or all,

of the parameters of the waveform are unknown, we can still pose the

optimum detection problem (if a priori information is available) but we

may also be interested in determining, as well as we are able, the

unknowns. This is the estimation problem. The theory of estimation
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is concerned with minimizing the errors due to noise and analyzing the

average irreducible residual error. The theory of estimation pre-

supposes that we have a complete statistical description of the

measured values (or received waveform) which represent the signal of

interest after being contaminated by noise. Specifically, we must have

the joint probability density function for the received vector p(x/t)

as a function of the vector of unknown parameters t. This means that

the noise must be completely characterized, i.e., its joint probability

density function must be given, and the method of combining the signal

and noise must be known.

The particular estimation strategy to be used depends upon the

availability of a priori statistics and the same sort of consideration

that we enumerated for the detection problem. The problem to be

considered in this dissertation assumes complete ignorance of the

unknowns and ignores cost functions. This leads directly to maximum-

likelihood estimates. By definition, the maximum-likelihood estimates

of a set of parameters t are those values of t=t which maximize p(x/^).

The important properties of maximum-likelihood estimates are

1. the estimate is asymptotically efficient, i.e., in the limit

as the number of independent measures approaches infinity, N->«, no other

estimate renders a smaller variance,

2. the maximum-likelihood estimate is consistant, i.e., as N^«,

e->e.

3. the maximum-likelihood estimate is unbiased, i.e., E{e} = I,

4. as H-^t p(t) is multivariate Gaussian.



APPENDIX C

DERIVATION OF THE TIME DOMAIN SOLUTION

In this appendix the time domain solution of the single planewave

maximum-likelihood estimation problem is given. Consider any set of N

Gaussian random variables, x ^ CXj.Xg. .... Xj^]. In matrix form the

N-variate normal density function is given by

p(2L) = 1 exp {-1/2 (x-x) £."^ (x-x)^> (C-D

(^O^TT^

where X is the vector of means.

X — Xi jXrt, • • • , X
U'"2 > • • • > '^M »

£_ is the covariance matrix,

Pjl ... Pin

P.4 [ : 3

Pni ••• Pnn

= ^^-jJ

and the general element of this matrix is

P^.j 4 E[(x^.-x^.)(Xj-3rj.)], 1 5 i.j ^
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Also |£_1 is the determinant of g_, q^ is the inverse of £, i.e.,

fi. k {Pij}

and

where £. . is obtained from q. by deleting the i-th row and the j-th

column.

The expression (C-1) for p(x) can represent the joint probability

density function (PDF) of a Gaussian random process x(t) if x(t) is

sampled in time such that

x(t)^ Cx(tj),x(t2) x(t,^)] = [Xj.Xg, ..., X(^]

constitutes a set of jointly Gaussian random variables for any set of

observations {t.}, 1 ^ j s N.
J

This concept is easily extended to multidimensional sampling.

In array processing the sampling is accomplished spatially and

temporally. Suppose that at each of N time instances {t}, 1 -< j s N,

K array sensors are simultaneously sampled at the points {s.},

1 < i < K, such that M=NK is the total number of samples and

x(s,t) 4 Cx(sptj),x(sj,t2), ..., x(spt,^)

x(s2,tj),x(s2,t2), .... x(s2,t^),

x(s^,tj),x(S|^,t2) x(S|^,t^)]

U LX. »Xn ( • • • > XmJ
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Noting that x is still a vector of random variables (C-1) still

applies with N replaced by M. It now remains to discuss the

covariance matrix ^.

Expanding x using two subscripts instead of one,

^~ '-^ii'^i?' *••' ^IN'

or

Xgj.Xgg. ••.. Xgnj,

^K1'^K2 ^KN-"

X = {X..}, 1 ^ i s K, 1 i j 5 N .

Now partition x into K submatrices

X — LX^i > Xrt • • • • > —1^"*

or

x = {X j } , 1 s i 5 K

where

or

x, = C'^ii»'^i2' •••' ^iN^

x^. = {x.j}, 1 s j 5 N

In this context vector x,- is a temporal subvector of the principal

spatial vector x. The covariance matrix is similarly partitioned

with all means set to zero.
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P.H £.12 ••• P-iK

P.4 c : ]

or

p. = tp^s^' 1 ^ "^'S ^ K

where

P^s(l'l). Prs^l»2) ... p^gd.N)

Prs(2.1)
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of the single random process x(t,r). The latter approach will be

followed in this discussion.

For most practical applications we assume stationarity. Assuming

spatial stationarity

pps(ni,n) = p^g(n-m)

and, if n' 4 n-m ,

P,s (-".") -Pps^"'
J

= Ef^^.m'^.m'+n'^ •

For spatial stationarity, in addition to temporal stationarity.

Pps(ni.n) = p^,(n')

2
where r' = s-r. Thus, our covari.ance matrix consists of K submatrices,

Each submatrix is itself a covariance matrix.

If the noise is a zero-mean multidimensional discrete random

process, the PDF is

Pq^^) ^ 1 exp {-1/2 X fi."^ xj}

Using the submatrices as previously defined

£.11 £.12 •••
fi-iK h

exp{-l/2 xe.'V} = exp{-l/2CXj,X2,...,2Cj^][£^J : DC: ]} .

£ki ••• £kk ^
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If instead of receiving noise alone we receive, in addition, a

deterministic signal which is the same at each sensor (or made so by

using delay elements) the statistical description of the received

random process is changed in mean value by an amount equal to the

signal, i.e.

,

n ^y^ - .1 ._ exp {-1/2 (X-S) £."^ (X-S)^}

-i
"^ ^T^'Z' ••" ^'N

^

s^. is the vector of the samples of the signal and is the same for all

sensors, 1 s i s K. Eliminating the vector notation

M

Pj(x) = C exp{-l/2 z (x^-Sj^)p^(«n){VSm^^

with C = l/(2Tr) ' |p| '
. Using the double subscript notation

K N K N ,

Pl(x) = C exp{-l/2 ^E^ ^z^ _r^ ^E^ (^^,-^im)Pij<"'»"^'^jn-^jn)^ •

When written in this form the first subscript on s. is redundant since

s. = s. , 1 i i,j 5 K
in jm

Accordingly, we define the N-dimensional vector
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The maximum-likelihood estimates are the values of the parameters

being estimated which maximize the joint PDF of the received data. In

this case the estimates can be found by maximizing Pj(x) with respect

to the received signal. Due to the monotonic character of this

function, we may first take the logarithm and then equate the deriv-

ative with respect to s to zero. We have N parameters which constitute

the sampled signal s

4> = _d_ In Pi(x), 1 i n s N

ds ^
n

K N K , ,

= E E z {s DT!(m,n) - x. p:.(m,n)}, 1 ^ n s N .

i=l m=l j=l ^ ^J ^^ ^J

The values of {si, 1 ^ m s N, which satisfy the above relationship,
m

constitute the maximum-likelihood estimates of the signal. These

estimates are denoted as S^. Thus,

E E z
Vi"]^'"'"^

= E E E XjmPij^'"»")» 1
s n s N

N K N K

m=l^,j!kP>.n)=n,=lj.k=lPj^"''")^jm' ^ ^ " ^ ^^ <^-2)

The last expression represents a set of N linear equations which can

be solved by introducing the following N x N matrix.

A"^(m,n) 4 {a"^(m,n)}, 1 5 m,n s N

where
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-1 '^ -1
a (m,n) 4 s p.^Cm.n).

The right side of (C-2) must be defined as an N column vector, i.e.,

B ^ {0^}, 1 s n 5

N K ,

" m=l j,k=l J*^ J*"

Thus, (C-2) becomes

S^ A"^(m,n) = B

then

S^ = B A(m,n)

and the general n-th solution is

N N K

Sm = 2 {[ z z pTj(m,m')x. ]Ca(m',n)]},l 5 n ^ N.
•^n m'=l m=l j,k=l ^"^ •^'"

Since (m',n) may be taken inside the left pair, we may rearrange the

order of summation

N K K N ,

5m = I z [ z z Pit(m,m')a(m',n)] x.
"n m=l j=l k=l m'=l

^^ J"

or

K N

Sm = Z [ Z h. „ x.„] (C-3)
^ j=i ni=i

J'"i." J"!
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where

k" N
J

Sj^i
IS thus a sum over K filters of a linear operation (weighted sum)

n

on the inputs. Except for minor notational changes, this is the

solution given by Capon [3].

Equation (C-4) demonstrates that the solution is dependent upon

both the spatial and temporal sampling. The fact that (C-4) depends

upon (m,n) rather than (m-n) implies that (C-3) is a set of K linear,

but time varying, operations.
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Ci)KPLcX»16 VERSION OF IBM'S MINV

suaKiiuriMC cDMpiv

CIJKl'US!;

lN7Li<T A MATRIX

USAit
CALL CnMUiV(A,ri,l),LtM)

LEiCi'ItTION OF fARAMEURS
A - INPjr Mil^IX, OESTRDYEO IN COMPUTATION AND REPLACED DV

KESJLTAUT I'WERSE.
t - lR3r:5 '.W '(AT.<IX A

- RtSULfANT DETERMINA-gT
L - WiJR< VECTTl OF LENGTH N
M - iiJRK VECTDR OF Li.MOTM N

MATRIX 4 MUST as A GENERAL HATRIX

SUlKCUrPMES AND FUNCTION SUoP^JCRAMS REQUIRED
NUNH

fETHUU
TM- STANOARO -.AUSS-JORUAN METHOJ IS USES. THE OETERMIMA.NT

IS ALir CALtULATHJ. A llETERiINANT L)F /EHO INDICATES THAT

THF MATRIX IS SINGULAR.

Su:-"CiUTIN-: COMlNVI i,N,D,LiKI
IMULiLlT r;!iPLix«i-. ( A-H,u-z I, r<rFCtR»<.n-M»
DIM*. j:.Iiin /.( iiiLi t i.xin

:-tA^CM ruK LAKOiST cLtHti 4T

D- (LOO,'.' .I'll

14K»-N
OU ''0 K^liN
NXf,<«N
L(K1=.K
M(K)-«K
KK»',K*K
tlIt>->tA(KK)

Ok ."J J»K,N

OiJ ?> UK,N
IJ=^I/»I
IHCtlA:>5.(r.ICA)- OA'iil A( SjDt 15,2C,20

1!> UtuAiAIIJI
L 1 K ) » I

;> CO (IT I. id f

INTcSCtUJ'iE Rl'MS

J=L(KI
IKIJ-M i5,i5t23

25 KI'K-H

.CDMINV
CUHI U\l

MI-IV
CUHINV
CDMINV
COHINV
CDMINV
COHIUV

MINV 1

CUMINV 1

CDMINV 1

CDMINV I

C0MI.4V I

CDMINV 1

CDMINV I

CUMINV 1

CuMINV 1

CUMINV 1

CUMINV 2

CUMINV 2

MINV 220
MINV 233
HiriV 243
MINV 253
MINV 260
MINV 273
MINV 203
MINV 290
MINV 30

J

.MINV 313
MINV 323

MINV 350
.MINV 36J
MIMV 5<,'J

MINV 553

MINV 573
MINV 583
MINV 593
MINV bOO
MINV 610
MINV 620
MINV 6 33
MINV b'tO

MINV 650
flNV 660
MINV 673

MI.NV 690
MINV 703
MINV 713
MINV 720
MINV 733
MINV Tt3
MINV 753
MINV 760
HINV 770
MINV 783
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OU 30 l«l.f|

HOLRi-AIKII
JI«KI-K»J
AIKD'MJII

39 A(jn 'HOLO

INreRCHiiMGE COLUH'IS

35 I'HCK)
IF(1-KI 45,4Si3S

38 JP«N.( i-n

J1"JP«

J

HQLO'-ACJKI
AIJK)«ArJII

«3 AUn «HJLO

OUIUE COLJHN dY M|.<US PIVOT IVALUS
CltMTAl-iED In aiGAI .

i IFICUASSIdlGAI I 43,^6,48
i O'J'-.OJ.O.UOJ

«tlURfl
*8 OJ 55 1.1,4

IF(I-Kt 50,55,50
5D IK«'|K»I

AIIKI>A|.|KI/|-BIGAI
55 C0«T1.4U£

RIOUCE XATAU

DO 65 I>l,-«
|K>NK*I
HOLO'AI IKI
IJ-I-..
Ut) 65 J»1,N
IJ>IJ*t
IFI I-Kt 60.65,!>0

6} IFIJ-M 63,65,62
62 t(J.lJ-I»K

A<| JI'HCLO'AIKJ |*&| IJI
r.UiT I J ia4's AtCdRiTHM —
|F(lUoi(A(IJI-.0'*-lOA3SlHCLO.A(KJII.LT.

65 COjTI jJe

01 \/ rot *0W BY PIVOT

OU 75 J«.l,'l

KJ»KJ»N
IfCJ-Kl 70,75,70

70 AIKJ|<>A(KJI/BIGA
75 Coai iO =

PRODUCT OF PIVttTS

0<U>niGA

REPLACE PIV'JT JV otCIPRuCAL

OF P1V3T ELEHENT IS

MINV 790
MiMv eoo
HI<4V 610
HINV 823
MINV 833
MINV 843
MlMV 853
HINV 863
HINV 873
HiNV 880
Kirw 893
yiMV 903
MiMV 913
HI4V 923
MINV 933
MIriV 9«3
HINV 953
MINV 963
MINV 973
HINV 933
HINV 993
H1NV1003

M1NVI030
MINV1C43
NINVICS3
HINV1063
KINV10 73
HI.<V10S3
M|NVtC43
MINV1133
KINVIIIO
M|fiVll23
MINVIU3
HINVIU}
HINV I 150

Ml NV I 173
Ml-iVllSJ
CINV1190
fINVI203
M|NVt213

O.wll AIIJ)«l0.003,0.0(n)
HINV1223
MINV1233
HINV1243
KINVI253
MINV1260
MlNV12r3
NINVI2H3
MINV 12 -lb

HINV 1 333
MIHV1313
HINV1323
»^INV1310
HINV13A3
MINV1353
h:nV1363
MINV1373
M1NV1383
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A(KK)-l.O/SIGA M1NW1390
BO COHTI/JUE HINVl^OO

C UNAL «U.* A'JU column ISTERCHAMGE MINV1420
C HINV1433

K>N HiNVU43
100 K«IK-1) M1NVU53

IFIKI ISO.lSOtlO? MINVU50
105 I-L(K) M1MV1473

tF(I-K> 1^0,120tlO8 MiNVUaO
lOS JO.>.»tK-ll MI.^VUVO

JR>N>II-1I M1NV1503
on \Ul J-1,N HINV1510
JK»JU*,J KINV1523
HULI..AUKI HIMV1530
JI.JK»J M|;«15«D
AtJK).-A(JI) MlNVlbi3

in A(JI) -MOLO MiMVl563
12J J.MtKI MINV1573

IFIJ-KI 103,130.125 MINV1583
125 K|.K-f< Mi:W1593

DU 130 I'l.N HINV1603
M-Kltfl MINV1613
MdLO«A«KU Ml:«1623
JI.KI-K»J HiNVlbiO
AIKI|.-AtJI» HINV1643

133 AIJll -HOLD MINV1653
GO TU lUO H1NV1663

150 RETUK'^
EUJ njUV1683
SUbROuri'l:: DS IVcLOC, AriGLEiSStSOSi

C IF lAUSIVtLi'CI.CT.TJTI SUH ONLY
C VcLOC IS 'JcJATEU ri: ALIGN v/ICE DELAY A JO IS KE TURNED UJjCHANUEO

I, FIR A .Itfi.J VELDCITY ILM/SELI AND ANCLl (IN DEGREES FKUM X AXIS
C AND l:."ur SSi. TitF (V-LAYEC) A'4U SUM^tru JUIfUT IS GIVEN AS SOS.

DIH£N:,IU'J tS(32,<>.<il.S0SI32l,.SI32.A,«>.GItA»'HU(2003t
DIHP'iill.M liKAfill?: ,.il,T( 12 1

EiJUIVALcNCs IGilAP.K II, ;i»A>»HUIin
CO'^'L•l/(li^APH/^.^APMU
caw.ii i/i)iii/jn, js
LJ.ilCAL SO
Sll». FALSE.
IFIAOSIVELUO.Lr.'SOO.I SD-.TRUE.

IFI.l.UT.SOlUEH-l. _

DELAYED* VERSION OF SS AS PER VELUC AND ANGLEc
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00 6 K»J,NV
6 SDS(I)<SDS( IXSII. J,KI/0£H

ni) 7 I'l.NT
7 Tl Il«( ll-l. l/3l.J«0.6«

Y«AX"i-l.E«10
tn .Nor.sui CO to 46
NfLT'Hr-JD+JS
NST»UJf,
NCJ-NST^'iPLT-l
CO TO t,!

46 NST«l
NCO'NT
NPLT^'tT

47 00 M I'NST.nEO
IKSDSI l).GT.YMAX)YMftX«SDS( II

a IF(SD!>I l).LT.YmsiYMIN>SDSIII
CALL I'Larii i,;9,i<,,76,2»)
CALL t'L0T2IGRAPH, J.75,0.0tYMAX,YHlNl
CALL PLOT} (lHt,.T|iMST),SUS(NSTiiNPLTi
fH:\1 77
CALL I'LUT'ill.lH I

77 FOKMATIIHII
IF I .NUT. SO) GO TO 60
JS--JS
PKINT 76f VrLOCtA.lbLEf IStJO

78 FUHMAK 'OSJOX.MIHHYED AND SOMMED OUTPUT W.R.T. OniGI'J*,/t
?JAi'\/vLOCl TY •,• %.l,5X, 'UCRRING « •,F6.1,IX,> QECREiSS
/2:'x,<l;fi shift • ',iz,* ,<pts. ^ighi shift » ',iz,* nptsm
CALL PLOni 1.51,10,101.10)
HETUR.«

6') PRI.jT 61
61 FOrtMATC •?•, 3?X,«SUMM = (| OUTPUT W.R.T. 3mCI!4M

CALL IMOTK 1,51, 10,101. in)
KcTUH.,

SUlPDUTne SHIFT (S.i.K.NI
UIMrJSI.Vf St 32. <•,.<> I

t-|Trr.i.<< KXSI lbl/1,2.3,4,1,2,.3.4.1,3,3,4,1.2,3,4/
I..ie(..-< KVSI 161/4. <.,<,, '.,3, 3>.;>.3.2,2,2,2,.t,ltl.l/

C RE SUJ^UJTI'JE ns
KX'KXSIKI
KY^KYSIK)
IF(J.:'J.ri| KCTURN
IFI lAuSIJI.'SF.N) CM TO 1

IF( J.LT.?) liO TO 3
C
c J...T.;, Shift iught

LF = 1

LL«N-J
I'.Ul
L.<<-J*l
OU «. Ll>LF,LL
L-L-1
1 = 1-1

4 SI I ,KX,KYI>S(L,KX,KVI
00 5 1=1,

J

5 S( 1,KX,KYI»0.0
KET'JKIi

c
C J.LT.j, SHIFT LEFT
J J--J
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LF«J+l
LL-N
l«0
OU 6 L*LF,LL

6 SII.KX,KV)°SIL.KX,KVI
LF.N-J»l
00 7 I»LFt.'l

7 Sd.KX.KYI^O.O
RETURN

1 CO 2 1-1,

N

i S(

I

tKX,KY)«0.3
RETUKtt
ENO
SUDHOUri'lL OFLAY ( VELOCt ANGLE. S I

CUHI>Lt:< C(16)/
I7..A. ).l2.,r>. I.I4.,6.I«I6..6.I
, I J. ><..).( 2., 4. ).(<>., 4. ),(b., 4. I

).|J.i2.)il2.i2. I, (<•...2.), (b..2. I

.(0..r-.),i2.t?. l<l<>.«0.).lfa.iO.)/
UIMrlSION S02.«.<>>
C0hMu:4/0DS/JBiJS

I NT-32
DT>3.02
NX><>

C
PI><..*ATAtlll.)
ARr.»A'.'.Lt»Pl/ldO.
VX»\/EL0C«ClS1AKG)
VY'VcL 1C»SI M«A^&»
Al>'.lA»^VX/( vrLJC'VELOC)
ALPHAV >vy/ ( VFL JC»V =LOC

)

C
C (UTPUI li '\f- FDr.f SIT-SHIFt)

JS-0
(lO <> K>1.16

C 0«T|yr
U>£LPm.\X»<FAL(C(KI l» ALPHAV«AIKACtCIK) )

J» I F I « I A»S

I

u/DTI «0 . 501

)

IF( v/l)T.lT.O.O» J»-J
IF( J.i.T.JJ) jn*j
If

(

J.LT.JSIJS-J
CALL SHIFTCi.J.K.NTI

>, CU\'TI .Jt

RtlU'iK
c-lli

SUCHOuTIN: PMAVE ISI(;-|AL,NPTS.nT..VELnC,ANGLE.SNRtISEE0.S3)
C I'WAV' MU I I

C IS = Cu yUST OE Afl UCn rUECER
OlrtLNSIUM SIG:4.'.L(32I.X:i(32)i.AI I6f32l
UtH:.NSIJN $3l32f<>.Al
CliMI'LtX r.lliil/ 1/5
ICi.,e>. I. (2.i6. Ii('>..6.).(6..6. ), 2/S
Cj.,'.. 1,12.. <.. I. (<...'•.). (6. 14. I, 3/5
(D..2.l.(2..2.l,l<>.,2.>,(6.,2.l, 4/5
(3..:.i.(;:..o.i>i<*..o.),(b.,a.i/ 5/b

t

C M'TS or ir.f.AL 3AHPLL-I. AT ri/ ARE DECEIVED AT THE ORIGIN MI TH VrLOCITV
C iVLLJCf AT AViLfc Of.^tiS FS'JH THE PJS X AXIS.
C ON RcTUR-J aK.II is THE SIGNAL AT SENSUR K AT TIME I
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C WITH AODlTIVc GAlJiSIArj NOISE OF SPECIFIED SNR (PEAK SlCNAt TO RMS NUISE).
C ALL DJSfANCcS IN CM
C ON RETUKN S3(I,J..K) IS THE VALUE AT TIHE«I»OT, X>J«OX, V"K»Or

C I'JlTUtH ALL A 10 iERO IN CASE SE<JSORS HISS THE SIGNAL
UO 1 K'1,16
UU i I>l,:iPTS

1 AIK.ll'O.O
IFISNK.Lc.J.OI GU TO T

C

C T.TIHt SHIFT M SEC. J. TIME i'JOEX SHIFT.
C A'S ARE MF FO^M S I OML ( T-5HIFT »

ARAl)*A4bLL>4.<ATA.W( l.OI/ldO.
ALPHAX'COSI ARADI/VELOC
ALPHAr.SINl ARAUI/VELOC
HZ«1./0T
DO <• K>U16
T.ALPHAK^ikcALICIKI ) ^-ALPHAY'AIHAGI C( K I I

J» IF IX (4HS(h;»T1 0.5011
IFdI/.T.LE.O.OI J»-J
IF (J.LE.J) GO TO ?.

C SHIFT SIC-IAL RIGHT - OELAY
LF«1
LL-NPTS-J
IF(LL.L<:.2I GO TO 4
I«J
GO TU 1

C SHIFT SIGNAL LEFT - ADVANCE
2 LF--J»l

IFILF.iE.NPTSI GO TO *
LL'NPTS
t*:>

3 l>\3 I, L>LFiLL
I>I*1
A(K,I I«S1G'JALIL)

<. CONTINUE
C
C AOO ,JLISE .-^PTS'^Z ONLY—

iFi:;-iK..,T.9di :;u Tu 6
SIoVAX.iilGISIG^ALtWPTSI
RMS'.«SICHAX/SNR

7 K.-.>

ISTARTsIScED
IFNl'»ISTART*32-l
IF(S J'<.Ln.D.rt) kMSN»l.J
U'J "^i IiIUU»lSTART,I£l0^2
K = K*I

C CALL WHlTfc(5,R;iS»i, lODO.XNJ
CALL OitiSSI >)PT3i3. ),R'4SN,I000tX.<l
110 S I'li.MPTS

•> A(K,II«A(K,I)*XNI I »

C Cdi.VcRT 2-3
6 Ou n K'1,1,

L»12-IK-1)»4
DO 10 Jsl><>

L»L*1
UJ n I>1,JPTS

10 S3I I.J.KI>AIL.I)
RETURN
fcUL'

SUCHUoriNE TAPER t liATA.UDATA I

DIMtNilON DATA! II
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nArAli)<0.3
PI«>.>ATA^l( Ul
F.PI/C2»«I
00 3 l«2,rt-

3 OAFAl I )=DATAin»SlW(r<iI)
N» UlATi-M
C>U <• l>'J«UUATA
K=nnATA-l

4 OATAI

1

joDATAIl )*StN(F*KI
RETURII
EMI'

SUI.fCiUTlN: AHA4N< ASi^AV, <PTS)
C NPIS» -lUlCCK JF C3VPLEX PJIMS, MAX « 128.

DIMCNSICN AKttAMl) tXI 12dl(Y(l2dl
t^-sprs-j
Xdl^A-JkAYt ll/2.?*aHUY(3(/2.0
vm-A;i*AYi2)/2.1*AR«AYI<.)/2.0
L>0 I I "21^
A»AH(iAY(2»l-3)/4.0
0.4i»HAY(2»I-ll/2.0
C«.'.t;i<AY(2«l*ll/A.O
XI II»A»t-.«C
A.A'?'«AY(2»I-2)/«.0
0«ASiUY<2«n/2.O
C«A''i»AY(2«I«2l/4.0

1 yill»A«ii»C
X(\PT5)»AR^AYI2«'IPT$-3)/2.0»Ai«aAYI2»NPTS-ll/2.
YC.PTM'A^-tiYI J»NPTS-2l/2.0»A««AVI2»NPTSI/2.O
l>J i I'liitTS
A««AYI?»I-1I»X( t)

2 AK^iY(2»I l«Ym
RETUft;*

em;
SUliK-JuTll^t APL0T2I A.NPTS)

C
C NPrS ' UF PT5 OF A

C
RtAl : 'AGIW)), I.'"AX,IHI'J

C3*'vij./.,;»AWH/G-<APH

mr-ts\aii All)
Din-^SiDN RbAL(l23ltTI l2BI.G^At>H(2000t
ri= )PTb/2»l
N"-I/2
(;j TO 100
E'URY APL.JTIA, IPT5 I

ii«-.pi:,

N» ./2

iO;t ou in i«itN
A£ALn»»A(2»!-l)
iMA.-,n)<>Ai2*ii

101 Tlllol

kMI.;=l-<«LL(R?ALfMI
IMA<»ulO(IMAr„'M
I'<ll*i'V.LLI IMACii.^l

TMAX'TI Jl

1KKM.-,».;.|,.KMI il ij!) TJ 10
WKiTfcC-jiZOj)
CALL PLiini2.21.1rj,l')l,10»
CALL r'L'jIl'K.f.APrt.I*'//.*!, l.O.kHAX.^MINI
CALL PLur3l ••• .T.'.lALiNI
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CALL PLUT«(l,lH I

WRITE<t,,2.Tn
10 in iv/.x.Eu.iHiN) r.o to ii

CALL l'LPI?(liHA(>H,TM4X*l,l.u,IMAX,IHIN»
CALL PLJTJ( '••,T,.lHAr.,NI
CALL HLUTnCl.lM )

H'*IIC(1>,202»
203 Ffjk.vAK •!•»

201 Fi]!C'AT«'0',?OX, •PtAL',//)
202 FO^«AI ( '?«,<>5Xt 'IMAGUJAilV' >

11 CALL l'LOIltCfSl,10,l01,lO)
RETUR"J
END
S'JiJi-'IIOI lUE PIQTU IS)
PI "f Ji I O;; i I 32 , <,, <, ) , SDSI 32 I , T ( 32 1 , CRAPHi 2C00»
CllMMnN/.-.RAPM/GRAPH
OU 1 1^1,32
r(n.jii-i.)/3i.).c>.6<,

1 susi n'S< 1,1.11
YMI"J»»l.e»20
VMAX.-1.E+20
00 2 1=1,32
ir(sris( i).i;t.ymax)ymax-sosi i»

2 IF(Si.'S(I).LT.YMI*l)VMI-(.S0S(n
PRIVT 77
CALL PLi)Tm,25,K,76,25)
CALL i'Ljr^(t'inAPM,J.7r.,0.C, YHAX,VM|N)
CALL PL0I31 lm,T,SnS,32)
CALL PLUT'td.lK I

CALL fLOTll 1,51, in,lf>l, 101
PRi JT 7a
RETUK «

77 F0^."ATIIH1)
7B FOKril I'li.sr.X, 'RCC-IVeO WAVEFURM AT JRIGINM

Sll iKlJUTPJt PLf'Tlfc (*,nTJ
c suaRUDUi: PLJTih pnur. a ^.x*. hisplay hith npts x « x ', points
C I:, THi I ,^jr ARi'AY, E.G. 'iX'ix32»512 POINTS
c HM[:<f IT = in uF k'criTi r, tmc e.g. ntx^xi

c
IMl'LlLiT LilCICAL*! ID
IJI '. >Ji IJ'J AINT, <,,<))

OI-'.^ilUN 'VA(512I,<( !31).Y(l3ll,LCRAPH(131,20l
LiAT ; L K,LCHA:«,Lt)ASM,LDAFV' •.•••,'-',' I • /
CUr.-US/i.RAPH/AA,/, Y,Lr,rtAPH

C
C THIS SCCTMN S;tS JH NJCESSAKY CO.JSTAMTS

NHL"!-,
.»SHL = .,ML-1
NVL»13l
M1VL» J2
i4».(PTS/l6
NX=jPTS/* 3

C

C THIS SfCIIUS OdNC^ATES A l-tlIMEI3 lONAL ARRAY FRCIM THE INPUT ARRAY AND
c FiNi)' M,'..':rut;s A.,n nrjiMUMs

lA:-?

0(1 «<> IYsl,<>
K'l-.-l
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1)0 49 IX«1,4
UU 99 IT«lft4

99 AA(IAI>AllT,tXiK)
AMAX>J.O
AHIMoo.O
DU flO I-liUPTS
IF(AA( I ).LT.AHlrn AMIN<AA( I )

IF( AAI

t

I.UT.AMAX) AMAX'AAI I

)

BO CONTINUE
C»AHAX-AMIS
OU 100 I«liNX
Ytn.0.0

100 xin-i
XMAX«.>t<

XMI,>I«i.O
SCALEX-130.0/IXMAX-XHINI

C
HKITE(bt20')|

200 FOKMAUMM
C OUTER LOOP TO PLOT EACH OF TME 4 HOfttZ ROWS OF It CRAPHSO

INT.O
UJ 107 I0UT>li4

C
C THIS SECTION SETS UP GRID LINES FOR 1 ROM OF 4 PLOTSO

UO 102 1Y«1,NHL
DU 102 iX«l«l31

102 LGKAPmI tX.IYI>LBK
lrt«-32
DU 10<i I«lt4
IQ>li>*}3
lc.|l>»3l
03 in-. IX»I3,IE
LOPAPtM IX,1 I'LDASH

lO** LbK.'.PMl IXi'IMD'LnASH
IU«-3^
on 103 1*1. <^

ta»iii«]3
lE»tJ*3l
OU lOi IV«1,NHL
LORAPiM nil lYI'LBA",

103 LGItAPMl t£,IV)«LOAK
C

DO lO; I'ltN
YII J.( AA(I»IMTI-AM! I)/C

YIM.|^A(K-l»IMTI-AM|NI/C
K«l«?« l«2

YlKl»( AAlK-i + IUI-AMlWl/C
M=I»3« (3

101 Y(rt|=( \A|M-3»I JTI-AMIJI/C
C

l)J mil IU>l«.13l
IF(XI I'll. '^T.XHAX.II».X( IUI.lt. I. Gl 00 TO 137
IF (Y( fUl.r-,T.l.?.Ui«.Y( lUl.LT.O.OI GO TU 107
ix=(xi iui-i.oi«scal:x»i.5
IY=Yt 1J)»(4HL-1 )»1.5

lOi Lii'JiPHIIX.IYIaLCHAK
O.J iJD lY^ltMHL
DO l?:> 1X»J3,9*,33

IDl LiiUAIMK IX.lYI'L'iK
C
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J"NHL»l
00 106 IY<1,NHL
J'J-l
VrRITLMs.ZOll ILCRAPiK tX.J), IX>1,.131I

106 CONTIHUt
231 FORMAT (IX, 131 All

C
107 INr»I,<T»NPTS/4

WRITE(6>30'J) AHIN.AMAK
303 FOPNAIC S/.sax.'MIN .'£14. 7,' MAX .'.El^.TJ

RETUKU
E'JU

suimouriNE FWMOS (S3, ifap, ihamn.pwi

' Dm"srUN'A!N,L7;A:'uTUr2,"°"*'' ""'" ""- "" ="'''' '"'•"^" "•
LOi;lCAL»l LFLA3
LFlAG'.TRue.
GO TO 't

ENTRY FHMJ ( SS . ITAP, IHAHU, PH )

c t.^T^n h:re TO cxahinf poker spect. of given time series ss.
LrL^li" m false*

<> continue
C re SUaRllUTINE PLTl

DIM = uSIlJiM SS«32,'V,4il,TEHP(32),M«3),AU096l,PMll7,8,8>
UIMtNSlJU S3132,.8,8)

lilHc 43IQM SIS12),1*«V(S12I
C0KM;.in/mH/:4T,nT,0X,0Y
DlMtMSlog AUI40V&),SUI5I2), INVUISIZI
cOUlvALcNCE lA,AU).(S|SUIi I INV.INVU)
CU"n).N/U/Tf MP, S3, AO, SU, INVU
NT«32
UK'S
NY«B

C
C CALL n:-.AT£iSSI UU THIS IN CALLING PGM - BEFORE FMHU

C TiMr TAPER - CaSlNE 10 PERCENT
IF( ITA.'.NE.ll GO Tn 100
OtI 1 J3l,^
Ot; 1 K « 1 , « .

uo 111 i'i,,-n
III TEmP(|)=SSI1.J,KI

CALL TAPCK (TEMP./jT)
Uil 1 1^1,-<T

I SS(I,J,KI=TtMP( I)
C
C SPACt TAPER - .5.1,1, .5

Uu 2 1>1,NT
UU 21 .1 = 1, 1,

00 21 K>l,<i,3
21 SSnfJ,K|:iJ.S«SS(I,J.K)

uu ; j°i,^,3
(10 2 K>2,3

2 SS(I.J,KI=;.5»3S(I,J,XI
103 ClKTIiur

IFILFLAl.) CO Til 5
C
C PAO WITH /tRnS IN X-Y

00 3 I '1,32
U» 31 K'l,),
Ol> 31 J'l,<,

31 Si(|,J,K).S;iI, J,KI
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UO 32 K>l,a
1)0 32 J'S.a

32 S3(I.J.Kt'3.0
DU 3 K>5in
00 3 J'lt<i

3 S3( t.J.K)'3.0
GO TO %

C AOO /E-fOS ro TIILS (IF IMPULSE KESP.
5 CO-lTI'lJC

CnHMON/'iS/NX<i,>*XF,'l<-«F,NXFl,N/Xt
•'IY'i,NVFtHY«F,NYFl,fUY

NXit-e

NY<.-0
NXF»3
NVF«3

NY«F»S
NXFl-it
.•JYF1'<.

!«Y»«
no 9 I«l,17
IJ--1

00 41 K<1,4
mi 91 J»l,«
U'H*2
ftlNI 4*U-0.'^

91 AI <( O'SSIliJ.KI
CALL !:<PAIDIAn,4,4,A0UT)
N=-l
I).) => K>1,!)
UO 9 J'l.a
w«-;»2
N4.:.i (K-n •nT»d»ij-n»NT»( i-i» i»i
Af;il» \'OT(NI

9 Ai\V*l)»O.J
C Fi)'-.<' i.li riMF
C ttUUTI JJ VALin OKLY FOA ("IT. 0,81 ARIAYS

•4TF»I )T/ZI«l
firFl= iIFtl
r^TF"* .n-l
IHrr.L < I CO 4(8 1 /I, 6, 7, 4,5.2,3, 4/
OJ 7 r.C'l.i
K>ICU4(KCI
ID 7 JC«l,S
J»ICO<(JCI
I^U«2»((KC-ll»JT»d»( JC-II«!JT»(NTFI-1I 1*1
IKU'I^U-2
IIU=|,iJ»l
UJ'2«I (K-1I«'ITiS*( J-ll«M»lNrFM-in»l
lH0=I-i'J«2

OJ 7 IC»'lTri,."4T

I«j»ISiJ«2
nj'nu'2
|R(l»Iki)-2

IIU>II.)-2
A(lHUI-fa(li<OI

7 A( I !u)=-ft(l ir>»

6 Cii'.TI .Oi:

C
C XF^4
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Min«S
HC2I«3
KI3I-3
NK08
NY«0
JFdFLAiJI GO TO 10
H—l
OU 11 K^l.NY
no 11 J=l,NX
»U 11 I'liNT

A('.)°S3I t.J.K)
11 Afj*l).0.0
10 CALL HA-iMU(.M, I,W«S. tf-SETi IFERitl

C
C rOdf PH AR.IAV
C CALCULATES ^AM POhU^ F-iOM COMPLEX 3-P FREU HAVtNUMBER SPECTRUM
C ORliER hi PW ARRAV ISO MKM NEC)-Zt^3-HAX(PriS»
C PM(f,KX,KX) 117,8.31

IF<i(tlI/2l*l
00 12 K«1,NY
liO !2 J'l.NX

t|.N-2

I'O 12 I«1,IF
N«'(*2
Pi'C I .J.KI'A( N )oA< N l«£IM^ll>AIN»ll
PhI I>J,K)'PMII, J,K )/(ta*nT><>*UX*4>DVI

12 CltlTl-iUfc

C PUT NE i Pw FIRST M.=^.T. K SQUARE ARRAYS DMLY
NF^(;iX/:»«l

JS»NX-IF
DJ -n IF'l.N
OJ 10 J>1,'4X
OU 3J JC*1,JS
T.P.IIir^J,-4Y)
KY«:iXtl
cm 7D IC'Z.'JX
KY»KY-1

25 PW(ir, J,KVI«PW(IF, J,HY-ll
S? P.JI|F,J,1)»T

Do 'lO J3l,-U
UO AS JC'UJS
T«P^(IF,NY,JI
K<=NX*l
l)U 50 IC«2,NY
K.X»KX-1

!>r) Pwl IF,KX.J)>PMnF,KX-l.J)
'lO PWl IF,l,Jl-T
C

C SKllClcl

CALL HAMM3I PH.iJ.NXf NY, IHAHr4l
L
C CALL PLU ( Pti, ALf •>-'=, ISK.P, IFPLTI »U IN CALL POM - AFTER FWMn
C F0-< lM.>i.iLjr V^n^.K CALL PLT5 INSTEAD
t

RcIURj
f'JO

sunkuiiri.;;; plts (pw.vlf.mf, iskp.ifplti
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CUM?<l'n/P5/IK,JM,KM
C B-iXtR. MtKt TO '(ORMALtiP H. H. T. PW( lM,i»JM,2»KH)
C WHICH IS A SP6CIFIED PASSHANP POINT
C llli.ECei If.' •NJl-H6.<«" •!-,) IJRUcR

LOCiICAL»l LFLAi
LFtAO-.TROE.
CO Tfl «
fNTfiV PLT3 |Pw,«LF,HF, ISKP, IFPLTI

C F.NTfk HcKE TO lORMALIZE li.R.T. MAX OF PH
LFLACo.FALSc.

«. CONTI.^Ue
C OUTPUT 5V?«Y ISKP-TH FREQ MATRIX FnOM FREO RI.F TO HF

UlMF^r. ICu t>%0(al
IIIMf'l!>lL;.-l PWIlT.fl, B)tA(&<>l
niMENSIUW I>»>(iai8l

DIWcNSKlU Fl(EJ(17liWK(a),V( I7,a)
UlKF.iJSIO'^ |(iW|iS<tl

ClIHf'O i/ CiI "/ NT t OT I l)X • OV
C0MMtH/O/IRj,A
EbOtVALE*<Cc lIPWiIOWl
W«
NV-9
CO.N>l«)J./U.>ATAftl 1.0> I

FF..5/UT
NFF»«.jT/21»1
r4HF=l (Mf/rF |.FL0AT( .(FFI+C.501)
IFI*;hF.(,T.'<FF» NHF»'IFF
MF«I (.vLF/FFI»FLnAT« IFF)*0.S01I
lFt;«LF.LT.ll NLF«l

C r.tT MA<-P.< IN PASiSAIL) DJN'T SKIP
IFILFL-o.l 00 TO 5
P^M.c.'.
0(J S!> J>1|NX
|ia 55 K»l,'ir
OU 55 laJLF.H'tF

55 IFIPi<H.LT.Pi*(Ii J.K I HU'M.P*! I,.J.KI

GU TO 6

5 P«M«Pi,l IM.i^JM.Z.KMI
6 CO'ITPIJL

CALL JCALE51FR:w,WK,V)
C
C E^TtR 'i;SE Tfl JSE Pw-HAX JF LAST PLT3 CALL

ENTPV .'LT*.!?*!)

IF( ISK3.L.T.3IISKP.I
Dj I l» JLF, iHr, ISrP
IJO 1 jsl. IX

lIU I X.l.NV
PW( i.J,K)'l>W(I, J.K l/PriM

IF(-^..I I ,J,M.L ?.!.:-'> I PK( UJiK»»l.E-9
Pi4( It JfK)>-10.«ALU(.|3( Prillt JiKl)

c OCT MAX-pw H.R.T. fr; i

IFtPn; I.J.KI.EJ.I.O) FHAX = FREJt I I

I CU.TI.iJr
C

.NXYs'^X' lY

l.'U 15 I^NLF.IIHF, ISKP
Si'.-ino.

iiL, » j=ii-;x
;> ) 3 K=,, jY

IF(P.V( I ,.J,K).G:.Sril 00 II) 3

SV=Pk.(I,J,K)
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KY»K
3 CuriTlNUE

IF(»K(KX).EQ.9.0.£ND.WK(Ky|.Eb.0.0) TO TO 10
TtUATA'JZt'tKCKV) ,WKIKX) I'CON
f.O Til 11

10 TH«1003D0.
11 CUHTIMC:

AtSf = i-.HT(WK«.;<)«O.IKX)«V.K(KY»»WKIKV)>
IF (AUSK.NL.3.3) 00 TO III
VE'-l.E + lO
GO TU 12

112 VE'ffiLJd l/ARSK
12 CONTINUE

00 bl •'.•If NX
1)0 61 J'lf'IY

61 irwIM, <l»Hr((liM,N)
PR\t.1 2

2 FlWViTCl')
PF.IJ s:tFR'"0( I ).FMAX,PWM

60 rO^vATtJX.'PW MATKIX FOR TtMPJKAL FRt3 •.F<..1,» HZ«,/,2XiMN -OB
n.R.T. .'EAK Pfl.<tK AT '.F*.!,' Hi • , 20X , 'K • , 13X, • VELOC • ,/ t2X» 'OF'

,

Oli-.T,' l'IC0KATT»SEC»CM»»2'i/l

IRA. 5

t>n 2S IR-Itd
|KA=IRA-l
IRN»IR-I-1

I'S MRITCIft.Sn (IChC ir.,mNl,lC«li*tliIRA,«K(IRri),V(ItlRNI
5^ Fi):^llAT(d«2X,I3),'.X,I2,8X,Fp.3.i2X,F7.2,//l

IK A--—.

D.l 690 lU'ltO
|1nA«IRA»1

692 i:».(IUl«IRA
IV.1-.T ;/:•' , I IM'.M |gl, lu'lt'^XI

490 : F.1JVATI/. J(;x, 13)//;
IK IIFI'LI.LT.?) r,0 TO 6JC1
CALL t;tAYIi:,w,H,'r,H,2l

6?Jl V^.;;T 3liVE,TH
31 FQP.-U,H' ' ,'AT LdCAL »>AXO VEL3C - ' ,F 7. 2f IX, 'ZM/SE: i '.'BEARIH

G " iF5.0.' OEGKEcS* I

35 CONJI'lllt
KflURil
EN.'/

3j.j"rjUTIN- FILrEHtS';,rANr„FVEL,FF!ll
C ALn.'.Vi JrJMr SS ErFORi: FILTER
C R= 5Ui,-fiUri itS FFiFA.FV
C I.IfMP.IRAL FB.aO

C J=K,<

C K=KY
iNr^a'.!« icuN<<.i/i..t.3,>/
OMfNSlJN 53(32,A,«.).A( 1'1.?<,),J1(3 I , SI 256) . INV(2S6)
OI/'.Nilll. rA-.^(<,,<,!,rV:Ll 17,.A,*I,FF0( 171
l)IM=NSIi;'; A.J(13i<.|.S'JI J56l,I'ltfUl256l
iu'J!VAL:<CS ti.aU) , (£,SUI,I l-IV.IMVO)
OM^Ll-./U/ VJiSJ, II.7U
CO^-UI/JlM/NT.OTiOX.nY
N7 = J2
NX»«
NY^i.

N=-l
i)3 li K«1,.NY
00 li JsU'jX
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sutiauriNE 'icaATf isu
C NF iATl: flU'JJT X A\D Y AXES

UlMirNSION Sj(32,4,<i),r(32t
C(IM^'U,/UIM/.•Uf OTfOX.Of
tliMiMri'l/U/T

UK' I,

Hyml,

00 10 I>l,l|T
IVJ n J»l,NX
Ki>5,\Y»I

00 12 K=.l,NV
KO'KO-l

12 TIKP|>S3<I. JtK)
UO 13 K-1,NY

13 S3I

1

tJfKl'TIKt
11 r.o:jTiiut

DO 10 ^'\,tty
Ji)'Ht.*l

UU 14 J>1.NX
JU^JD-l

K Tljni>S3(l>J|KI
DO 15 .l«l,MX

15 S3I l,J,K|«riJ>
n cuiriNut

RETURN
EM.
Su^orjuriNE PHAVE ( SICNALiN>>TS>0TtVEL0CtANGLEiSNR.ISEE0tS3i

C PHU'/i -tuD I I

C IStEO "^UiT -IE AN 000 INTEOlR
UlVFriSI'"! SJG(ALt32ltX l(32l,A( 16t321
l)l"t Jjli'fj S3l32..<.,<.t
CfM'iOi/U/A
CbfCtrX CiU.I/ j/5
(.'.•6. 1,(2. , A. I ,('4. ^A. 1,16. r6. it 2/S
10. ,'.. I ri:.,'-. I r l^.t^. If (u.t'i. I. 3/g
('>..2.l.(^..2.),l'^.,:.l,(<).,2.)^ t,/r,

I0.i3.l,(?.,:'.).(^.,0.),(6.,3. 1/ 5/5

C .-Jl'rs OF 5IU.**!- SlKf^LfU AT hi A *E ^FCEIl/EO AT THE ORICIU WITH VELOCITY
C (VHOC) AT AN'.LE 0!(;r£.5 KOM. THE "'Ji X AXIS.
<- Ul .<tTi.i'<>j ;i(<,I) IS THE S1G>4AL AT SENSOR K AT TIME l'
C WITH 4L':;ITIVE :;auS5IAN NuISE uf- SFECIFIEO S.^4R (PEAK SIGNAL TO R1S NOISEI.
c ALL nisrA.<cES i.n cv
C UU =EriJ>rj SJd.J.K) is THE VALUt AT TIME-LDT, X»J»OX, V.K»OY

C IMrUZL ALL A TO r.^RO IN CASE 5EMS0RS HISS THE SIGHAt
nu 1 K>1,16
UU I I»l, IPTS

i A(K,I|.-l..l
IF(l.?m.L£.3.ri GO TJ 7

C
C T = IIMt SHIFT IJ SEC. J'TIHG liJDEX SHIFT.
C A'S A^i Of fJR" S10'IAL(T-:mIFT)

fi.T.*.i.»/.l(iL = »'-.»AIA',( l.m/ltiO.
ALf'nA):»CUi( iHin)/VELOC
AL^'lUViJin ARAOl/ViLiJC
H/ = l./:jr

nci <. K»l,14
T« .•.LI'tl..<»^-iAL(:(K) I »ALPHAY»A|MAG(C(K) )

J-I( I.v(„^i(li;.r 1*0. 501 1

ir (H/.T-L^.O.-)! J»-J
IF (J.LI.'j) r.a TO 2
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C SHIFT SIGNAL H I CiHT - 0£L4Y
LF"1
LL»NPTS-J
|r(LL.LE.2l GO TO <.

I-J
GO TO ?

C SHIFT SIGNAL LEFT - AOVANCc
2 LFi-J*l

IF(LF..ic.Nt'TS) GO TO A
LL"NPrS
1-3

3 OU <• L'LF.LL
I"l»l
AIK)i)*SIGNAL(LI

« CO"«TINUc
C

C ADO liOISE NPTS-32 ONLY—
|F(S*iK.oT.9d) GO TO 6
SI JNAX«1'1 JISIGJAL.NOTS)
RMSU-SIGfUK/SWH

7 K«0
ISTAKTtilSEEO
Ie;.'J.ISTA«T*32 '

IFISUH.LE.9.0) HHSN«l.O
UO 5 I.JIiO«ISTA.XT,lErva,2

CALL u&USS|-4PTS.9.':>>XMS.JiIGD0tXN)
00 5 I'ltlPTS

6 AIK.II'AIK. I)*XNI1 I

C CU iVtMT 2-J
6 Oa 17 K.l.l,

L»12-IK-ll«<,
ClJ 10 J«lf<>

L»L«1
UO 13 I»l,'(PTS

10 S3( I.J.KMAILt I)

RETUR.J
EN')

SJjSUoTrjE FF IRLF.HF, lOP, FFO, IHAHN.IFPLTI
C kE lUJMJri^F FILTH

01 'irJSlo'l n(2Sb),S< 32lilNV( 32 I f HI 65 ) tFREOI 65 I

Ol-C'JSInij HI 31

UI"i'rjI(V4 FFCI 171, J^APHIiOOO)
UIM-nS:o< AUl23b), SUI 32IiI iVUI 32).r,RAPHUI2nOO)
EQiJiVALL'ICr. lA.A'JI ,ISi SUI. I t Mi/ . I 4VU> , I GRAPM.CRAPHUI
CU'Mt! j/ll/AJ,SJt INVtI.GKAMHU

C
C ACTUAL

M»32
NF.|'4l/2J»l
nf;=nf«i
OT-f^.i?
FF'.S/UT

C
C SET IU->=1 FOR aANOPAIS FILTER IBP=0 YIELDS BANDSTOP FILTER

UP'l
NMr = l IHr/FF)»fLUATUF M0.501)
NLF =1 I <LF/FF)»FLOATI:iF )*C.5Ul I

IFCJLF. .t.NF I STQP72
C
C 7ER:i Ljw-R STOPBANC

IFI"i.r.LI1.D) GU Ttl 2
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no I I'ltNLF

C
C 5CT PAS50AM0 TO UNITY
2 IF(HIIF.Ge.NF I l<HF«NF

NLFI»I4LF«1
N»i»(NLFl-lMl
N»M-2
DU 3 I'NLFl.NHF
N>Ni2
A(N)>1.0

3 A<N*l)»C.n
C

C 7E•^U Ul>»>ER STUPBAND
IFINHF.tg.NF I CU TO 5
NHFl«NHF»l
N»2»(NIIFl-ll*J
N-M-2
DO * l-NHFl.NF

A(:4)>0.0
't A(4*ll'3.3
C
C R?>^EHSe STOP AWO PASS 1(

:> IF! lOP.E'J.U GO TO 6
M«-l
00 T l=l,NF
Na-|*2

IFI&lril.FS.O.O) GU TU S
ACil'J.O
CJ TU 7

At'i)"l.i:-

7 CO:jTII)Ut
6 Cuai.^iJE
C
C SfOOTH

IF I IhAMU.tO.Ot GO TO 65
.M=-l
OU 22S 1*1, MF
H' 1*2

225 lMII<iA|M
CALL H\MM(r1,NF, IHAM'O

UO 226 I'l.NF
N= 1*2

226 AIWI'HII)
00 227 I»l,l7

227 FF0{l)«H(n
IF( IFPLI.ta.OI RETlt»N

6S CU.riMUE
C
C
C UE^I Mcii FR£o

NFl=NF»l
'i«J»l"»Fl-l)»l
N=.i-2
L^I^tt IF-ll-l)»l
L«L»2
OU 13 I•NF1^NT
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N«U»2
L«L-2
AIN)'<.ILi
A(VHl)»-AtLfll

13 CONTINUE
C
C £Xt>AWei)

r(T<>°<><'JT

OT<..nT/*.C
NF<.<|.MT<>/2)«1

C
(. INV XFH

Htll-5
H(2I«0
M|3I«0
IFStT—

1

CALL HAHMIAiM, t NV. S> I
F
'•£) i IFERR)

1F< IFE-««..Mt.f)) iT'jPTS
C
t APPLY .<'*'!)0W HERE IMSTEAt OF "ALL HAH < IF OESIREO
C Iwl
C CALL W! MHUHlA, JT,0.32f tW)
C
C AUO 3X /EKIJS

N/«)»NT-l

u-j.(Mr-n»i

K.:«i ,r<,-n»i
K'K*2
PI) U I«NCliNT<.
K " K -2
N«.<-2
AIK )aA|;4l

1*. A(K»1).AC^*1I
•4«i«r.Fl-U».l
N":.-2
f.C"'lFl»N/-l
Dd «.0 l«NFl,r.'E

M» 4*2

AI'D'^i.O
AT A( 4*l)«0.0
C
C FWI> XFM

|Fi-I.*l

CALL HARMIA.H, INV. S. IFSET. IFERK)
IFl IFfc-«.^.i.L.ni STt)P7«i

C
C PL.T ACTUAL RESPuNS?

M» -

1

HMA<»:i.
IJU 1!> 1 = 1, 4F4
I ».£:( I ) = ( (1-1. l/IFLJATdJF'Vl-l. I)»FF
N« 1*2

IK I l>i )^rUI'4l»At;.)*AtN»l)»AlV4 4l).)

15 IF(H|| l.fiT.rt^iX) Hf'.\X =Hm
DU '.ft 1 = 1. IF*
H( 1 )=H1 I )/i<MAX

IF(il( 1 l.Lr.n.c-41 HU).10.F-4
HI i l=^.•.•-•.LlJr,l^(H( I )

)

16 !F |H(i )>G-. .20. ) H(l)»23.
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NPTS»NF4
PIl.tT 77

77 FOR'-ATIIHI)
CALL PL0T?l.;RftPll,25.,0.0,20.,-H0.)

CVLL PLJT3(lM.,FPi:t,H .-JPTS)
C-JLl fLJK. 130, 3r>M:7FCIReLl 1

P^liT 155
'

155 Fl)XMATt/,JSX, 'AMPLITUDE H.eSPO^ISEO FRE3UEMCV FILTER')

su:;ouuTiNe scatts (FKt«,HK,vi
C RC CUOi'.'jJTlNE PLT3
C VALir. liLY «')5'l SiNiilRS F.iatl S'JUA^e ARRAr
». FRCC. 13 O^I)-rf<Et) /E;? TO PJ5 FULDMC FREO
C rtK AMU ViLJCIfY I VI ARE OKOCREO NEC-/ERU-POS

oi'«r.'iiif< FRij(irj,wK( ii.vii7,ai
cuyfj.N/DiM/jT, ot.ox.hy

'JV'b

RT.(;T«mT
RX->0X»'4X
DF«1./^T
l)WKrl./,»X

C FRJC, SCALH
N«('JT/2)«l
OU 1 I '1,14

1 FRcO(n.|l-l.l»OF
C GtN PUS K

N«i'.X/2)»l
OU 2 J'l,

4

2 WK(J|.| J-l)»nwK
c r.E% .-jcr. K

K«\
N..,»l
00 '. I. <, 4X

K»K-1
5 HK( I1.-,<K(KI
c pu r -it ; K F I Rs t

'*»(JX/2(»I
JS.'.K- J

I'D <. JC*1,JS
T'WKI.JXI
IK»',X»1
00 3 I.^, U
IK-IK-l

3 MKI 1K|>WK( IK-ll
"> WK 111 • T

C VfLHCITV SCALE
•'.F = (.NI/^»»l
00 6 |Fal,,-4F
Mil t, |K»l,<X
IFl.(^l^Kl.Fo.:.c^ v( if, iki»i.e*5
IFUKt I\l.£g.0.1) m Til 6
Viir,lKI-FKEO( IFl/WKI IKI

6 CO.TliJt
RtTl'KI
cIlCl

SUn''Uuri.'4r HAMN ( JATA, ,|UATA,.lMAhNI
OIn-\i,lu-. OATAI II
DI'iJ.ijII.'il UT(n2<,J
co^-O'i/u/or

L lHA".:4sl MA«!ir.-Jo WINOIIW . 22,.. 'J6, . 22
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tH4MN=2 HAHNING .WINDOW .25. .SO,. 25
REAL H4l2,3l/.22..25,..!%b,.S0,.22i..2S/
NoUPATA-l
Oni) = .'>4TAI l)/2.*OATA(2)/2.
OT(NOAr.\)>i)ArAIN)/2.0«OATA(NOATA)/2.0
DO 1 I>2,(4
A.|nAmi-in»riAt IHAM,<,1|
D'iriAT.\IIII«HA( (HAt<N,2t
C-(CATMUl) l>HAt IHAHNiSI

UO 2 I>1,'4DATA
OArAllI'DTt I)
RETURN
END
SjUKduriNE HAM43 ISt')Ti:4XtNY(IHAKA<)
OIM!:.gSIO.N S I NT, NX,,NY I, T I 32 I

IFI IHft«1,.E0.CI RETURN

SMOOTH I filH EACH (J.KI
UU : K»l,NY
00 1 J-l.NX
00 2 I'l.NT
T(1I«S(1,J,K)
CALL HAHN IT.NTtlHAMNI
00 1 I>l,Nr
S(I,J,KI>r( II
RETURU
E.-JU

SUORUUTINE fV I RLV ,HV, lUP, DEAM, IMAMN, IFPLT i

DlKr-JSIC'l IHW( J3, 171,PW|33.1TI
Pl.VENiloN ,ltAM( 17,4.<.|,A(<.0<)6I.INV(S12),S(512),H(3l,ASI25bl
DiMCjSKi.j ,\U(«396I ,INVIII!)12I,S0IS13»,ASU<256I
OI«'?.N3Il."l I<iHl'i6ll
Er.UIVML:NCC (A,AU),( INV. INVUI , ( StSUI , I AS,ASUI
C(.iyviii,/U/.'.iJ, I WU,SUf ASU.J'i*
niHi;ri:.iL"i u2K,4i
NY»*
0X»2.0
NX«^
n.a. tXHANDINr, X bY 8

HX<,»NX»B
IJXF.tl.X/2l»l
NX«Fo( 'iX'./2Ml
nxFi«iixr*i
NZX»NX<.-HX
'IT. 32
N.E. EXfAllOIN& F DY 2
NT<i>NT«i
NTFo(iT/2)«l
NT<iF«ClT4/2|*l
NTFl.i.TF*!
•I/T.NT<.-'JT

0F=1./(NT»DT)
NF.NT

DEFINE HEAM JH iHARH' ORl;eh
IFlRLV.Uc.2iP. I CO TO 60
RIAL X (<.)/;). J, j. 125,0. 25t-r3. 12 5/
REAL Y( <.)/?. 0, J. 12!., 0.25, -0.12 5/
0»?.5»()F
no 1 K>i,.ix
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32
30
C

(.J

C
C

00 I J«l,fJV
00 1 I'l.'IfF
Fa( I-D.DF
FM»':«S;)KIU(Ki»«2*V( J)«»2I»HV
rL«-iJ»ii.aT|X(K)»«2 4Y(J)»»21»RL>'
IF(F. IT.FH.A'JO.F.GT.FLI GU Tl 2

UEArl I, J.KI'O.n
l.U TO I

2 BEMUI, J,KI«1.3
1 CU.JIINUe
GU Til al
IJU !>2 I = liNTF
1)0 63 J»1,NV
no h2 K=l,NX
OEAri I, J.KI'O.C
00 63 I'lt'^TF
bcAM(|.l,U«1.3
CONTINUE

IliVi-RT STOP AND MASS
IFdlW'.C'J.n SO 70 50
no sn K»l,>JY
on 53 J'l.^X
U'J 53 I«l,raF
IH!".£f.M(l,J^K).EO.O,n) CO TO 551
ltEAM( 2. J.K)>0.3
GO I'J »•'

iSJ DEA>-II.J,KI«1.3
CONTIM'JE

SMOliTM
lr( lMi'<.,.tU..'>) CO T'J <.0

PUI Ni-. liT
0'.: ?o : = i,-4rF
n;i 31 K»i,NY
l>o 31 Jol.NX
:)2IJt><l»ltHAHII , J.KI
CALL Kr/(u2,':X,NV»
tni 3? K"i,.iV
00 32 J'lt'U
llf fti^l I 1 ),K)a02IJtK I

CALL ii:.'N3liieAt,NX,NY,WTF, IHAMM)
PUT Pili 1ST
iU *0 1«1. ITF

00 Al K»l,NY
l-l Al J«l,*JX
rir( j>Ki:ei:AMii, j,K. i

CALL klV'»KV«'12,NXi:iY)
IJi) •.; Ksl,N4Y
ti.l AZ J>1,\X
urAf'( i, J,K):n2( J,K I

CO JTl.Jii..

IFdFPLT.nCJ.OI R.ETUR^I

'(OTE MAX M SPHCIFIEi) PASS 3A"40

K«l
Utl '>6 J-1,NX
;)j 'jt I'l, jTf
IF(Pv,M.LT.?£AMri,J,KI» GO TO 57
r.o TO =,:,

S'MA'M.\:'.i I, J,K)
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JM.J
IH-I

56 CONTINUE
L
C PUT BtAM INTO 'AS* t 1ST QUAD)

K«i
DO 1 J«1,NXF
on 3 I«l, <Tr
N»t«((J-ll«UT*( I-l)l*l
AS(r<)«UuAMI I,J,K»

3 AS(M*1I».C.3
C
C ftOTATC- ADUUT X AXIS

DO <f J'liNXF
lO-NTF-l
I0»IO»l
Ub <• l>nFltNT
Ili«ti)-1

N»^»(( J-ll».JTt| I-1H*1
L = 2«l(J-l)<»NT*l ID-in*l
ASI-)>*^S(L)

<• AS('I«^1I'0.3
C
C ROTATE AOUOT F AXIS

nj S |«1,NT
JO-NXF-l
JO>JD*t
nu "i J''4XFUNX
jn-jo-i
N«2»(<J-ll«NT*( I-Xn»I
L«J»(IJU-ll»'4T*C i-in*i
AS(\)*ASIL)

b A5(i»H«1.3
c
C INV XFH

Mll)«S
M(2|.2
^<I3I«0
if;ct«-i
CALL lU.^HIaniM, iNt/illi IFSFT, IFERAI
IF( IFckS. «.0) STUP62

C
C EXfA'lO .¥X,2F

C().;fU'»/MS/ilT*,:4TF,NT4F,NTFl,N/l,t<X«iNXF,lgX«F,NXFltNZX
CALL CX^AJO US|t4T.NXtA)

C

C
C FkD XFH

Hll )«o
M(2).5
IFS5T »!
CALL HAKMIA.K, I NV. S. IFSET. t FERR

I

iFi n e^'. <;.'ji stupos
c FOi^M p-t ^^'^^i ' AbS(Hi mmen output is 13>alusio manner

nj 1^; j»i,>:x«F
00 15 1=1, ^TAF
•)=^«( ( j-ii»NT4*( i-in*i
Mwl I, Jl"/.! i)»A(N)*A(»Kl)»A(IJ»n

li P«ll, J)-P»( I,J)/(MT«1)I»MX»DX)
L

C UCK>«ALUc IN ^cG OP
P«H = P.Jli»lM-l,T»JM-7)
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UO 17 Jtil.NXAF
DO 17 I'l.NT^F

|F|t'H( :,JI.LT.l.f-OI Ph(1,.JI"I.E-9
IT Phil, ji«-io.»ALOGi:(PnntJn
c

C PLOT
CIO 25 J«l,NX«F
no ii i»i,'4r«F

25 1P.4I I I JI*P>4( l,J M.^"?!
PRINT ao

B*) FJRMAK'l'l
PHl^T 77

77 roc.MAr(20X,»i»ESPQ'4SE IN NEG DB • ,55X, 'FRtO' , lOXt ' VELOCIK-.25) • ,/)

0«i5.OF/2.
I" .HF*!
00 .;7 HC«1»NT4F
I«I-l
n»l)-loF/2.l

27 P'l'lT 2b.l( IP>«I UJ),J*UNX<>FtrU,V)
25 F,J-.«<AI (l7(2X,li),lOX,FS.5,5X,F5.1,/ I

PRIM 7»
79 KQPfftTirx.'K-O' , 3dX,«K..125«t3iX,«K».25M

PRIM TM
7H FU»MAri/,J5X, 'AMPLITUDE RtSPOSSEC VELDCITY FILTER' ,/35X.»X MAVE NU

M,i:n VS FRfcUUE'JCr' t

iri IFCLT.lt. 21 RETURN
PRI,<T 10

N»0
l)J 90 I-ilfU^F
OiJ i;i> J»1,"IX«,F

t-'i'l

(i4 ii..i.-n > IP.4I itJi
CALL ••»A¥( IGV(,'IX<.F,'.,NT'tF, II

RLTUR-;
t-iO

Sl;l.'^OllrI,.: crayi ioT,Nh.i«SH.Nv«r'isvi

C S l:i5U>iriNI^ Ui-iV '.KSPlAYS A-i A;<KAy TF NV» X ^^H ELEMENTS
C •ri-i=;iJ!..Ert OF SPiCrS Ce1k.ct4 the NH HURIZ ELEMCNTS UF ITD. DITTO V VIC5 tt

C Cli^'ifKi K. IS tUvrXAt TYUH IE I IrDf I2,llt...
l.rtr,i.J»2 JJIIJ?)
i'r(-:;;i:'i icii 1 1,*( 12. i7),Ti H2i
niMf.il'j.i Pici'., ij?i,r.Ri*,ei
Clival. 4/U/JJ. Ki/fT, PIC
tiATA ,;/• ' ,"*• ,'h','0',' ','•'. 'X'.'O',' ','•', 2»«X',2o' ',2»'X'

l.2»' '.J«'«'.3»' •,'»'»3»' ','-'.«•' '/
IL>TCT-'W»'iH»l
f|Stfl"NlV»l

tl5ill.>SH«l
PX'l. j/INSM»ll
!JV-l.</(N$V»l)
Mf.tinRT'l Jrt-l )• <5M»'4H
:)IJ I I»l,nMlORT

1 JJII )'n

c
no If' uiuf'i.fjv
|r I li.Ul.:iJ.Nt^l NSV1«I

C Scl DP C.l;LO.'l'lS FOR J ROWS OF IDT.
r.n 2 I < = l. u5V2,H5Vl
IC'%M»l
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00 7 ICT'l.NH
lOICTilOTCT-I
IC»IC-l

2 ACn.lCI-IOTIKlTCTI
rorcT'ioTCT*:NH

OU 3 IC>liNH
[):>(A(NSV2. tC)-A(l, Id )*DY
1)0 3 U>2.MSV1

3 A(IR,1C)'AI IR-l,IC)»n

UU 15 IK«1,NSV1
IT*0
DO <i 1E«2|NH
IT.|T»l
io»ie-i
n>(A(M,lLl-AIIRiIDII>nX
DO 4 I«1|NSH
IT»IT»l

<• TllT)*A(li<,IDI»U*I

IC-0
00 5 ir*l,MSHOaT,NSHI
IC«IC»l

5 TdTI'AIIRiICI

OU 6 I'UMSHORT
JJ( D'TdUO.S
iTesT=jjtn
IFIlTCSJ.Lc.OO) JJtII'B
iFiiTtST. ;t.03i jjm«e
IFIIT£SI...E. <.) JJt Il"7
IFIIThSr.Or.lOl JJIII*6
iF(irL'>r.uL.i6) JJID'S
|FlITtlT.';.t.23l JJII)«<r
i» (iTi;ir.'.,t.2ai jji[i«}
If (ITcST.iir.^'tl JJin>2
IFlIT£lT.Gz.<.D) JJID'l

4 CO'iTVlIt

Dit 10 J»ltMSHUir
KK=JJ( Jl

DU 10 K'1.4
10 P|C(Ki J)«v;<)(K,KK)

00 11 K»l,4
11 W^lTb(O.202l |l>IC(K,in. 1I«1.MSH3RTI

WKIieift.2011
15 CO'lTIUUt

2DI FORHATIIXI
202 r,),lflAr(lH*rl32Al)

Rf TURN
EMU
SUIlPOUTINt FA (0EA«,(lA'l5lttIH(>tBl;AM .IFPLT)
RC Mlrti^uOTINE FILIEK
REiL A'ltFl<,,<i)/ 1/5
0. Ji1. .'fO.O.lST.O. 2/5
Jj.',". j.O,?6.h,l3S.O. 3/5
lO.'-.t. t.<>.A5.0i II0.6. 4/5
-90.j,-4S.;,-2h.6,-l35.0/ 5/5
UIMr-itll.^ I»>W( lf>,l(il tPh( 16,16)
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OIMFNSION AZC,*.), ItEAMl <., <^ ) ,.A( 512 1 1 MVI 6<. ), SI6« ) f H|3i , AS( 32)
DIMENSION |PC(2SC"J
EUUlVALCMCE (lew. IPC.)

UIPENSin>J AU(512I.S'Jt64l,tMVU(6<>l
FuUIVALtNil';! At AU)i IS.SU|,( Il^Vt INVUI
C(Jl MOU/U/AUiSUf INVU
NX»A
OX-Z.
NY»«
OV-2.1/
OAMINaJ.O
IFIDA.IGLE.OT.IHO.O.UR. DANGLE. LT.DA1INI STDP50 SIOPSO

C
C SEl -liO.Lr.DEAK.LT.*lBO

IFIA3S(DE;.i«I.CT.3ft«-.0) STOPS! STUPSl
IF ((.EA^. LI. -193.0) il = AH»DEAR« 360.0
|F|UEAA.Cr.t.l8?.;>» l>EA:t>OcAA-}bO.O

C
C RESCALE A'lEF

D2»0.S*DANCLE
DO 1 K«l,r<V
DU 1 J'l.KX
A2I J,KI=AR£F(JiK)-B£A1
IFIAaSIA2(J,.KI).LE.180.) CO TU 1

IFI A2( J.KI.LT.-iaU.?! (iO TO 2
A2( JfK)'A2( J.K)-360.0
no TO 1

2 A2IJ,KI«A2I J>KI«>60.0
1 CONTINUE
C

C SET SPATIAL FRcO RiSPd^SE IN 'HARI' ORDER
nL«-02
DH.»02
U-l.S
nH«nH»o
OL-DL-U
IjU ) K'lfNY
DU ) J>1.'4X
IF(A2( J.Kl.CT.OK. 'J^.A2(J.^ t.lT.OL) GO TO «
BEAM J.KI.l.CT
00 TO 3

^ OEASM J.KUO.O
3 CO.JTIiu;

nEAM(i.i)«:.o
c
C IM7EI*T STOC AND PAS^

IrUBP.tU.ll GO TO 5

00 5 K = l,"iy

00 5 .1 » 1 , «
IFCIEA'K J.Kl.EO.O.Pl en TO 55
1JEA»'IJ.KJ.5.J
CO TO 5

55 UEArM J,K)>l.n
5 CUNT I.HUE

IFlIFPLr.iU.O) RtTURI
C

t NUT^ MAX n SPfcCIFien PASSDA.'^O
fVlK'TI.C-

DO t6 K°ltNf
DU 56 J»l,'/X
IFI''KH.LT.!IFAH(J,KI ) (10 TU S7
GO ;0 :>6
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57 PMM>nEAHIJ,K)
JHAX'J
KMAX>K

56 cu<)Triue
c
C INV XFH

N*-l
UU 6 K'1,NY
DU 6 J'ltNX

ASIN)'JEAMI J,K)
6 AS(N»l»».0.3

Md)-,!
M{2l«i
M(3)«0
IFSET=-l
CALL HARKtAStH, l:iV,S, IFSET, IFERR)
IFIIFEIR.rjt.OI ST0P52 STGPSZ

C EXHil'jO «X
CO»»OiWlS/fW>,HKF,Hm,F .NXFl,NZX,A|y<>,^VF,NY4F,NYFl,NZY
NX<.«;4X»'i

NXF=CUX/2I»1
NX<>K«IMX<>/2>*1
NXFl..,XF*l
fJ/X»3»)X

NYf««'jV/2l»l
NV<,F«{ 4V*/2)»X
NYFI-l.YF*!
MZY«3»^Y
CALL L<PAIOIAS)NX,NY,AI

C
C FmU Xh".

IFSfT'*!

H(2).<.
CALL liAHM(A,.H, INV.S. IFSET, IFERR»
IF( IFf<K..ii;.0) STUHS3 STaPS3

C FDriH P^ ARRAY • *35(H) WHE.J OUTPUT IN lO'ALOGlO MANNER
N«-l

OU 15 J'l.^iX4
N= ••2

PW( J,Kl>A( g)>AINMAIM»l)>A(N»l|
IS Pri(J,M»PW(J,K l/(.»X»uX»Ny»UY»
C

C NUKHALI/E CN Nil. UH W.R.T. MAX SPEC
Pr*H«Pi.('t«JMAX-3,«.Kf;AX-3l
DO IT K«l,,JY*
ni) 17 J»l,IY«

IF1IM( J,M.LT.l.e-'9l PW( J,K)«l.t-9
17 PK(J,KI=-l?..ALUGl.^(PHlJ,KI)
C

C PUT riii ; Mft,/£»tn FIkST
CALL KlVli'«,"JX'i,N;Y«l

c
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25 IPrtlJ«K)>PrilJ,Ki4'C.S01
PRINT 77

77 FORrATl'lM
PRTlI TO

7« FOI<MAT(20X,<P.ESPDNSE lil NCG 00 • , 55X, 'K • ,/l
lJ='».2i'j«C.D3125
K»17
00 27 KC>ltl6
K«K-l
D» 1,-0.0 3125

27 PRINT rf< .1 t IPH(J,KI,.J*1,16I,0I
26 f-0R4&rH6l?Jl.I3ltlC'X,F8.5//»

PRINT 777
777 FlHMtTI/.SIX.'AMPLITODE RESPONSE.! AUCLE FILTER • ,/35X,.«Y HAVE UUHDf

H VI A WAVE NUMBER* »

tFIIFPLI.EO.l) RGTUR^V
PRI'iT 77
CALL 0,<AV(IPCil6,4,16f 21
Re TURN
E'JC

SOunOUTI^b UOALL I ASt At NXt NX4I
OIMENSIOM A(1),AS( 1)
COMUOI/C-.VJS.KS, J,K
NS«?»l(KS-l)»NX»(JS-ll Ul
N«i'«((K.-l)»NX«»t J-l) »!

joa cowtiiul
ACn'ASINSI
Al l*l)<iAS(>lS*l)
Re TURN

SUo'-OUIlNE EXPANDI AS, NX, NY, Al
CtJMVU.i/ jS/\iX<., JKF, *X<.P ,NXFl..lZX,MV*.^VF,Mir«F,r4VFl,t4ZV
;jl •<V(;.ION A(l),ASl II

L EXPA lU 'Ai' iir MX HV 1,»P^IPPIATFLV AntlH.u /EP?IS TO FORM 'A'
t X -tEFC^n rc; THi 1ST tUMENSlJ^ Y TO THE 2N0
C INITILI/E A AR^.AV

ri*j

ilO II h»l,'lY<.

OU t) J'1,MX<>
D'J 9 l.= l,2

6 AI'Mi'j.K
C FILL 1 . SAVED OATA

NX»?»I JXF-ll
CanfUU/i.i|)/JS,KS,J,K
Hil li KS-1, IVF

UU 11 JS»1,NXF
K«KS
J»J3

11 CALL tUALLt AS, A,\X,'J<«1
I'O i; KS=l,'|YF
UU 12 JS'NXFl.WX
K^KS
J»JS»«K

12 CALL LI )ALH AS. A,MX.NX<>I
'.)) .1.3 r(i«-|YFl,NY
:)U n Ji«N<Fl,NX
K=K.S»-./Y
J=JS»N/X

13 CALL UJ.\LLIAS, AiNXdJX'il
{.111 1<. KS'NYFl.JY
UU K J5«1,'JXF
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J»JS - ^
!<• CALL UJALLIAS.A.NX,.NXAi

RCTURi4
t'AO

SUfl'lOUTItie «EV (PW,»<X,»IV»
C MUr "Jt'l WA\/6NfJ FIrtST

l)IM:fi5IllN PWdKfNVI
NXF»C,)</2)fl
NVF»( |V/2)»1

C lOTATE M.R.T. X

JS'NY-NYF
UU 18 J'l.MX
1)0 IH JC*ltJS
T»P.*Ui'IVI
KY»«»V*l
00 H IC«2,NV
KV«KY-l

19 Pr(( J,KY|aP>4(J,KV-lt
18 PmIJ.1I«T
C R.)rATE W.R.r V

JS-NX- JXF
DO 23 K»1,MY
OU 23 KC'ltJS
r»PW(<Y|K)
KX»NX»l
OU 2<, IC>2,NX
KX«KX-l

24 Pf.(KX.K)>PW(KX-ltKi
23 P.4(l,Kl>T

kcTUMN

suj.tuuTn; ieviz*^ (phiik.'^y)
C PiJI Pui HAVf« FIMSr. IN/ERSE OF REV

HfiMSIDN PW{'J<,NYI
•4XF.( H/2)*\
Nvt-»( jr/2)«i

C itUTATc H.K.T. X
JS»'.Y- lYF

DO If) J«l,JX
lU 18 JC'lfJS
I-P.<1J,1I
DO lO IC'J.NY

!» I'f.( J,IC-1I*PWI J. IC)
19 PWUtl.YI'T
t RlllATc W.R.T V ,

J5»'IX-IXF
IIU 73 K'l.NY
Uu r3 KC»liJS
ToPWIl.KI
00 2<, lL-2,rJX

24 PKIIC-UKIsPMI IC.K)
23 PUIMX.KI'T

RcTUR.'J

Ell.

soaauuiinE ml (s.veloCi angle, xu.sdsi
CCi-'Mtli./U/U

CJMPLLX>>) CT,SCI6<>,l<>).A(b<i,16IiSXI&<.l
DIM'•.^;SIOM S(3?,«,«I,AH( 12H),.SIUlft),lN\/H(16»,M«16(
DI'itNSIJU XNI32, <..<•), LI 161
liriLNilJII SUS( I)
C0MPLLX»J6 J^,0,F4U,y( 33. 16, 16 I, AC I 256 I, XPw( 33 > 16, 16)
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EwUIVAL^NCf (0( 1,1. n.XPH(lllln)^(SC(ltl)lAlllll)
MA'<LLUr/INVEO/lPKEQtF<EOiO
REAL'h flNOR.BNOR

C
C ALIGN (iJISE AS PfK SIG VtLOCITV VECTOR

CALL U=LAY ( -V=LOC, ANGL E. XN

)

CALL HLUri6IXN,3Zi
KC'O
no 1 K>1.'>
DO 1 J»l,<>
KC»KC*1
UU 1 1'1,32

I SCI l,RCI«CHPLX«XNI 1,J,K),0.0I
C
C TAPER AN'J AOD iEHOS. TU INPUT...

no M i;c»l,l'<

00 ?1 I • 1.32
Jl .•.!( ll»RfcAL(SC( 1,KC I »

CALL TAPER (AH, 32)
nj 32 1'1.3?

32 SCII.KCI'CF'PLXI AMI ll.O.Ot
3 3 CJNTI'iUE

DO 34 KC>1,16
no 3<i 1«33.64.

34 SCI I.KCI* ( J.OiO.O)
C
C TRA'iSFORrt INPUT 'JOISE

CALL NEvlATE IXiJl

Kll)>u
MI2)*J
MI3)«C'
CALL M:.r)H(AH,M, IfiVK, SMiO, IF ERR I

IFStT««2

liD '.« kC<>1,16
ff-l
CO 2 I •1,6'.

A.<IM>'4EALISCI l.KLII
2 AH|il»l)=0.0

CALL HARJ'.IAH.M. I'lVH.SH.If StT.IFER*)
If ( 1Ic;k.\i;.0) STOP'.P
IFIfC.Cw.l) CALL APLUTIAH, 128»
N--1
DO 3 I'ltbi,

CT = CMPLXIAHPII I AMI N« 1) I

SCI l.KCI'Ll
T'CACSICT)
IF (T.C.T.PWB) PHB»T

3 CO'ni'IUt
C
C W^ITE I6.hn pwa
c 67 FnR-!Ari;"»x,/,ix,'p»::» 'tfl*./)
671 CU.lTI'llit

c
C LIMIT t)Y;4AMlC PDWCR RANGE

l.-,l '.D KC'l. 16
DO AO I«l,64
SCI t.KCI'SCI l,KCI/P<<d
T = CA:iSt'.CI I.KC) I

IF IT.LT.O.i'iOll GCIl,KCt>ISCI t,KC)/T)>}.001 '
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<iO COUTIMUc
c
C SHOOTH SC

DU 43 r,C>1.16
N.-l
OU 41 t'ltb't

AH(M9RcALISC( IfKCI)
<>l AhirHll'&IMAutSCt IfKC) I

CALL AHA.-4.J( AHf6<>)
IF (KU.LT.)I CALL APLOT( AH, 128

)

N--1
OU 42 Ial«6<>
N«i^»2

42 SC( I.KCI'CHPLX( AHCrit.AHIN^ll)
4 J CONTIIOt

C
C GET Ci^OSS POMER

UO b J»1.16
DO A K*J>lb
OU 4 I-1,3J

4 XPW(I,J«K|>SCI tf J)*CC)NJGISC(I,KI)
ir'(J.cJ.K> GO TO 6
00 7 I* 1.3)

5 XP.4(1,K,JI>DC0NJG(XPUI ItJiKI)
b Ca^TMUc

L
C NU^MALI/E FOR OAtM EUJlLl/ATtON

OU 30 1*1,33
0(1 33 K'l.Ib
ANJ^«i.l)AKSIXPrf( I.K.KII
lU IP J>l.lb
UN.JM«C')AR3iXPHI I, J,JI )

i") Xl'.id, J,KI«XPrt( l,J.><l/DSORT(ANUR*BNUR)
C
C I-4VbflT XPrf

00 H 1>1,33

OU 7 K«t, lb
OU 7 J* 1,1b
N»J»1

7 ACI'<I><I'W(I.J,K)
75 CALL CUMl')V(AC,lb,0,L,H)

IF^tU*!
F:(:1»«I-1).I./1.28

C MttlTEIb.l WEO)
IF(CUA!)S(OI.EQ.O.U) ST0PS4

nu U K>l,lb
o'j a j>i,ib

q 0(I.J,K)>AC(NI
C
c Oil fi'jal filter

00 13 1*2,13
1)V»(3.0UJ,3.P03>
Oil 11 K*l,I6
OU 11 J*1,16

11 |IM=JM*i|I,J,K)
nu 10 K*l,lb
FNi)'l.3.il(.3.O.0nO)

OU 13 J''!, 16
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13 FNU»FNU«-'J( If J.KJ
AlliK)>FNU/DH

10 CONTINUE
c CLOCK INPUT nc

00 12 KC-l,r6
12 A(l,KCI»CMPLX(O.OiO.OI

C
C NOTC TtlftT XN IS OESTROYtD IN PLOTTIHO.
C KC-1
C 00 30 K«1.4
C 00 5? J«.l.*

C KC«HC*1
C 00 "=3 I'liiZ
C 50 XU( l,J.K)<iCAeS(A(l,KCII
C CALL PLOrih(X.Mi32l
C
C
C 00 NEO FHEU

N-33
00 ) I<34tb4
*I"N-1
00 9 K>ltl6

9 All tKliCONJGIAINtKli
C ISTcP-16
C 00 107b KC>l>16t l&TCP
C no 107 I*lf64
C X>RtALI Al I,KC)

I

C VAIMA>;iAI l,KCI I

C 137 AMI I («(X.X»V»YI
ClOTb CALL OPLOT IIAHf6^l
C
t ALIU'i 1CVII SIGJAL

CALL litLAY l-VELOCtANGLE,SI
C
C TAPbR PCVJ SKiNAL..

no J6 K^l,*
00 36 J»l.*
OU 3b I*l,32

35 AMI I l<SI If JtKl
CALL TAPEK IAH,32»
(in :-b I « 1,32

36 SII.J.KI»AH(I)
C

C XFM RCVIi SIGNAL
CALL .lEGATE IS)
Hll)«(.
MI2I.0
HI3)«C

00 lOoJ K=l,*
00 1001 J. I,*
IFSLT'tl
N«-l
KC=KC*1
OU 200 |«l,32
N»4«2
AHri)<S(I.J,K)

203 .\li('i»l) = 3.C.

C ADO /e:^u'.

00 37 )=65,128
37 AH(M=0.n

CALL hARKIAH.H.lNV.SH, IFSETtlFERR)
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nu 300 I>lt64
N»N»2

300 SX(I)°CMPLXIAH(NI»AH(r4«^l)l
C
C SMOOTH FLT AND HLTPLY IN FilEU DOMAIN

N«-l
OU 400 I>lt64
N«N»J
AHIN)<>KCAL(A(I.KCI I

«3U AHINtn=>AlHAGI A( IiKCU
CALL AHANWC AHtb*;!

UO 630 I>U64

600 SXIl)<SKin*CHPLX(AHINIiAH(N*l))
C
C INV XFM

IFSET--1
N«-l
00 500 I>lt6^
N«N«2
AM(M°<«EAL(SXn ))

S03 AH(;4»t|nAIMAG(5X( I))
CALL HARMIAH.M, INViSH, IFSETlIFERR)
N»-l
DO 100 l>1.32
f|»N«2

100 S(I,J..KI>AHIN)
1030 co><nNue

CALL i^FGATE IS)
C
C PLOT A JU SJM
C CALL PLUTlb(Si32l

CALL US inoiO.iO.tS.SOS)
«;tur (

C OfcHUi; SUHCHKiSllBTRACE
66 FGRVAIC >, 161 IX, 07. II I

EHJ
suii'<(jurr4= SPBPF icatai

C SPECIAL PUftPOit nPF TO FILTER 3-0 VE» DATA,. BLOCK DC AUD LPF AT 25 HZ.
OirF'iStUN i)ATA( 12l)l,M( J),lr4VI32l,SI32)
CUMV.0.,/u/A(256l
(-•TS'iab
Si^'lO'j.C
FF.SR/2.
N2.NPTS/2
MFF»nj2*l

C FF= FOLDING FREO
Mdt'T
M»2I=0
M13)»0
IFSET-l
UO 1 I»1,NPTS
IRE'2»I-l
IIM>2«I
AIIAEI'UATAI I)

I Atn;i) = ;,.n

15 CALL HAritMA.M, INV, S.IFSETflFEKH)
C
C HIGH F^iO

Tl»0.i,.iT
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T2«0.0«9
NHF=30
I(»c-2»NHF-l
n«»Z« IMF

A(inF)-Tl«A(IRI-l
A(IIM|>T1<A( IIMI
IRE = 2«( JHF»n-l
IIM»2»l.^HF*ll
A(l<<E)«r2<A( iHE)
AII1MI>T2*A( IIH)

C
C 2ERU STOP 3AN0

NM/«,'IHF*2
1)0 2 l»MHZ,NFF
IRe»2»I-l
MH-2»I
AI1REI*0.J

2 AdIMIrO.c
C
C LUh FREO

NLF«3
T1>.<.01
T2«.0<.6

C MANN UTHER TRANSIT I0!4.

l«u"2»ILF-l
l|f»2»NLF
At IRf I«T1»A(IREI
Al I |M)»T1«A( tm)
lRi:«2»(aF-l)-l
i:Ma2.(fJLF-ll
Al J^6I»T2«AI IREt
A(I If"|.T2»AI H^iJ

C
C J€(.Cl irt'P 3A'J0

Nl.i«-ILF-2
(HI 3 I*1.Nl2
Ut-2»I-l
n''«2»l
A( iiie)>o.o

3 AIIIP)°J.^
C
C AJIIUT FF HE'S ART cVEN.IH'S ARE ODD.
20 A4FF1bI,FF»1

J«.-|FF

Dtl <. 1='IFFI,NPTS
J*J-1
JR£=2«J-l
J|M»2»J
iR-:«2»i-i
1IM.2«I
AliKFl.AtJRi:)

* AtIIH)«-AIJIH|
C
C INVCft.jE FFT

|FS=r=-2
CALL MAKH(A,M, INViS.IFSET. IFERR)
00 6 1 = 1,.\PTS
IRe»2«I-I

6 riAT.'.m = A(IRE)
RETURN
LNU

C NL2
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C GEN 2 WAVES AND TEST HL ESTIHATIOM
UI HENS I Oil SI32.<>«'kltAA(&<il.SSI32)iXN(32tA«4)iSDSI32)
ritAL 1T(32,<>,4)
COMMtiM/ Dl H/ i4T t OT t DX « DV
UT»32
COMMON/U/TTiAA
DT»P.02
DX«2.
PV-2.
THt»3.»J.l<i>l?9/100.0
AMP =-n.O
DO JUO II'?t.S
:F(II.Eo.21 AMP.-5.
IF(I1.4C).3) AHP--10.
IFMI.cU.'.) AHP—50.
IFdI.EO.'i) AMP—500.
HZ«5D.
FRE;J«%.0
PF;'d.}»ATAM(l. )»FREO
DO I I oil 32
T»II-l».tl./HZ|

1 SSIII»4MP»SINCPF2»T*THE>
VeLOC"25.
CALL «<.-1EAN(SSi32tO.OI
ANULE*)0.
Sr4R«10?00.

4 COMTIIIIE
C Cc.i NOISE

CALL PHAVE(SSi32tU.02iVcLUC«ANoLEf SNRt30ttXNI
CALL PLUTl!i(XNi32)

C
SNR»-S <S

CALL PmAVE ISS.37.').'32tVELOC.ANGLEtS''Rt301iTTi
CALL PLOTlbirT,32)
DO b 1>1|32
UO 6 J>lt<>
DO 6 K<li4

6 XNI itJ>KI«XNlt, JiKI^TTIItJtKI
C
C
C GEl Slu
100 CONTlMUc

FRfO»5.
PF2*U.*ATAMll. )*FnEO
AMPL'li.
DO 2 I=>1.32
T=(I-l.)»n./H2»

2 SS(I)»AfPL»SlN(PF2»T»
DU 21 Ic22.32

21 SStn>3.0
101 CONTlNJt

SANr.LE = 30.3
CALL P.4AVE (SS>32.0.02>VELUC.SA'<liLE>10-JO.t903>St
CALL PL0T16IS.321
CALL bS (23..SANGLE.S.SUSI

203 CD.niNUe
DO 5 K«lt4
DU 5 J = l,i,

UO S I = l.J2
5 SI liJiK):S( IiJtKI«^X.vn>JiKI

Call PLuri6iSi32i
CALL IIS (JS.iSA.'JGLE.SiSdS)
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CALL PLOTIKSI
CALL Hi. (StVCLOCtSANGLEtXNiSOSI

300 COUINUe
STOP
OcilUG SUBCHK
END

C ML7
C GEN 7 WAVES ADD nUcS FILTEKINC AND ML ESTIMATION

OIMCNSION SUS(J2I
Rfc.'.L SANO'K iZ,',,i,i

UlflcUSIIIN MO), A(102<rl
UIM'.'NSin'( PXIlT.O.ai
DIMENSION SI37i,. SS( 32.4.<> I ..SS2I 32 t4t<>)
R:AL Ka:.C.(*.,*1/16»1.0/
KtAL f-tflL( W,<.,'.)/272«l.P/
fc"=fcl FH1.|17|/U»1.0/
CO».»'ON/IIIM/NT,OT.DX,DV
NT«32
MX«4

DT»0.02
0»*Z.
OY-r.

ISEEI>«1P1
c
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T=(I-XI»(1./HZI
M S(l)>CUSIPF2*r)

CALL PlMVclStNT I OT.VELOC, ANGLE, 1300. tt SEED. SS)
CALL USIVELOC.A'^GLCSS.SOS)
DO 5 1.1,32
00 5 J*1,NJ(
UO •} K<1,I4Y

5 SS2II,J,KI>SS2I 1,J,KI*SSI I,J,K)
C
C I,

Vf:LllC««2.
CALL PWAVE (S,WT.OT,.VELOCiANGLE,1000., tSEEO.SSI
CALL OSIVELOC, ANGLE, SS,SUSt
00 h I«l,32
00 6 J>1,4
DO fr K-l,«

6 SS2(I,J.K)«S52( l,J,K)tSS( t,J,.K)
55 CO.aiHOE
c
c s

FREU-17.2
WELCC'l-iO.
ANGLE*}.
Ph'2>3.<ArANIl.)«FRE0
00 7 I •1.32
r«II-ll»(l./HZ)

7 SI1I*CUS(PF2*T)
CALL l'VAVC-(S,NT,DT,VEL'JC,.AUCLEilOO0..tSEEO,SSt
CALL 0S(tfcLOC,ANr.Lr,SS,SnSI
00 n |.i,?2
00 8 J>1,4
00 B K'l,',

s ss:(i. j,K)°s':2( t,j,K)«ss( i,j,Ki
c
C 6

FRcO°ri.9
PF?=3.«ArAN(l.l«FKtO
00 i<t,32
T.lI-ll.ll./M/)

9 sin=Lj'.iPF2.n
CALL PiAVcl S. NT, or, VELOC, ANGLE, 1000., t SEED, SSI
CALL USIVELOC, ANGLE, SS, SOS)
no 10 I«1,'|T
00 13 I'l.i,

no 17 x-'i.t,

10 S:2I1. J,K)>SS2(I,J,K)»SS( I,.J,K)
C
C 7

FHrO.J.l
V£L0C«3i.
A'loLE»120.
PF2«H.»ATAN(1. l«FRtO
DO It 1'1,32
Ts|l-ll«H./HZI

11 S( n=C JSIPF2»TI
CALL PMMI^. i;,NT,OT,VELOC,ANGLt:, 1000., ISEEU, SSI
CALL OSIV£LOC, \NOl;.SS,SDSI
DO 12 1=1.32
00 12 J»1.4
00 12 K = l,<,

12 SS2(I. I.KI<=SS2I :.J.K)»SS( I.J,K)
Oil IJ 1 = 1.32
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OU 13 J*lt4
DO 13 K>1,4

13 SAND>l(ItJtKI>SAN0NIItJiKI«SS2lltJtKI
C
C SAriUN > SIGNAL ANU NOISE
C SS2 • NOISE
C
120 C0.4TINUt

CALl PLUTIKSANON)
CALL US (7S.,<>5.tSAMUN«$DSI
CALL US U2.t90.iSAM0NfS0SI

C
c
c

CALL N;r,ATi:ISS2l
C CALL FHr40ISS2iOtO|PH|
C CALL PLT3 I Pf4. -7. . 45., 1. 2

)

CALl FA (*<.b.. t<i5..1..FA,40.2l

C CALL FV O1.20.b2.6,liFVEL,0i?l
CALL FILrL:K (SS2,F«NritF«rEL,FFOI

C CALL FWI0ISS2,3,'>.Pi<)
C CALL PLT4IPMI

CALL .'tECATE ISS2)
C

CALL M=l.ATe (SANDS!
CALL FILTER IS ANDN.F ANr.,FVEL,FFO I

CALL l.<:(iATE (SANTiNI
CLL 111 l<.2.,13.,S.VIOH,SnSI
CALL US (75.,<>S.,SA-|DN,S(lS)
CALL r.L (SANMN.Tfi. •<•?.. SS2,SnSI
SIjP
OEuUr. SUUCHK
END

C VE.-vFHT)

C TMIS p-.-l ACCEPTS TH= IIUTPOI .JF PR = LIM
DIMLNSIO'I SI32)'>,-i).P.4l 17,e,al
CCI.<MnN/l.|-l/|I,UT,f)X,DY
RE.\L F*.NG(<.,«l/lt>«l.O/,FVcLllT,4,'.)/272»l.a/.FFOI17)/l7«1.0/
NT "32
IH=n.02
0X»2.
Of'?.
icju-a-j

}9 ICJ'J«4T»ICUU<T»l
C KcA;)y Ll'-< PASS V'LOCITY FILTER

CALL F/tSlJ.,5J0..O,FV=L.0,2l
C
C READ riPUT

REAiJlti,102,END'l?3i(((S(I.J..K),I'1.3CI.J>l,4I.K>l,4)
C

CALL FILTEH ( S , FANG. FVEL.FFU)
CALL PL0T16(S,32)
CALL '4 = GAT£ (SI
CALL FW\U (S.O.O.PMI
CALL PLT3(PH,-0.'J,Z'i.,l,2)
GO TO r>

103 ST.jP

102 FOSCAK IIF7.<4)
END

C REjPinSE
C FRiiJ .^rSP TEST 3-U

oi:^:ns(on sus(32I
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DIMENSION MIJIiAdOZiVI
UIMENSUIW PWI17.U>8)
nivpNSlUK S(32l. SSi32f4,«)
REAL %s^^^2,A,l,^/•il^^o.o/
REAL F.\"i;i<,,«l/16«l.9/
RtAL F\'CLI17i*f<i)/272»l.O/
REAL r-FfjIlTI/lf'l.C/
CO«Hli;./uIH/ 4TtOTiOXtOY
C0MMn.j/P5/lHtJM,KH
IH.2
JH«2
KM«2
MT-32

NY»<r

DT«-).J2
DX>2.
DV»2.
&S2(1,1,1)-1.
CALL PLnn(ilSS2f 32)
CALL .-|l:CATt:<SS2(

IFt'LT«2
JFSMU'CI
IHAMN«3
HEAR><iS.

CALL FA IQEAR,3h.l,F4NG,lF»>LT)
1 CUiTImtc

CALL FILrLR(SS2.FANr„FVEL>FFOI
CALL F.I I0SISS2. IFSVl)..ItlAM<4,PMl
CALL »'LrSI)>H,0.n,26.,l,ll
SI'J"
OEl.UG SUbCHK
AT I

3 Ki'Mr:|/>,2) I FANO(J.K)iK>l,'i)
2 FJilMATISX •<>Fh.2f/)

SI lP<i«

E'JIJ

c FH jor

C £.c » 7 HAVrS ANIJ nu£S FILTLMVi A 40 LHSE CSTIHATIO^l
olrt-r-jSION SUSI 32)
niH-NSiu^ M( j),Ai n2<i)
OI'-rtJluN fwlWiUtS)
illMr'iSIQ-J SI32I, SS(32i«»«)tSS2(32«4i4)
P.EAL FAIG('.,A)/l6»l.O/
KEAL F/ELIl7,<.,<i)/272»l.O/
ki-AL rhr:in)/n»i,o/
COMMO,,/OlM/ JT.OT.OX.DV
NT»32

DTiO.OZ
UX'2.
OYa?.
M/=50.
IStcD'lOJ

FR.:1.= 12.5
PF2 = i'.»<,.»ATAH( l.)»FRE'J
Ltd 1 I '1.32
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1 S1I)»1.0S(I'F2«T)
VtLOC"75.
ANGLE»-«5
SNR-I&jC.
CALL P-<avCIS,Nr,DT,VELOCtANGLE,S^<iISEEOfSS)

99 CONTINUF
nu 2 I'l.NT
DO 2 J>l,NX
no ? K=i,nY

2 SS^M I. J.KI*SSI I, J,Ki
CALL US IVELOC. ANGLE, SS2tSl)S)

c
C 2

103 CdNTIMUc
C

ANGLE-t'.S.
CALL P'<AVe(S,Nr,.ir,tfELnC,AHCL£.SM!l,IS£EO,SS)
CALL US (VcLICiAUGLCSSiSOSI
nu 3 1*1, NT
nu 3 J>1,NX
l>a 3 K*1,'4X

3 SS2I1,J.KI*SS2I l.J,KI»SSIl.J.JCI
C
C 3

FR£0«7.3
VEL(IC»125.
A.gGLE»»9?.
PFi:"8.»ATANI l.)>FnEO
no <• I'li32
T"( l-J )«I1./II2I

4 S(I l = C-JSII'F2»n
CALL C*.iVc(S.-4T,nT,i/tLilC..>Nlilfc,lOO0.,ISESD,SSI
CALL OilVeLOC.ANr.L?,SS>SU$)
OiJ 6 1.1,32
no i j.i.'jx
nu * K.l.NY

5 SSi^d, J,K|»SS2I I,J.KI«SSIUJ.K|
C

C 4
VcLOC'i?.
CALL t'WAVE IStNT.DT.VELUCf AMGLc. 1000., ISEEO, SSI
CALL U!;(VELUC. AlliiLcSS, jJSI
no b 1>1,32
no 6 j'lft,

b SS2(I,J,KI'SS2I I,J,KI*SSi l,J,XI
»5 cu.niNuc
c
c s

FRtO»l7.2
V = Ll)C»100.
Atjr.LE'').0

PF;?=d. •ArA.N(l.)»FKE'J
mi 7 |.1,32
T=t l-l)«ll./H7)

7 St I 1«C JSIPF2»n
CALL PWAVf (l,;g7,nT,vnL'lC,.«t((;LK,lODO., tSfEUfSSI
CALL DStVhLUC, ANGL::, SS.SnS)
ni) n 1 = 1,32
PL) '\ Jol,^
no ii K=\,it
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SS2(I.JtK|aSS2( l.J.KItSSdiJiX)

FRE'3«21.9
PF2 =8.»ATAM{l.»»FR«:g
1)0 1 I»l,32
T-( I-l)»n./HZI

9 SI I l«C1S(PF2»TI
CALL P..AVclS..4T.0T,VELUCfANGLEf lOOO.iISEEOf SS)

CALL OSIVELOCiANGLEiSSiSOS)
DO 10 I»1.-|T
I)] 10 J>li4
DO n K»l,«

10 S^irii. J«K)»SS2lt. J.Kt^SSI I,.J.K)

C
7

FrtEU-a.i
V£LOC»10.
ANCLE- 120.
PF2>a.*ATANI 1. t<FREi}
DO U t>l>32
T»l l-ll*ll./H/l

U 51 I l«C0Slt'F2»T»
CALL PrfAVE IS.NT.DT.VELaCf AHGLE.'.OOO.iISEEUtSSI
CALL OSIVbLdCtANGLEiSSiSDS)
DO 12 I<>U32
no 12 J>lt<>
nj 12 K'l.'t

12 SSZlIi JiKI>sS!;2( t. JiKI^SSlIf J«XI
CALL L3JK (SS2I

CALL ll:r,ATEISS2)
C.^LL F^nillSS2,0.0,PW)
LALL "LTi (PW,-r>.,'i5.,l,2)

CALL F:. (•<.%. .4<>5.,UFANG.2I
CALL F7 (11.25,6r.5,liFVtL,0,2)
CO.«TI i:i::

CALL FF(0.".'..1.UFFfji2i21
CALL FlLIr* ( S >2f F A'lG. FVEL i FFQ )

CALL f.i ini"iS2. )tO.PMl
CALL PLT^IP^l
CALL j-t.ATd (s;;?:

CALL LJUKISS2)
STIJP ~

DEilUC OUBCHK
AT 12 3'.

ST'JP12J'.
E.^U.

SUIt-4lluriNE LOOK ISS2I
R;AL iS21i2r<.,'*)..SCS(32l
CALL US (7i<..-<>5.f SS2tS0JI
CALL US l70.,<.5.,SS2,Sl)S)
CALL US (123.,93.,SS2.Sl)S)
CALL l)> (<>:., 9). ,SS2. SOS)
CALL OS ll.>0.0,0.0,SS2.SDS)
CALL US IOi.,').,SS2,S0SI
CALL US (3D..120.,SS2,SUSI
CALL PLUTll (SS2I
CALL PLOTlb (SS2,32I
RiJTilft t
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